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“The Emperor of Ice Cream”:
A Note on the Occasion
ROY HARVEY

PEARCE

The poem is the cry of its occasion,
Part of the res itself and not about it.
“An Ordinary
Evening in New Haven,”

XII

E

xegesis and interpretation
of “The Emperor of Ice Cream” (first published in the Dial, July 1922) can fairly be said to be Blackmurian. “To
gloss such a poem is almost impertinent, “ Blackmur wrote of”The Death of
a Soldier,” and then went on to interpret the poem without gloss, without
exegesis. He followed this interpretation, again without gloss or exegesis,
with one of “The Emperor of Ice Cream.” And father-figure to many of us
that he is, strong as we would be, he has turned out to be almost right. His
interpretation is of course well known; so that one needs only quote its
leading sentence to recall its perdurable thesis: “The poem might be called
Directions for a Funeral, with Two Epitaphs.“’ Blackmur, to be sure, did
not radically separate signifier from signified (he was too fond of the O*fonl
Et~glisjrDictiannry for that), although those who were made uncomfortable
by the intensity of his readings sometimes accused him of as much. It is just
that he declined to ask some rather obvious questions and so persuaded a
number of readers of Stevens that they don’t need asking. Thus, one of
those readers, Irvin Ehrenpreis:
Blackmur opened the best road the interpreters of the poet could
follow. When he also discouraged readers from tracing literary or
historical allusions in Stevens’ poems, he performed a smaller but still
handsome service.2
The obvious questions, as regards “The Emperor of Ice Cream,“are: Who is
being addressed? Why and to what end “roller of big cigars,““The muscular
one, ‘I “Let the lamp affix its beam”? Why and to what end, above all, “ice
cream”? It seems to me that, in the present state of our reading Stevens, a
little reconstruction is called for. Surely Stevens’ words, as I set them forth
in my epigraph, justify such a fundamentalist inquiry.
Unpublished letters demonstrate that Stevens was in Tampa, Florida
Thursday and Friday I.5 and 16 November 1917.3 The Friday letter, written
in the evening to his wife, reports the overpowering beauty of the flowers
he has seen and also, without details, a couple of walks, the second around
the town. Given his intensity as a walker in cities, Stevens (who was staying
at the Hillsboro hotel) seems-granting the opening lines of “The Emperor
of Ice Cream”-to
have walked to Ybor City, the cigar-manufacturing
section of Tampa, which was (and is) within a mile or so of his hotel (now
converted to an office building).
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He could have looked in on the sort of scene set in the photograph
reproduced cu fnce.4 By 1917 Tampa’s Ybor City had become the great center for
the manufacture
of cigars of high quality. The cigar rollers were Cuban,
Spanish, and Sicilian emigres who had together created a genuine community there. The photograph-and
there are others which indicate this is
in more details-shows
men with muscular
forearms
(a product of their
occupation) working
together underneath
well-placed lamps. Above them,
in a kind of pulpit, is the “lector,”
who is reading in Spanish to them from
fiction, poetry, drama, and the newspapers-so
to make their ten-hour day
not entirely a thing without
joy. Their routine was eased too by numerous
coffee-breaks;
they were allowed all the free cigars they wanted. And
Stevens could have seen more of Ybor City, its clubs and its coffeehousesitsgenleinsrhnf~lirh mien. There was something special about its coffee houses.
For the Sicilians coming to the community
in the 1890’s
had brought with
them their cuisine and had introduced
it to the community,
even as they
had adopted the community’s
language. Ybor City’s historian writes:
The Cubans who are great lovers
pleasures of Sicilian gelrrki, such as
more exotic ice creams with the
jasmine, cinnamon, almonds, and

of rnfr solo began enjoying the new
granita or lemon sherbert and even
flavors of mulberry,
prickley-pear,
waterme1on.o

Readers of Stevens’ correspondence,
recalling his compulsive
search for
flavors, surely will say: Q.E.D.
Thus the occasion: a “lector” addressed in such a way and in such a situation as to remind him of his obligations
as regards “Directions
for a
Funeral,”
to the end that the poet might earn the right to his “Two Epigraphs”
and his discovery
once more that even while death concludes
(brings to a close) life, life can end (terminate)
death. It is the quite specific
quality of the life celebrated which the reader who would interpret
the
poem all the way must realize. Reading Stevens, then, reading him so to
interpret
him properly, we must again confront
Cradgrind
and find that
he is us-the
poem indeed being the cry of its occasion.7

NOTES
I

Tlw Douhlr

2. Wnllnrv

A,pvf

Sows.

(New
A Cnhcnl

York,

1935).

A~~hrologp

pp. 75-76.
(Baltimore,

1972).

p 40.

3. The 15 November
1917 letter istoFerdlnandReyher(l~91-1963),~
writerwhoserxtraordInarycareer
(because
of his great range of friendships,
from Stevens
to Brecht
and back again, and his Intense and varlcd
activity
as a writer)
has been recounted
in James K. Lyon, B~wtoit Brrvht’~ Amwcn~r Currow
(Bonn,
1978)
Xeroxes
of his xcrox of this and of a 3 June 1916 letter, Stevens
to Reyhcr,
have been given to me by my
colleague
Professor
Lyon-this
surely a pure example of the power of collcgial
serendtpity
the 16 November
letter,
to which I refer in my text, IS I” fact dated only”friday
Evening.”
Huntington
Library
records date It
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IR. 1919, which would appear
to be m error, since It IS written
on the same letterhead
a5 the 15 November
1917 letter, so dated, to Reyher
and there is before 1922 no other record of a Stevens
visit to Tampa Thus I
have dated the letter
to Mrs. Stevens
16 November
1917
and recommended
that the Huntington
do
likewise
I must add that the Huntington,
to which
of course I have given xcroxes
of my xeroxes
of
xeroxes,
also holds Holly Stevens’typed
transcripts
of twelve letters,
Stevens
toReyher,
1920-22,
all headed
by the note “(copies
from xerox from Faith Jackson
[Reyher’s
daughter]
too late for LETTERS)
” The
letters, xeroxes
of which Professor
Lyon has given me, are at present
unlocated;
Professor
Lyon recalls that
they were in the possession
of Faith Reyher
Jackson when he saw them, but they are not among the letters
(since, she informs
me, sold to the University
of Maryland
Library)
typed transcripts
of which
are at the
Huntmgton.
Stevens’
letters
to Reyher
should
be sought
out and published,
if only because they ewdence
a
Stevens
somewhat
less pontifical
than he of the L+fur< as they have been given us. Of special interest
IS a 22
February
1922 letter
which
comforts
the Ordinary
Reader
by giving
a modestly
l bldinous
and l bidlnal
account
of the episode
described
in the 10 January
1922
letter (to Mrs. Stevens),
L&V
No. 246. Holly
Stevens
has informed
me, 20 July 1979, that she is “working
with”
the letters
to Reyher.
4. The photograph
IS reproduced
by courtesy
of Ybor Square,
Factor,
which
had been built in 1886. Although
the photograph
represents
the state of such a factory
when Stevens
could have
5. E.g., Charles
IS drawn.

E. Harrier,

A P~rtur~nlH~sfori/o~Yl~or

C~fy(Tampa,

Tampa,
Florida.
It is of the V. M. Ybor
dates 1925, it would appear that It fairly
seen it.
19751,

p 8, from

which

much

of my account

7 My thanks
to those who, even when puzzled
by my inquiries,
agreed I” effect that we all belong toone
university
and so answered
them: Professors
Joseph C. Robert,
George
F Botler, and James W. CovIngton
Thanks
also to Professor
Lenijoy
LaBellr,
who, understandlng
what It 15 to do good to another,
IS never
puzzled
by my ,nqu,r,cs.
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Stevens and Ashbery:
The Wrinkles
in the Canvas of Language
WILLIAM

BYSSHE

STEIN

T

he affinities
of Wallace Stevens and John Ashbery
cohere in the
puckish, irreverent
drollery of their execution, the absurd situations
and manneristic
idioms. Virtuosos
in the volte-face,
they collapse their
word-worlds
of things into estranged abstractions
of reality and bewildering discords of meter (if, in the case of Ashbery, the visual illusion of poetry
on the printed page effectively
disguises
the actuality of the ruptured
prose’). In common each manipulates
his swaggering
idiolect to referee the
poetic sensitivity
of his times, that is, the cultural climate of esthetic taste.
Stevens lampoons the sensory indigence of the community
imagination in
the haughty sallies of his mandarin wit, disclaiming the credence of schooled
impressions
of ambient phenomena,
whatever
their source. In contradition to this posture (the practice of Harvard poets and novelists in regard
to their Harvard counterparts,
both past and present), Ashbery flaunts an
artificial Vulgate in his decomposing
compositions
of Bohemian ennui. A
connoisseur
of bathos,
he transforms
the urban triticism
into the
touchstone
of neurotic
dillettantism.
Despite the opposing bravura
of
diction and direction,
Stevens and Ashbery
shape their attitudes into a
painterly illusion of poetry.
Rejecting the validity of traditional (and sham) reticulations
of imagery,
Stevens models his figurations
of sentiency in the language of the sun,
“[tlhe heraldic center of the world” (CP 172). The play of the colors of light
during their seasonal round syncopate the sparkle of his rhetoric. From
Hnrmonium to Tire Rork Stevens assimilates
the optical mixture
of his
perceptions
from the palettes of Monet, Degas, Sisley, Cezanne, Pizarro,
and Berthe Morisot.“Holiday
in Reality”hails
these painters for their revolt
against the prescriptive
techniques
of the Academy of Fine Arts, like
Stevens”‘[T]he
Academy of Fine Ideas” (CP 252) the carping voice of sterile
orthodoxy.
The poem historically
recalls the hostile reception of the second
Impressionistic
Exhibition
(1876)
held in Paris at the Durand-Rue1
Galleries, but in retrospect celebrates the vindication of the greatness of the
paintings
on display-the
revolutionary
diversity
of coloristic
genius.
Stevens, of course, upholds the unique grammar of his verse in defending
the rebellion against the classical and romantic heritage of style and form.
It was something
to see that their white was different,
Sharp as white paint in the January sun;
Something
to feel that they needed another yellow
Les Aix than Stockholm,
hardly a yellow at all,
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A vibrancy not to be taken for granted, from
A sun in an almost colorless, cold heaven.
They had known that there was not even a common
Palabra of a common man who did not exist.
Why should they not know they had everything
As each had a particular woman and her touch?

speech,

of their own

After all, they knew that to be real each had
To find for himself his earth, his sky, his sea
And the words
It was impossible

for them and the colors
to breathe

that they possessed.

at Durand-Ruel’s.

(CP

312)

Stevens’ poetic recreation
of the individual styles of the Impressionists
illustrates
a jotting from the “Adagia”: “To a large extent, the problems of
poets are the problems
of painters,
and poets must often turn to the
literature
of painting for a discussion
of their own problems.“’
He recognizes
that all painters
and all poets share one aspiration
in
common-to
breach the expressive
boundaries
already defined for their
medium. Ideally, then, the new language of a particular art materializes in
the private idiom of an adventurous
imagination wedded toa kindred talent.
It scorns a representation
of the unfamiliar in familiar terms. Its discovery
of another dimension
of “the real” in a prosaic environment
signals a
displacement
in conventional
habits of perception. As the Impressionists,
each in his own fashion, transforms
the colors of painting into a personal
idolatry of the candors of sunlight, Stevens transmutes
poetry into the
pixy tints and tones of the word, a worship of the beguiling meaningless of
meaning:
Thus the theory of description
matters
It is the theory of the word for those

most.

For whom the word is the making of the world,
The buzzing world and lisping firmament.
It is a world of words to the end of it,
In which nothing solid is its solid self.
As men make themselves
hidalgo
Lives in the mountainous

their speech: the hard
character

of his speech.
(CIJ 345)
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And so Stevens cum Don Quixote
turns the word against the world, making
“seeming”
(CL’ 343-4) the text in which
man interprets
experience.
Ashbery,
on the other hand, eschews
any gaudy flourishes
of rhetoric.
Instead he couches his utterances
in a monotone
of gratuitous
chattiness,
the smoggy
speech of skyscrapers
of boredom,
of ghettos
of loneliness,
never to be sure acknowledged,
given the ubiquity.of
the numbing
cliche:
“Everyone
is along for the ride” (CL’ 3); “the decency of one’s private
life”
(CP 15); “they stuck to their guns” (CL’ 10); “a blah morning”
(CL’ 23); ‘!that
anthologizing
of vernacular
wasn’t I in the cards” (SF’ 82). Th e cultivated
babble hardly coincides
with Donald
Barthelme’s
blurb on the back cover,
“John Ashbery’s
new book continues
his astonishing
exploration
of places
where
no one has ever been,” unless the clause refers to Jules Verne’s
Nemo, often the psychopomp
in the poet’s journey
through
wastelands
of
reference.
Doing what he does so deliberately,
so unabashedly,
so lovingly,
and yet so disdainfully
(the insipid digressions
on creative activity) thwarts,
at least at first glance, a measured
understanding
of his meterless
circumlocutions.
But if considered
as both the title of a poem and of a collection
of
poems, Self-Portrait in u Convex Mirror manifests
an insidious
design. It evolves
into the metaphor
of malice in his craft, the betraying
refraction
of his
gallery of disembodied
voices. The images in a convex mirror,
according
to
the jargon of optics, are never “real”because
the reflected
light rays diverge
outward
from the face of the surface, their prolongations
behind the face of
the mirror
determining
the appearance
of the object. This results in a distortion, an unfocused
representation.
Well aware
of the phenomenon,
Ashbery
blatantly
reveals the hocus-pocus
of his method
in the opening
lines of the titular
poem:
As Parmigianino
did it, the right hand
Bigger
than the head, thrust at the viewer
And swerving
away, as though
to protect
(SP 68)
What it advertises.
Using sleight of hand, he dramatizes
a pun to escort the reader behind the
looking
glass of his perverse
humor.
Gaily confident
in his ability to play
the role of Carrolls’
Alice, he goes on later to unreel a labyrinthine
skein of
verbalized
malformations.
Ashbery’s
conversion
of the “real”
into the
“unreal”
pivots on his recourse
to the caricatural
strategies
of Pop Art.
Like the earlier
stock phrases,
his assemblages
of things
and situations
exhibit
not only the burdensome
ordinariness
but also the grotesque
apery
of existence,
the mechanical
imitation
of emotions
and attitudes
popularized by comic strips, by newspaper
and periodical
cartoons,
by science fiction
thrillers,
by murder
mysteries,
by TV commercials
and soap operas, by
the legends movie stars, nd nousfum-in
effect, all the pressures
of materialization
and vulgarization
epidemic
in the contemporary
world.
Already
at
one remove
from actuality,
once transposed
helter-skelter
into one of
Ashbery’s
pseudonarrative
sequences,
a mixture
of these referential
schemes multiplies
the illusionary
texture
of his fabrications.
In practice
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Ashbery
never favors the Pop icons of a particular
artist, say, Andy Warhol,
Roy Lichenstein,
or James Rosenquist.
Instead he creates his own version
illustrates
in miniature
the
of anti-art,
poetry
not poetry.
“Tarpaulin”
pursuit
of such an end:
Easing the thing
Into spurts of activity
Before the emptiness
of late afternoon
Is a kind of will power
Blaring
back its received
vision
From a thousand
tenement
windows
Just before night its signal fading.
(SP 40)
Again reflections
of reflections.
What redeems
the futility
and squalor of
life among cockroaches
and bedbugs?
What for a moment
covers up the reek
of human
filth? What relieves the torpor
of hopelessness?
TV? Packaged
sentiments,
perfumed
washes, and pickled pigs’ feet perhaps. Or maybe the
pastime
of most slum-dwellers?
Aimless
sex, the substitute
for the simulacrum of love in the soap operas ? Ask John? Or, better,
take a look at
another
of his briefer efforts, “River”:
It thinks itself too good for
These generalizations
and is
Moved on by them. The opposite
side
Is plunged
in the shade, this one
In self-esteem.
But the center
Keeps on collapsing
and re-forming.
The couple at a picnic table (but
It’s too early in the season for picnics)
Are traipsed
across by the river’s
Unknowing
knowledge
of its workings
To avoid possible
boredom
and stain
Of too much intuition
the whole
scene
Is walled
behind
glass. “Too early,”
She says, “in the season.” A hawk drifts by.
“Send everybody
back to the city.”
(SP 41)
Like most of the icons of Pop Art, as segregated
objects (beer and soup cans,
for instance)
or collages
(farragoes
of studied dissociation),
a river and a
picnic table speak to the eyes of the pleasures
of insouciance
and appetite
via
coke or frankfurter
ads on TV. Hence the distancing
from reality, “walled
behind glass.” But here Ashbery
also evokes a poet carrying
on a vicarious
conversation
with the garrulous
familiars
of the advertising
world. Lacking
the imagination
to bridge the gulf between
received and original
impressions, the latter succeeds
only in unloosing
a river of words
out of his
counterfeit
intuition,
even as the gull he mistakes
for a fish hawk knows
(another
decorative
feature
of the commonplace).
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At this point Ashbery’s
and Stevens’ poetry converge and diverge in
terms of a recurrent
motif. Both compulsively
harp on the means and end
of poetry, Stevens’ in imperious dismissal of such imperatives,
Ashbery in
chummy affirmation
of the voice of the people. Usually launched in a
pastiche, these exercises confirm the separation of sheep and goats. Ashbery’s “As one Put Drunk
into the Packet-Boat”
parodies Rimbaud’s
“Le MERM iore” but not without
Stevens in mind:
As I proceeded down along impassive
I lost my crew of haulers; they’d been
Of whooping
Redskins, who emptied
quivers
Against these naked, targets, nailed to

rivers,
seized by hosts
out their
colored posts.’

The hallucinatory
allusions of this poem defeat any anticipation,
in a rage
of disorder chanting
the
credo of a revolutionary
inspiration.
In turn,
Ashbery’s
title lures the reader into a promise of a similar discharge of
afflatus but then absurdly breaks that promise by a lapse into a coma of
rhetoric:
So this was all, but obscurely
I felt the stirrings
of new breath in the pages
Which all winter long had smelled like an old
catalogue.
New sentences were starting up. But the summer
Was well along, not yet past the mid-point
But full and dark with the promise of fullness.
That time when
one can no longer wander
away
And even the least attentive fall silent
To watch the thing that is prepared to happen. (SP 1)
Apart from lazy, uncouth diffusiveness,
this passage proclaims the reign of
the unpoetic. It resonates the sentiency of a mid-summer’s
day hangover,
an exhaustion
of physiological
awareness.
As an example of understatement, it destroys the meaning of the technique in the lisping stutter of the
diction. Yet Ashbery in his own way prepares for a later happening in the
poem-a
slapstick war between two vocabularies.
The night sheen takes over. A moon of Cistercian
pallor
Has climbed to the center of heaven, installed,
Finally involved with the business of darkness
And a sigh heaves from all the smaller things on earth,
The books, the papers, the old garters and union-suit
buttons
Kept in a white cardboard box somewhere,
and all the
lower
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Versions
of cities flattened
under the equalizing
night.
The summer
demands
and takes away too much,
But night, the reserved,
the reticent,
gives more than
it takes.
(SP 2)
Moving
from the general
to the particular
hardly improves
the mimetic
quality
of Ashbery’s
descriptions.
A stock phrase
slightly
rehabilitated,
“night
sheen,“
collides
with
the loony
pretentiousness
of “Cistercian
pallor,”
and, in an echo of Stevens’
“The poses of speech, of paint, I Of
music . .“ (CP 199), the admission
of an artistic
fraud screams out in the
superfluous
“installed.”
The subsequent
inventory
of tormented
objects, a
reductio
ad absurdum
of Pop icons, also burlesques
Eliot’s objective
correlative.
Mainly,
though,
it absorbs
most of its irony from Stevens’
“A
Man on the Dump”
in the double
internment
of things-as-they-are
in a
white box and in a nocturnal
shroud:
Is it
Is it a philosopher’s
honeymoon,
On the dump? Is it to sit among
dead,
Bottles, pots, shoes and grass and

But to
squares
Brinnin’s
mystery.
Stevens
trip on
fashion,

peace,
one finds
mattresses
murmur

of the
aptpsteve[?]
(CP 203)

read equivocation
into Ashbery’s
personified
benediction
hardly
with the “breathtaking
freshness
and adventure”
of John Malcom
blurb. So whether
irony or bathos informs
the envoy remains
a
It depends
entirely
on the freight
of the packetboat.
Luckily,
In “Prologues
to What is Possible”
likewise
invokes the fantasy of a
a boat built of stones to parody the trope of inspiration,
and, after a
it supplies a gloss on the content
of Ashbery’s
enigmatic
epiphany:
Part of the speculum
of fire on its prow, its symbol,
whatever
it was,
Part of the glass-like
slides on which it glided over the
salt-stained
water,
As he traveled
alone, like a man lured on by a syllable
without
any meaning,
A syllable of which
he felt, with an appointed
sureness,
That it contained
the meaning
into which he wanted
to enter[ .]
(CP 516)

The absurd
but ingenious
image of a stone boat makes the impossible
possible
in the realm of poetry.
Words carry the cargo of arbitrary
will.
Unlike
Stevens’
figuration,
Ashbery’s
mixture
of pseudo-lyricism
and
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brazen
thingumajiggery
works
up into a foam of gibberish,
abetting
the
title in its harbinger
of subversion.
The credences
of language,
obviously,
amuse both poets in their bemusing of readers. Unlike Stevens who addresses his geysering
logodaedaly
at dandiacal
esthetes,
Ashbery,
like the Pop engineers,
panders
the memories of teen-agers,
and they as a group relish his poetry for this condescension. What
academician
with
an affected
taste for French
cooking,
for
example,
dares to explicate
this sequence
of dyspeptic
concoctions
(what
Brinnin
calls the “areas of consciousness
no other American
poet has ever
begun to explore?“):
And today is Monday.
Today’s
lunch is: Spanish
omelet,
lettuce and tomato
salad,
Jello, milk, and cookies. Tomorrow’s:
sloppy joe
on bun,
Scalloped
corn, stewed tomatoes,
rice pudding
and
milk.
The names we stole don’t remove
us:
We have moved on a little ahead of them. (SP 14)
Ask any high-schooler,
and then interpret
his grimace.3
The registered
disgust means, let’s forget the cafeteria
bills of fare; no wonder
I took up
pot. Ashbery
woos these positive responses
in contexts,
even as he suggests
above,
that embrace
other
concerns.
But given
this regurgitation
of
familiarity
in his private auditing
of the sights, sounds, and smells of urban
America,
to move ahead for Ashbery
involves
only the behind.
At least
so he interrogates
a poet in “A Man of Words.“:
His case inspires
interest
But little sympathy;
it is smaller
Than at first appeared.
Does the first nettle
As what grows becomes a skit? Three sides enclosed,
The fourth
open to a wash of weather,
Exits and entrances,
gestures
theatrically
meant
To puncture
like doubled-over
weeds as
The garden
fills with snow?
(SP 8)
This recapitulation
of the creative act certainly
rings with autobiographical
overtones.
The “case”
(Ashb er y ‘s reputation
in poetry
circles and its
mechanical
instrument,
the portable
typewriter)
excites “interest”
(curiosity and income),
however
much generally
deprecated
(only eccentrics,
the story goes, teach his ravings).
One way or the other, he still maintains
his “cool,” contemptuously
destroying
poetry in the process of composing
the same. He gets his kicks out of sowing
nettles,
irritating
the establishment. The plant in the hoaxing
questions
figures the growth
of an Ashbery
poem. It spreads out from its habitat of refuse (a botanical
fact), haphazardly
seeding itself in whatever
rubbish
of association
that promises
a taunt of
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ambiguity.
The hoaxing
questions
parallel
the hoax of his skit, for the stage
he posits represents
a typewriter
still attached
to its base with the open end
ready to punctuate
a flow of stinging
nonsense.
The exits and entrances
mock the readers
who pick up a clue to the meaning
of a poem (that is, a
red herring)
and then, a moment
later, in frustration
slam shut one of his
thin volumes.
Sarcastically,
he smuggles
such an “I” into a subsequent
passage, shooting
him down in a rapture
of pot (grass) yet at the same time,
and necessarily,
acknowledging
a fascination
with
Whitman’s
lenrles of
Grass:

Ah, this would
have been another,
quite another
Entertainment,
not the metallic
taste
In my mouth
as I look away, density black as
gunpowder
In the angles
where
the grass writing
goes on,
Rose-red
in unexpected
places like the pressure
Of fingers
on a book suddenly
snapped
shut. (8)

The exploding
gunpowder,
a touch of black humor
perhaps,
merely attests
his penchant
for “angles”
(tricks)-anything
to get a bang out of a nettle.
The next paragraph
of refuse ostensibly
recants the previous
nonsense
in
a sudden emphasis
on the momentous
significance
of what he writes:

These tangled
versions
of truth are
Combed
out, the snarls ripped out
And spread around.
Behind
the mask
Is still a continental
appreciation
Of what is fine, rarely appears and when it does is
already
Dying on the breeze that brought
it to the threshold
Of speech.
(SP 8)

Now Ashbery
affects the role of a cosmopolitan,
the prerogative
of a
Parisian
expatriate,
no doubt. But behind this pretense
Ashbery
once more
engages in his game of derision.
He cleverly resurrects
the japery in a submerged pun on nettles,
the strands of a rope. Thus the allegedly
unfouled
lines of his cryptic wisdom
still retain their foul purpose.
A snarl always
echoes in his makeshift
fictions about poetry. The syntactical
horrors
after
“fine,”
a flippant
allusion
to his continental
taste for brandy,
usher in a
parody of Stevens’idolatry
of wind, the natural
handmaid
of his resplendent
sun. Iconoclastically,
Ashbery
refuses to honor the wit of these metamorphosing
manifestations
of the word. Instead the wind of the leaves of the
noisily closed book fecundates
his thoughtless
thought.
Or to paraphrase
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the outcome,
any typewriter
or any incident
serves to generate
Ashbery’s
poetry.
For Stevens
the poet as man of words incarnates
an esthetic morality.
Whatever
stereotype
of poetic creation
he unmakes
the act of creation
immediately
remakes
in a breathtaking
renascence.
For example,
“The
Search
for Sound
Free from Motion”
ridicules
the artificial
devices of
assonance,
consonance,
and alliteration.
Reversing
Ashbery’s
clumsy
buffoonery,
he transforms
the farce into a revelation
of the untranslatable
speech of things
as they are, an arcane philology
of sound. Refusing
to
pollute the purity of this aural truth with quodlibetic
speculation,
he simply
organizes
a chorale
of catacoustics:

All afternoon
the gramophoon,
All afternoon
the gramophoon,
The world
as word,
Parl-parled
the West Indian hurricane.
The world
lives as you live,
Speaks as you speak, a creature
that
Repeats its vital words,
yet balances
The syllable of a syllable.
(CP 268)

His mutilation
of “gramophone”
(sound and letter) with a nonsense
root
launches
a silent orchestration
in rhyming
consonant
with the Caribbean
initiate
the ludic exercise,
evoking
the
setting.
“[Nloon”
and “phoon”
thousand
moons of romantic
tympany
on the gramophone.
The rhotacism,
the burring
roll of the “r” from line to line, captures
the growl of the “dog
letter,”
making
the paper hurricane
a menacing
reality-a
present
(“parl”)
and past (“parled”)
pronouncement
of the windy performance
of words. In
fine,
Stevens
gathering
of letters,
the symbols
of sounds,
retraces
language
to its primitive
origins-the
speech of archaic man, the speech of
the primeval
world. The brilliant
tour de force degrades Ashbery’s
monkeyshines of logogenesis
into a puff of empty frivolity.
The last stanza summarizes
the futility
of the quest in the title of the poem. Even the written
or printed
forms of sounds never achieve stasis. Amalgamated
into words,
they return
into world out of which they grew, and there, unlike arbitrary
human
articulation,
they define the nature of things as they are in syllabic
serenity,
beyond any obligation
to convey the meaning
of a reality independent of abstraction.
In “Men
Made out of Words”
Stevens
deflates
the kind of intellectual
arrogance
that Ashbery,
in a disequilibrium
of jest and earnest, incorporates
into “A Man of Words.”
Stevens
never makes language
congruent
with
thought
or idea. Rather he invariably
stresses the process of language
that
destroys
the vitality of its function-the
pigeonholing
of systems and sentiments,
to wit:
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What should we do without
The human
revery or poem

the sexual
of death?

myth,

Castratos
of moon-mash-Life
consists
Of propositions
about life. The human
Revery is a solitude
We compose
these

in which
propositions,

torn

by dreams,

By the terrible
incantations
of defeats
And by the fear that defeats and dreams
The
The

whole race is a poet
eccentric
propositions

are one.

that writes
down
of the fate. (CP 355-6)

Stevens
makes a simple point. Poets in their imitation
of one another
in
theme and occasion mistake the naming of an experience
for the experience,
the reference
to a feeling for the feeling. Security
resides in the mesmerizing effects of repetition.
The cliche, Ashbery’s
bromide
for blue rabbis
and rabid snobs, keeps the maladies of the quotidian
at bay until the hounds
of hell begin growling
at the puckered
sneer of the moon. Then all the
eloquent
talk about talk, all the theoretical
and actual envisagements
of the
human
condition,
volatilize
into the economies
of wind, the spent words.
More confident
than Stevens in the anodynes
of propositions
(especially
his own), Ashbery
seeds his discharges
of diffusive
prattle with generalizations that abort on the verge of birth. This subterfuge
throws
the responsibility of fleshing out the incomplete
thought
upon the reader, inducing
the
delusion
that illusions
possess substance.
What better way to make fools
out of scavengers
in garbage
(the ubiquitous
“nettle”).
“Ode to Bill” advertises his scorn for the gullible
hermeneutist:

On an inland
write.

vacation.

They

On my left, gulls
seem to mind the way I

Or, to take another
example:
last month
I vowed to write
more. What is writing?
Well, in my case, it’s getting
down on paper
Not thoughts,
exactly, but ideas, maybe;
Ideas about thoughts.
Thoughts
is to grand a word.
Ideas is better, though
not precisely
what I mean.
(SP 50)
Someday
I’ll explain.
Not today, though.
Without
delving
into the murky
semantics
of “ideas”
and “thoughts,”
suffice it to say that the gulls come home to roost in this waste of paper and
ink. His contrived
logomachy
operates
to transform
poetry
into a mystique-ask
anyone
who has taught
this poem to undergraduates.
They
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understand
Ashbery’s
reticence.
Not completely
though,
for inevitably
they lack the sophistication
to fathom a later turnabout
conceit, specifically
a sacrilegious
allusion
to a traditional
muse of poetry.
A reluctant
confession seems in order here. Stevens
might have chortled
at the vixenish
ingenuity:
One
The
This
For
On
All

horse stands out irregularly
against
land over there. And am 1 receiving
vision?
Is it mine, or do I owe it
other visions, unnoticed
and unrecorded
the great, relaxed
curve of time,
the forgotten
springs, dropped
pebbles [ .] (SP SO)

Like a thief out of the night, Pegasus steals upon the scene, unwinged
but
with hoofs aflying,
as Ashbery,
in an unexpected
exhibition
of literary
erudition
(addressed
sarcastically
at professorial
explicators),
siphons
the
Hippocrene,
the Fountain
of the Steed, for the source of his “forgotten
springs.”
Rounded
off with a horse laugh, the ode sacrifices
the animal “to
the end of progress”
(ST’ 51). Ashbery,
“moving
on”(SP SI), discards poetry
for prose in his destruction
of the cherished
icon of the lyric spirit. Unfortunately,
too, what he construes
a sacrifice
actually
evolves into murder.
Lacking
the alchemical
imagination
of Stevens,
Ashbery
displaces
a fertilizing
trope with an empty joke, however
clever. Offering
nothing
of
poetic value in compensation
of his overweening
arrogance,
he stands guilty
of motiveless
malignance,
criminal
disdain for a flight of fancy which, even
though
outmoded,
still commands
an accolade. Ask the countless
poets (the
dead in their writings
answering)
who silently
improvised
on the notion.
The rewards
of Stevens’
pastiches
of divine inspiration
lie in his marvelous
transformations
of the commonplace.
His nimble
mutations
of
expectancy
blaze in creative
ecstasy. A supreme
artificer,
he constantly
refines the clumsy forms of language:
And as he thought
within
the thought
Of the wind, not knowing
that that thought
Was not his thought,
nor anyone’s,
The appropriate
image of himself,
So formed,
became himself
and breathed
The breath of another
nature
as his own,
But only its momentary
breath,
Outside
of and beyond the dirty
That never could be animal,

light,

A nature
still without
a shape,
Except his own-perhaps,
his own
In a Sunday’s
violent
idleness.
(CL’ 513-14)
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As “The Constant
Disquisitions
of the Wind” breathe life into his words,
Stevens simultaneously
mocks and reveres the transubstantiations
of a
whimsical
logos, illustrating
that the world is what you make of it-a “sun
day” of the imagination.
The old devices of poetry never die. Like his travthey dissolve into another
form of linguistic
esty of personification,
animation.
Conversely,
note the gross transmutation
of Ashbery’s
hatred of poetry
in “The Tomb of Stuart Merrill.”
Invoking a Pop icon of television advertising, “Preparation
H,” he concocts a pun on “mandate”
(man date):
Otherwise
in Paris why
You never approved much of my pet remedies
I spoke once of a palliative for piles
You wouldn’t
try or admit to trying any other.
Now we live without
or rather we get along without
Each other. Each of us does
Live within that conundrum
We don’t call living
Both shut up and open.
Can knowledge
ever be harmful?
How about a mandate?
(SF’ 37)
This relationship,
built around a mutual case of hemorrhoids,
hardly
invites a glimpse behind the scenes. As a memory
of life in Paris, it
belongs in the diary of an American Baudelaire-a
connoisseur
of bizarre
titillations,
perhaps one who spent too much time sitting at a table of an
outdoor cafe and taking in the sights of the street. But the conundrum
remains unanswered.
Is Preparation H to piles what Paris is to spring? Subsequently the report of the rupture in corporeal and emotional well-being
elicits the scrutiny of a lover of anal fixations, as Ashbery, in an outrageous
digression,
immodestly
notes:
“I have become attracted to your style. You seem to
possess within your work an air of total freedom of
expression
and imagery, somewhat
interesting
and
puzzling. After I read one of your poems, I’m always
tempted to read and reread it. It seems that my
inexperience holds me back from understanding
your
meanings.
“I really would like to know what it is you do to
‘magnetize’
your poetry, where the curious reader,
always
a bit puzzled, comes back for a clearer insight.“(SP
38)
Rumor has it that Ashbery never responds to such declarations
of esthetic
appreciation.
Hence these groans of constipated prose stem from his pen,
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merely
extending
his absorption
in the hermetics
of Preparation
H. To
judge by his letters,
Stevens
always acknowledged
such queries,
though
none of them measures
up to the short circuit of magnetism
in this one.
Now to answer
the terminal
question:
Ashbery
merely lapses into a state of
wishful
thinking,
reciprocating
the earlier longing
for a reconciliation
with
his Parisian
companion
not especially
concerned
with piles.
When Stevens
recreates
the scenario
of a reader of poetry,
it usually
centers
on some one with
a hobbyhorsical
outlook
on the semantic
rompings
of language.
Inevitably
the title of the poem, in this instance
“Phosphor
Reading by his own Light,”
anticipates
the witty bludgeoning
of
the subject-the
“light-bearer
etymologically
and, no doubt, the ancestor of
the modern
hermeneutist.
Or to abstract
the negation
of the title, Stevens
rejects a preceptive
approach
to what he writes.
Any kind of mental
expectation
precludes
insight
into the unfamiliar:
It is difficult
to read. The page is dark.
Yet he knows what it is that he expects.
The page is blank or a frame without
a glass
Or a glass that is empty when he looks.
The greenness
Down
deeply

of night lies on the page and goes
in the empty glass
.

Look realist, not knowing
what you
The green falls on you as you look,

expect.

Falls on and makes and gives, even a speech.
And you think that that is what you expect,
The elemental
parent,
the green night,
Teaching
a fusky alphabet.
(CI’ 267)
The poem makes light of a phrase rampant
in the scholarly
literature
of
“to shed new light on,” and, in general,
Stevens’
generation,
it burlesques
the practice
of extracting
meaning
from fiction
through
systems other
than language,
say, from the fall-of-man
approach
of the priests of new
criticism
to the fall-of-self
autopsies
of the prophets
of existentialism
in
all its confounding
mongrelizations.
The ellipsis, I’. .,” charts the plunge
of the self-appointed
bearers of light into t e darkness of their pigeonholes,
the tombs of categorical
imperatives.
The
1scrutable”greenness
of night”
alludes to the freshness
of the creative
word, the printed
language
on the
page. It stands inviolable
to tampering
classifications,
“the fusky alphabet,”
the dark encroachments
of conditioned
expectations.
In short, Stevens
describes
how to read a Stevens poem. It pivots on the cultivation
of perceptual innocence
and honesty,
a willingness
to let the strangely
said thing
remain
strangely
said (and in his case always
beautifully).
It likewise
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predicates
an obligation
to observe
the differences,
not the similarities,
between
his and conventional
poetry.
Like the paintings
of the Impressionists,
Stevens’
canvases
of chromatic
rhetoric
speak most eloquently
to the untutored
ear, to the lover of the wrinkles
of language.
Whereas
he elevates
the writing
of poetry
to a religion
of language,
Ashbery,
the incorrigible
wiseacre,
debases language
into a charade
of
modernism,
a crazy quilt of mundane
reference.
Contrary
to his statement about the “privateness”
(preface)
of T/-M Self-Porhif,
his disjunctive
ejaculations
of the Vulgate
resonate
a hideous
publicness,
an incoherent
side show of urban anomie.
Its corrosive
“realness,”
the cachet of Pop Art,
dissipates
into the “unreal”
in its looting
of the make-believe
of the marketplace. Like the painting
medium
it parodies,
his poetry shocks and disconcerts without
offering
any rewards
except the recognition
of a rattlepated
allusion
to the comics or some other form of popular
entertainment.
Even
the cozy intimacy
of his addresses
to readers smack of deceit in their tittering complacency.
What he learned
from Stevens
he perverts.
What he
failed to learn from Stevens
this essay records.
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Van Gogh--Lf+trrs
/o Eiriil~ Brwlnrd.
Trans.
and ed. Douglas
Lord.
Harcourt-Smith-London:
B. T. Batsford,
(19421.
Ivliani-Juliani,
Sieur.
Lrs Pror~t&~s rlirrrtisstiris
Jayadiva-Cifn
C;ODPPIIII~. Trans.
George
Keyt.
Kandy,
[Ceylon]:
Gamini,
1940.
SB.
Jonson-&
]O~ISU~I. Ed. Brinsley
Nicholson
and C. H. Herford.
3 vols. London:
Unwin;
New York:
Scribners,
[1903?1.
Raymond-New
York:
Wittenborn,
Schultz,
1950.
Southey-Harrow
Weald:
Raven,
1932.
VerIaine,
Porn//r,/t,nlrrrf-Paris:
Helleu,
1932.
Verlaine,
SngPssP-Paris:
Helleu
and Sergent,
1925.
Zoshchenko-TTlrr
Wottinn W!ro Coirlt1 Not Rmrl orrll O!lrcr Tolls. Trans.
Elisaveta
Fen.
Zoshchenko-T/it,
Woti,r’rrful
DOS or~ll 011icr Tnl~s. Trans.
Elisaveta
Fen.

1979

Bruno
de Jesus-Marie-Bruno
de Jesus-Marie,
Father,
ed.
Cliiri~~s~~ .Srnl~Jli~rr-New
York:
J. Kleijkamp
and E. Monroe,
119451.
Matthiessen-Russrll
Clrrrrq
1 RR 1- 1 Y45: A Rrcon/ of Hi Work.
Tlrr NPU~ Drrnlfr-Ed.
Andrew
Carnduff
Ritchie.
Bergen-TTIip
Brrgrri
Fntnily.
or Tlrr Drsrt~t~rin,i/s
of Hnrii Hnt15~ri Bqt’i~
Hallesche
Nachrichten-Rrports
of LIP Llttilrrl
Cpritt~~ti
Ei>nitXf’liinl
Littl~cr~7rl
CongrqXntioris
iti Nortli AmPrim,
Espt~inll!g irk Pcririsylr~tiin.
Trans.
Rev. Jonathan
Oswald.
2 vols. Halle,
1750; rpt. Philadelphia:
Lutheran
Publication
Sot.,
1880-1881.
Fourth
paragraph
should
begin,
“Though
Stevens
paid good prices to have
his books
bound-the
modest
bindings
for Pnrls of u World
.”
Milton
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J. Bates

Headache
The letters of the alphabet
Are representations
of parKof the head.
Ears are g s
L s are the edges of the teeth
M s are the wrinkled
skin between the eyes
In frowns.
[The nostrils and the bridge of the nose]
The nostrils and the bridge of the nose
Are 11s or b s.
[a collection]
The mouth is oThere are letters in the hair.
Worms frown
%eybite,
twitch
4&e+e~+
[full of
The maker of the
Had a headache.

Xhey-are full of mouths,
their ears
the devil.]
alphabet

Pencil draft of poem “Headache,”
written
ca. 1914-1915.
In the transcription,
brackets enclose words which have been erased but are still legible.
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June
Dear

Stevens

8,

2816

:-

Congratulations
on winning
ARRIET'S.prize
!
I am keeping
a copy of "The Worms at
Heaven's
Gate" which is to my mind a
splendid
poem . An exchange
of letters
may
be necessary
before
we agree on the final
version
of the thing
da I am thoroughly
convinced
that a change or two wit1 strengthen
the poem materially
. I have made the changes
and given
my reasons
as inclosed..
I shall
take it upon myself
to inform
you
of anything
of impor*ance
doing aaopg the
crowd when we get together
again
.
best wishes to tirs.
Stevens
and yourself
Yours

8 iiidge

kh!G-Rutherford,

Road.

N.J.

P.S.
I have
"Within
to the
"Within

our

changed.li'ne
bellies,

following
our

bellies,

two from
as.a

chariot,

:
U

:
we her

chariot,

1,

I thin&
the second version
is much the bettear
for the reason
that
THE WOMdS ARE HER-CUHIOT
and
not only seem her chariot
. Then again
:"bellies"
"as a chariot"
( plural
and singuler
1 sounds
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(continued

on next page1

badly
while
"we her chariot
)1 has more of a'
collective
sense and feels
more solid
. What do
you- say 7
I have left
off the last two lines
for
the obvious
reason
that they are fully
implied
in the poem : the lowness
of the worms, the
highness
of Badroulbadour
. This is a peaKening
of
the truth
of the poem by a sentimental
catch
\
at the end .
For Christ's
sake yield
to me and
'become great
and famous .
Williams
The Worms

.

eta.

Out of the tomb, we bring
Badroulbadour,
Within
our bellies,,
we her chariot
,
here is an eye . And here are, one by one ,
The lashes
of that eye and its white
lid .
here is the cheer on which that lid declined,
And, finger
after
finger,
here,
the hand ,
The genius
of that cheek . Here are the lips,
The bundle
of the body and the feet
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
iui if'the
tomb, we bring
badroulbadour
.
\

Letter from William
Worms at Heaven’s

Carlos Williams
Gate.”

to Stevens, dated June 8,1916,

regarding”The
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Wallace Stevens and Music:
A Discography
of
Stevens’ Phonograph
Record Collection
MICHAEL

0. STEGMAN

allace Stevens shared the piano in his family’s house in Reading,
Pennsylvania
with his brother Garrett
and his mother and spent
many hours as well across the street at the Heizmann’s
playing the
harmonium
in their parlor. 1 This interest in music is also reflected in some
early letters to his mother that extravagantly
recount his impressions
of
Innes’ band of local musicians, Garrett serenading a girl with his mandolin,
and Stevens himself singing bass in a quartet. When Stevens moved to New
York City, he took with him the guitar that he had played at Harvard and
began to attend the numerous
concerts, operas, and recitals that his diary
and letters from the period constantly
note.2 At this time, Stevens’
courtship of Elsie Moll, who also played the piano, included occasions when
he would sing to her accompaniment-a
practice that resumed again in
1914, after five years of marriage, when they were able to purchase a
Steinway baby grand piano”because
it would be a good thing for us both in
the winter evenings.“3
When the move to Hartford
broke their easy contact with the New York
Philharmonic,
Opera, and Town Hall circuit, Wallace Stevens began to
build a phonograph
record collection to complement the radio and his wife’s
piano playing. Holly Stevens still has the sheet music her mother saved and
a quick glance through it reveals a large quantity of Debussy and Chopin
pieces among others such as Nevins,
Liadow,
Glauzonov,
Macdowell,
Severac, Sgambati, and Scriaban-many
in foreign editions.dThough
Holly
Stevens does not remember
her father singing as he once did with her
mother, she has written
that she was paid off with a book a week if she
“would
not use the radio before dinner. So I grew up with music in the
house, listening to records usually unavailable,
since Dad was a steady
customer
of the Gramaphone
Shop in New York and, I believe, they
imported some items specially for him. Then on Saturdays and Sundays,
the radio did come on for the opera and the New York Philharmonic.“5
Over the years, Stevens amassed a phonograph
record collection of
considerable size and scope. When Elsie Stevens moved out of the family’s
house on Westerly Terrace in 1958, she gave these records to the Hartford
Conservatory
of Music with the exception of a few records that Holly
Stevens has saved out for her own collection. In these two places they have
remained uncatalogued
until now.
As the following
discography
of these collections will show, Stevens’
tastes in record collecting continued the catholicity of taste that a search of
his early letters and diaries also demonstrates.
The historical compass of
the collection ranges from Monteverdi
to Stravinsky
with representative
works by virtually every major composer as well as some complete sets of
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their works such as those published by The Beethoven Society, The Delius
Society, and The Sibelius Society. The large number of foreign recordings
confirms
Holly Stevens’ supposition
and also reveals Stevens’ desire to
purchase recordings by artists he thought would satisfy his desire, as in art,
for the best he could afford. A count of the number of selections for each
composer further reveals that Stevens most often chose to collect the music
of the standard composers that any informed listener would wish to have.
At over one-fourth
of the entire catalogue, solo piano music-especially
that of Beethoven, Chopin, Brahms, Liszt, Schubert, and Debussy-forms
the largest single genre he collected.
Although the music of the late Romantic school dominates the collection
-approximately
one hundred
and seventy-five
titles by twenty-six
composers,
Stevens garnered far more composers
of twentieth-century
music-approximately
one hundred
and twenty-five
titles by forty
composers.
Still, far from being predominantly
avant-garde, the twentiethcentury composers that he chose would now be considered the more
conservative ones-the Schoenberg piece is the impressionistic Verklarte
Nacht; and yet, his selections do show an acute awareness of the modern
composers of his own generation. For example, Stravinsky’s first three
major ballets--The Firebird, Petrushka, and The Rife ofspring-are all included as
are several pieces by most all of Les Six. Further, the fifteen twentiethcentury French composers that Stevens concentrated on lead all other
nationalities in this group and also reflect his lifelong fascination with
France and, in particular, French Impressionistic art.
When he could afford it, Stevens bought paintings through his Parisian
bookseller, Anatole Vidal; most often “latter-day examples of the Impressionistic tradition, which remained for him the great thing in art.“6 The
paintings by Braque, Brayer, Briachon, Cavaille, Ceria, Marchand, de la
Patelliere, and the La Basques which he owned helped him to construct his
own vision of the Paris he would never visit. Stevens once wrote that he
was “one of the many people who live from time to time in a Paris that has
never existed, and that is composed of the things that other people primarily
Parisians themselves, have said about Paris. That particular Paris communicates an interest in life that may be wholly fiction, but if so, it is a precious
fiction”7 If the price of paintings prevented Stevens from collecting as
many as he might wish, that of records certainly did not. And so, the
selections of all of the French composers in the catalogue also focus
primarily on the founders and inheritors of the mainstream of French
Impressionistic music with Debussy leading, Ravel and Faure next, and
scattered selections from Saint-Saens, Roussel, Dukas, Ibert, D’Indy,
among others. This conjunction of tastes in music and art seems to suggest
that while Stevens’ early persona Crispin may have left the salad-beds,
gelatines, and jupes of Bordeaux for the harsh realities of the American
continent, Stevens himself preferred the reverse-at
least when he
vacationed in the realms of his imagination.8
One of Stevens’composers also preferred such transatlantic exoticism as
a part of his art. Although Stevens may have purchased the recordings of
Delius as a result of Sir Thomas Beecham’s widely successful popularization
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of Delius during the
Stevens, in addition
interest. Like Stevens,
Stevens often did for
music. A. K. Holland’s
Stevens as pertinently
The Delius Society’s

thirties,
a further
connection
between
Delius and
to Delius’ impressionism,
may have piqued Stevens’
Delius spent some time in Forida and there found, as
his own poetry, a major source of inspiration
for his
description of Delius’ stay in Florida may have struck
familiar when he read it in the booklet included in
recordings:

It is perhaps appropriate
to speak a little of the personal side of his art,
inasmuch as the two chief works included in this issue [“Appalachia”
and”La Calinda”] owe their origin to an experience which coloured not
only them, but his whole artistic outlook, namely, his year’s sojourn
in Florida. . . . It was as much a desire to escape the drabness of
northern
industrialism
and a family inheritance for which he had no
aptitude, as an intuitive realization that he had the power within him,
given the chance, to become a great artist, that lead him in 1884, to
embark on the curious adventure of growing oranges in Florida.9
While Stevens never resorted to growing oranges in Florida as a part of the
adventure of writing poetry, his phonograph record collection did provide
him with the pleasure of music where the”transference”of
the composer’s
identity to a listener paralleled what he also wished to achieve in his
poetry.iO
II
While I have benefited from the help of the Hartford Conservatory of
Music, its director Geraldine Douglass, and Franc0 Sciannameo in assembling this discography, the project would not have succeeded without the
assistance and encouragement of Holly Stevens. She first told me where the
records were located, answered my numerous questions, and spent a day
with me in Hartford positively identifying, as best she could, the records
themselves.
Since the records were never catalogued by the Hartford Conservatory
who also owned their own seventy-eight r.p.m. collection, an absolutely
accurate accounting of Stevens’ own records twenty years after they were
deposited there remains a virtual impossibility. Holly Stevens, however,
has clearly identified many of them-Stevens
stored many of his albums in
casespurchased at and labelled by The Gramaphone Shop in New York City
-and suggested others which were ones her father probably or definitely
did not own. Only those records we both agreed on are included here, any
doubtful ones have been deleted.
Holly Stevens also added two records by remembering that her father
once bought a recording of Prokofiev’s Peterandthe Wolf for his grandson and
enjoyed listening repeatedly to a recording of Vivaldi’s TheFour Seasons
when
he first bought it. Neither of these records could be located to note the
necessary identifying numbers and performers, but they are, nevertheless,
included.
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Given the above conditions,
the following
discography
is as accurate and
complete
as possible.
The discography
has been checked
against
the
standard
reference
for seventy-eight
r.p.m.
records
from
the era that
Stevens purchased
them: The World’s Encyclopedia of Recorded Music by Francis
F. Clough
and G. J. Cuming
as well as The Gramaphone
Shop’s own
Encyclopedia of Recorded Music. 11 All citations
follow
the format and abbreviations used by Clough
and Cuming
except where noted and these instances
are few. An asterisk further
indicates
those recordings
still in the possession
of Holly Stevens.

ARENSKY,
ANTHONY
(1861-1906)-l
Variations
on the Theme of Tchaikovsky,
Op. 35a. Phila. Strings-Sevitsky.
11-815314, set M 896)
Impromptus,

AURIC, GEORGES
(1899)-1
E maj. & G maj. Jacques Fevrier (Honegger: Petife Suite).

(Cd.M.

(Vie.

519)

BACH, JOHANN
SEBASTIAN
(1685-1750)-15
Air & 30 Variations
(Goldberg Variations),
G maj., BWV 988, hpsi. W. Landowska.
(Vie. 11-893318, set M 1022)
Brandenburg
Concertos,
BWV 1046-51.
Complete
Recording
by Busch Cha.
Players-Adolf
Busch. (No. 1, F maj.: AmC. 68434/6s,
set M 249; No. 2, F maj.:
AmC. 68437/8d,
set M 249; No. 3, G maj.: AmC. 68439d,
set M 249; No. 4, G maj.:
AmC. 68440/1d, set M 249; No. 5, D maj.: AmC. 68442/4d,
set M 250; No. 6,
B-flat maj.: AmC. 68445/7d,
set M 250)
Chorale-Prelude,
Aus der Tiefe rufe ich, BWV 745, ARR. ORCH. Stokowski.
Philadelphia-Stokowski.
(Vie. 7553)
Chorale-Prelude,
Nun freut euch, lieben Christen, g’mein, BWV 734, ARR. PF.
Busoni. V. Horowitz
(Beethoven:
Variations,
C min.).
Christ lag in Todesbanden,
BWV 625, ARR. ORCH. Stokowski.
Phil. Orch.Stokowski
(Fugue, G min.). (Vie. 7437)
Fantasia in A minor, BWV 922. E. Fischer. (G.DB 3287)
Fugue, G min., BWV 578, ARR. ORCH. Stokowski. Phil. Orch.-Stokowski.
(Vie.
7437)

Kunst der Fuge, BWV 1080, Nos. l-17,19 (omits Nos. 10a & 18), ARR. STR ORCH.
Diener. Collegium
Musicum-Diener.
(G.EH 1007l16)
Partita, No. 1, B-flat maj., BWV 825, H. Samuel. (G.DB 1053 & 1245)
Praeludium,
ARR. VLN. Kreisler. D. Soriano (Faure: Andde).
(Pat. PAT 10)
Sonata, No. 1, G min., Adagio only. F. Kreisler. (Vie. 8079)
Suite, G maj., ARR. ORCH. Goosens (French Suite No. 5: Allemande,
Courante,
Bourree,
Gavotte,
Gigue; French Suite No. 3: Minuet).
L.S.O.-Goosens.
(G.C 2273)
Toccata, C maj., BWV 564, ARR. PF. Busoni. A. Rubinstein.
(Vie. 8895/6)
Toccata & Fugue, D min., BWV 565. E. Commette.
(AmC. 6949Od)
*(Das) Wohltemperirte
Clavier, Collection
Nos. l-12. The Bach Society-Edwin
Fisher, pf. Vol. I. (G.DB 2079-85)
BARTOK,
BELA (X%31-1945)-2
Concerto for Orchestra. Amsterdam-van
Beinum. (D.AK 2042/6,
AmD. set EDA
105)
For Children (1909: revised and renumbered
1945), Vol. 1, Nos. 22,31,30,40
(Old
Version: Vol. 2, Nos. 22, 33, 32, 42). L. Kentner (Liszt: Srherzo 0 March).
(C.DX
989)
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Overture

BAX, SIR ARNOLD
(1883-1953)-l
to a I’icaresque Comedy. L.P.O.-Harty.
(AmC.

La Ronde des Lutins.

BAZZINI,
Heifetz.

ANTONIO
(Vie. 7.~470)

68389d)

(1818-1897)-l

BEETHOVEN,
LUDWIG
VAN (1770-1827)-32
Andante, F maj., “Andante
favori.” B. Moisievich.
(G.D 1874)
Bagatelle, A min., “Fur Elise.” A. Schnabel. (o.v. G.DB 1694)
Bagatelle, No. 6, E-flat, Op. 126. E. Erdmann (Brahms: Intermezzo,

Op.

I I 7-3).

(P.E

11295)

Concerto

No. 1, C maj., Op. 15, pf. & arch. A. Schnabel&

L.S.O.-Sargeny.

(G.DB

1690/4)

Concerto

No. 2, B-flat maj., Op.
set M 295)
Concerto No. 3, C min., Op.
Toscanini.
(Vie. ll-8887/90.
Concerto No. 4, G maj., Op. 58,

19, pf & arch. A. Schnabel&

L.P.O.-Sargent.

(Vie.

8897/900,

37, pf. & arch.
set M

A. Rubinstein

& N.B.C.

Sym.-

1016)

pf. & arch. A. Schnabel&

L.P.O.-Sargent.

(G.DB

1886/9)

Concerto No. 5, E-flat maj., Op. 73 (“Emperor”),
pf. & arch. A. Schnabel&
L.S.O.Sargent. (G.DB 1685/9)
Concerto, C maj., Op. 56 (“Triple”),
vln., vlc., pf. & arch. R. Oduoposoff,
S. Auber,
A. Morales & Vienna Phil.-Weingartner.
(AmC. 69163/75d,
set M 327)
Concerto, D maj., Op. 61, vln. & arch. F. Kreisler & Berlin St. Op.-Blech.
(Vie.
8074/9,
set M 13)
Egmont Overture,
Op. 84. B.B.C. Sym.-Boult.
(G.DB 1925)
Fidelio Overture,
Op. 72b. B.B.C. Sym.-Walter.
(G.DB 2261)
Leonore Overture
No. 1, Op. 138. Amsterdam-Mengelberg.
(C.LX 160)
Leonore Overture
No. 3, Op. 72a. Vienna Phil.-Schalk.
(ES 448/9)
Quartet No. 8, E min., Op. 59, No. 2, string. Pro Arte Qtt. (Onnou, Helleux,
Prevost, Maas). (G.DB 3740/3)
Rondo, C maj., Op. 51, No. 1. A. Schnabel. (G.DB 1944)
Sonatas, Complete, pf. Beethoven Sonata Society. A. Schnabel. (Vol. I-Son.
27,
32, 24: G.DB 1654/60;
Vol. II-Son.
9, 13, 30: G.DB 1818/24;
Vol. III-Son.
15,
19,31:
G.DB 1853/9;
Vol. IV-Son.
2,14,26:
G.DB 2086/92;
Vol. V-Son.
11,20,
23: G.DB 2211/7;
Vol. VI-Son.
6,8,18:
G.DB 2354/60;
Vol. VII-Son.
1, 10, 28:
G.DB 2463/9;
Vol. VIII-Son.
3, 17, 22: G.DB 2646/52;
Vol. IX-Son.
12, 21:
G.DB 2850/S;
Vol X-Son.
29: G.DB 2855/60;
Vol. XI-Son.
4,16: G.DB 3151/7;
Vol. XII-Son.
5, 7, 25: G.DB 3443/S;
Vol. XIII-Diabelli
Variations,
Op. 120:
G.DB 3519/25;
Vol. XIV-Bagatelles,
Op. 126, Fantasia, Op. 77, Rondos, Op. 129
& G. 164, Variations,
Op. 34: G.DB 3623/9;
Vol. XV-Bagatelles,
Op. 33 & G.
173, Minuet,
G. 165, “Eroica” Variations,
Op. 35: G.DB 3783/9)
Sonata No. 4, C maj., Op. 102, No. 1, vlc. & pf. I’. Casals & M. Herszowski.
(G.DB
3065/6)

*Sonata NO. 8, G maj., Op. 30, No. 3, vln. & pf. F. Kreisler

& S. Rachmaninoff.

(G.DB

1463/4)

Sonata No. 9,
(P.R 20478/S)
Sonata No. 10,
Symphony No.
Symphony No.
M 115)
Symphony No.
Symphony No.
Symphony No.

Amaj.,

Op. 47 (“Kreutzer”),

vln. & pf. S. Goldberg

& L. Kraus.

G maj., Op. 86, vln. & pf. S. Goldberg
& L. Kraus. (P.R 20383/5)
2, D maj., Op. 36. Brussels Phil.-E.
Kleiber. (T.E 2485/S)
3, E-flat maj., Op. 55 (“Eroica”). N.Y.P.S.O.-Mengelberg.
(Vie. set
B-flat maj., Op. 60. B.B.C.-Toscanini.
C min., Op. 67. Vienna Phil.-Schalk.
7, A maj., Op. 92. N.Y.P.S.O.-Toscanini.

4,
5,

(G.DB 3896/9)
(G.C 2022/5)
(Vie. 14097/101,

set M

317)

Symphony No. 8, F maj., Op. 93. Vienna
set M 292)

Phil.-Weingartner.

(AmC.

68903/5d,
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Symphony No. 9, D min., Op. 125 (“Choral”).
Sym. Orch.-Coates.
(Vie. set M 12)
Thirty-two
Variations,
C min., Op. 191. V. Horowitz
(Barb: Ch-P, Nun Freuf puch).
(Vie. 1689/90)
Trio No. 3, C min., Op. 1, No. 3 (minuet only), vln., vlc., pf. Elly Ney Trio (Trio No. 4).
(G.DB 4590)
Trio No. 4, D maj., Op. 70, No. 1 (“Geister”),
vln., vlc., pf. Elly Ney Trio (Trio No. 3 ).
(G.DB 4587/90)
Variations,
E-flat, Op. 35 (“Eroica”).
L. Kraus. (o.n. P.R 20470/2)
Lyric Suite, string

BERG, ALBAN
(l&35-1935)-1
qtt. Galimar Qtt. (Brunswick
Polydor,

95006/9,

not in Clough)

BERLIOZ,
HECTOR
(1803-1869)-6
(Le) Carnival romain, Overture,
Op. 9. Halle-Hartz.
(AmC. 68221d)
Harold en Italie, Op. 16, vla. & arch. W. Primrose & Boston Sym.-Koussevitsky.
(Vie. ll-8751/5,
set M 989)
(Les) Nuits d’Ete, Op. 7, No. 2, Le Spectre de la rose. M. Teyte & L.P.O.-Heward
(Absence). (G.JG 177)
(Les) Nuits d’Ete, Op. 7, No. 4, Absence. M. Teyte & L.P.O.-Heward
(LeSpettredela
rose). (G.JG 177)
Romeo & Juliette, Op. 17 (La Reine Mab, Scherzo only). Halle-Hartz.
(AmC.
67422d)
Symphonie
fantastique,
Op. 14. Paris Cons.-Walter.
(Vie. 12692/7, set M 662)
Jeux d’Enfants,

BIZET, GEORGES
(1838-1875)-l
Op. 22. L.P.O.-Dorati.
(G.C 294011)

BORODIN,
ALEXANDER
(1833-1887)-2
In the Steppes of Central Asia. L.S.O.-Coates.
(G.D 1885)
Prince Igor, Act III, No. 18 Prelude (Polovsoti March). L.S.O.-Coates.
1683)
BOWLES, PAUL (1910)--I
Night without Sleep (words by Ch. H. Ford). Romolode Spirito,
(Disc. 6017, not in Clough)

Carrington

(G.DB

Welch.

BRAHMS,
JOHANNES
(1833-1897)-33
Academic Festival Overture.
Detroit Sym.-Gabrilowitsch.
(Vie. 6833)
Ballade, D min., Op. 10, No. 1 (“Edward”).
W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7988, set M 202)
Ballade, D maj., Op. 10, No. 2. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7988, set M 202)
Ballade, G min., Op. 118, No. 3. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7991, set M 202)
Capriccio, C maj., Op. 76, No. 8. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7991, set M 202)
Capriccio, G min., Op. 116, No. 3. K. H. D. v. Schonberg.
(Pal. 10258)
Concerto No. 1, D min., Op. 15, pf. & arch. W. Backhaus & B.B.C. Sym.-Boult.
(G.DB 1839143)
Concerto No. 2, B-flat maj., Op. 83, pf. & arch. W. Backhaus & Saxon State-Bohm.
(G.DB 3930/5)
Concerto,
D maj., Op. 77, vln. & arch. F. Kreisler & L.F’.O.-Barbirolli.
(G.DB
2915/9s)
Hungarian
Dance No. 6, D-flat maj. W. Backhaus (No. 7 C W&z I, 2, I 5). (Vie. 7790,
set M 202)
Hungarian
Dance No. 7, A maj. W. Backhaus (No. 6 6 Waltz I, 2, 15)
Intermezzo,
A min., Op. 76, No. 7. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7791, set M 202)
Intermezzo,
E-flat, Op. 117, No. 1. W. Murdoch.
(DK. 698)
Intermezzo,
C-sharp min., Op. 117, No. 3. E. Erdmann. (P.E 11295)
Intermezzo,
F min., Op. 118, No. 4. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7992, set M 202)
Intermezzo,
E-flat min., Op. 118, No. 6. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7992, set M 202)
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Quartet No. 1, G min.,
Qtt. (G.DB 1813/6)
Quartet No. 2, A maj.,
(G.DB 1849/52)
Quartet No. 1, C min.,
Quartet No. 2, A min.,

Op. 25, pf. & strings.
Op. 26, pf. & strings.

A. Rubinstein
R. Serkin

& Members
& Members

Pro Arte
Busch Qtt.

Op. 51, No. 1, strings. Busch Qtt. (Vie. 8343/6,
set M 227)
Op. 51, No. 2, strings. Budapest Qtt. (Vie. 8798/801, set M

278)

Rhapsody, B min., Op. 79, No. 1. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7992, set M 202)
Rhapsody, E-flat, Op. 119, No. 4. W. Murdoch.
(DK. 698)
Romance, F maj., Op. 118, No. 5. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7992, set M 202)
Scherzo, E-flat, Op. 4. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 7989, set M 202)
Serenade, No. 1, D maj., Op. 11 (Minuet & Scherzo only). L.S.O.-Blech.

(G.DB

1670)

Sextet, No. 1, B-flat, Op. 18, strings. Pro Arte Qtt., Hobday, Pini. (G.DB 2566/9)
Symphony No. 1, C min., Op. 68. Vienna Phil.-Walter.
(G.DB 3277/81)
Symphony No. 2, D ma;., Op. 73. Phila. Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 7277/82)
Symphony No. 3, F maj., Op. 90. Vienna Phil.-Krauss.
(G.C 2026/9)
Symphony No. 4, E min., Op. 93. Saxon State-Bohm.
(G.DB 4684/9s)
Trio, E-flat, Op. 40, pf., vln., horn. (G.DB 7610113, not in Clough)
Variations
on a Theme by Haydn, Op. 56b. I’. Luboshutz
& G. Menenoff.
(Vie.
18096/7, set M 799)
Waltz, Op. 39, Nos. 1, 2, 15. W. Backhaus. (Hungnuian Dams Nos. 6 6 7). (Vie. 7990,
set M 202)
Concerto
(AmC.

BRUCH,MAX
(1838-1920)-l
No. 1, G min., Op. 26, vln. & arch. N. Milstein
11855/7d, set M 517)

& N.Y.P.S.O.-Barbirolli.

BRUCKNER,
ANTON
(1824-1896)-4
Mass No. 2, E min., Aachen Cath.-Rehmann.
(G.DB 4525/30)
Symphony No. 5, B-flat maj. Saxon State-Bohm.
(G.DB 4486/94)
Symphony
No. 7, E maj. Amsterdam-van
Beinum (Trhaikorsky: Smnnde,
(D.K 1916/23)
Symphony No. 9, D min. Munich Phil.-Hausegger.
(G.DB 4515/21)
Fantasia afte
Indian Diary.
Sonatina No.
Sonatina No.

BUSONI, FERRUCIO (1866-1924)-4
J. S. Bach, In memory of my father. Egon Petri. (AmC.
Egon Petri. (AmC. 69OlOd)
3, Ad usus Infantis.
Egon Petri. (FRM 23)
5, In diem nativitatis
Christi. M. Zedora. (FRM 24)

Waltz).

69127d)

DICAPUA,
EDUARDO
(1864-1917)-l
*0 Sole Mio. r.r. E. Caruso & Victor Sym. Orch. (Vie. 1616)
CHABRIER,
ALEXIS EMMANUEL
(1841-1894)-2
*(L’) Ile Heureuse. T. & pf. I’. Bernac & F. Poulenc. (G.DA 4892)
*BalIade de gros dindons. T. & pf. I’. Bernac & F. Poulenc. (G.DA
CHAUSSON,
ERNEST (1855-1899)-2
Poeme, Op. 25, vln. & arch. Y. Menuhin
& Paris Sym.-Enesco.
Symphony,
B-flat, Op. 20. Paris Cons.-Coppola.
(G.DB 4953/6)

4892)

(Vie. 7913/4)

CHOPIN, FREDERIC (1810-1849)-31
Ballade, collection, Nos. 1 to 4. A. Cortot. (Vie. 7333/6,
set M 94)
Barcarolle, F-sharp min., Op. 60. A. Cortot. (G.DB 2030)
Berceuse, D-flat, Op. 57. A. Rubinstein.
(G.DB 2149)
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Concerto No. 1, E min., Op. 11, pf. & arch. A. Rubinstein
& L.S.O.-Barbirolli.
(G.DB 3201/4)
Concerto No. 2, F min., Op. 21, pf. & arch. A. Cortot & Sym.-Barbirolli.
(G.DB

2612/5)
Etude, A min., Op. 10, No. 2. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 6973, set M 43)
Etude, C maj., Op. 10, No. 1. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 6973, set M 43)
Etude, C maj., Op. 10, No. 7. W. Backhaus. (Vie. 6973, set M 43)
Etude, C-sharp min., Op. 25, No. 7(19). W. Backhaus. (Vie. 6973, set M 43)
Etude, G flat, Op. 25, No. 9(21). W. Backhaus. (Vie. 6973, set M 43)
Etude, C min., Op. 25, No. 12. A. Brailowsky.
(I’ol. 95423)
Fantasie, F min., Op. 49. A. Cortot. (G.DB 2031/2)
Impromptu
No. 2, F-sharp, Op. 36. L. Kraus. (PrClude No. 4). (P.R 20451)
Mazurkas,
complete
(Nos. 1-15). A. Rubinstein.
(Vie. 15779/83, set M 626;
15970111,set M 56;1729518, set M 691)
Mazurka
No. 23, D maj., Op. 33, No. 2. A. Rubinstein.
(No. 39 0 Berreuse). (G.DB

2149)
Mazurka

No. 39, B maj., Op. 63, No. 1. A. Rubinstein.

(No. 23 b Berreuse).

(G.DB

2149)
Nocturnes,
Vol. I, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 8, 12. A. Rubinstein.
(G.DB 318691)
Polonaises, collection, Nos. 1-7 & Andante Spianato, Grande Polonaise, Op. 22.
A. Rubinstein.
(G.DB 2493/500)
Polonaise No. 6, A-flat maj., Op. 53. J. Iturbi. (Vie. 11-8848)
Polonaise No. 9, B-flat maj., Op. 71, No. 2. M. Hambourg
(V&es
Nos. 6 6 I I). (G.C

1451)
Prelude, G maj., Op. 28, No. 3. A. Brailowsky.
(Pal. 95423)
Prelude, E min., Op. 28, No. 4. L. Kraus (Impromptu No. 2) (P.R.20451)
Prelude, B min., Op. 28, No. 6. A. Brailowsky.
(PO]. 95423)
Rondo, E-flat, Op. 16. A. Kitain. (AmC. 69211d)
Scherzos, collection, 4 complete. A. Rubinstein.
(G.DB 1915118)
Tarantelle,
A-flat, Op. 43. A. Cortot. (G.DB 2032)
Valses, collection, Nos. 1-14 complete. R. Lortat. (AmC. 68027/32d, set M 171)
Valse No. 6, D-flat, Op. 64, No. 1. M. Hambourg
(Polonaise No. 9). (G.C
1451)
Valse No. 7, C-sharp min., Op. 64, No. 2. M. Rosenthal. (P.E 11043)
Valse No. 11, G-flat, Op. 70, No. 1. M. Hambourg
(Polonaise No. 9). (G.C
14.51)
Valse No. 12, F min., Op. 70, No. 2. M. Rosenthal. (P.E 11-43, not in Clough)
Concerto
Walter.

CORELLI,
ARCANGELO
(1653-1713)-l
grosso, G min., Op. 6, No. 8 (fatto per le Notte di Nativita).
(G.DB 3639/40)

(le) Tic-tot-choc,

COUPERIN,
ou les Matillons.

FRANCOIS
(1668-1733)-l
K. Long (Mu/fat; 0 Mozart:
Sonah

L.S.O.-

No. T 7). (NGS.

130)
*Chansons
l Estampes,

DEBUSSY, CLAUDE
(X362-1918)-26
de France. T. & pf. I’. Bernac & F. Poulenc. (G.DA 4890)
No. 2, Soiree dans Granade. W. Geiseking
(Refl& dans I’enu). (Amt.

68575)
Estampes, Pagodes. W. Geiseking
(L’isle joyeuese). (AmC. 69841d)
(12) Etudes. A.
Halles. (D.K 891/6)
Etude, No. 11. V. Horowitz.
(G.DB 2247)
*Images, Set I, No. 1, Reflets dans I’eau. W. Geiseking (Soi& dans Grnnade).
(AmC.

68575)
Images, Set II, No. 3, Poissons d’or. W. Geiseking (Ravel: Ondine).
L’Isle joyeuse. W. Geiseking
(Pugodes). (AmC. 68841d)
Mazurka.
M. F. Gaillard. (Od. 171102)
Nocturnes:
1. Nuages, 2. Fetes, 3. Sirenes. Paris Cons.-Coppola.
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(AmC.

69020d)

(G.DB

506618)

*Nocturne
No. 2, Fetes, only. Lamoureux
& Wolff. (Brunswick
90159)
P&as et Melisande,
Act I, Scene 2. Y. Brotyier, C. Panzera, W. Tubiana, VanniMarcoux & Sym. Orch.-Coppola.
(Vie. 4174/6 & 1444, set M 68)
*Poemes de Charles Baudelaire, No. 3, Le Jet d’eau, S. & pf. M. Tetye & G. Moore
(De soir). (G.JG 180)
Prelude a I’apres-midi
d’un faune. L.P.O.-Beecham.
(AmC. 69600d)
Prelude. (Od. 171081, not in Clough)
Preludes, Book I, complete. A. Cortot. (G.DA 1240/4 & G.DB 1593)
Prelude, Bk. I, No. 2, Voiles. G. Copeland. (Vie. 14904)
Prelude, Bk. II, No. 3, La Puerta de1 vino. G. Copeland. (Vie. 14904)
Prelude, Book II, No. 8, Ondine. E. Erdmann. (Pal. 90024)
(la) Plus que Lente. M. F. Gaillard. (Od. 171102)
*Proses lyriques, No. 1, De reve, S. & pf. M. Teyte & G. Moore (No. 3). (G.JG 178)
*Proses lyriques, No. 3, Dans fleurs, S. & pf. M. Teyte & G. Moore (No. I). (G.JG 179)
*Proses lyriques, No. 4, De soir, S. & pf. M. Teyte & G. Moore (LeJefd’eau). (G.JG 180)
Pour le Piano, Suite No. 3, Toccata, C-sharp min. (Od. 171081, not in Clough)
Sonata No. 2, flute, vla., harp. M. Moyse, A. Merckel & L. Laskine. (G.L 1066)
DELIUS, FREDERICK
(1862-1934)--3
The Delius Society. Vol. I: Paris; Eventyr; Koanga, Closing Scene; Hassan, Act I
excerpts; Songs (To the Queen of my Heart; Love’s Philosophy).
(H. Nash (T.),
London Select Cho. & L.P.O.-Beecham.
(C.SDX l/7)
The Delius Society. Vol. II: Over the Hills & Far Away; In a Summer Garden;
Fennim Ore & Gerda, Intermezzo.
John Brownlee
(B.), London Select Cho. &
L.P.O.-Beecham.
(C.SDX 8/14)
The Delius Society. Vol. III: Appalachia; Hassan, Final Scene; Irmelin, Prelude; La
Calinda. B.B.C. Chorus, Jan v. d. Guchy (T.), Royal Opera Cho. & L.P.O.Beecham. (C.SDX 15/21)
DOHNANYI,
ERNO (1877-1960)-2
*Rhapsodies, Op. 11, No. 3, C maj., pf. E. Joyce (Rachmaninoff: Prhdes). (P.E 11351)
Variations
on a Nursery Song, Op. 25, pf. & arch. C. Smith & Liverpool Phil.Sargent. (C.DX 1148/50)
(L’) Apprenti
sorcier.
Variations,
Interlude
1009/10)

DUKAS, PAUL (1865-1935)-2
N.Y.P.S.O.-Toscanini.
(Vie. 7021)
& Finale (on a theme of Rameau),

pf, Y. Lefebvre.

(G.L

DUPARC,
MARIE EUGENE HENRI FOUQUIN
(1849-1933)-2
au voyage, S. & arch. M. Yeyte & L.P.O.-Heward
(Phidyk). (G.JG

l (L’) Invitation
178)

l Phidyle,

S. & arch. M. Teyte & L.P.O.-Heward

(L’lnuitation

au voyage). (G.JG 178)

DVORAK,
ANTONIN
(1841-1904)-l
Siavonic Dances, Set I, Op. 46 & Set II, Op. 72, complete. Czech Phil.-Talich.
set M 310 & M 345)

Noches

en 10s jardins

FALLA, MANUEL
DA (1876-1946)-l
Espana. A. v. Barentzen
& Sym.-Coppola.

(Vie,

(Vie. 9703/5)

FAURE, GABRIEL
(1845-1924)--6
Andante, Op. 7.5, vln. & pf. D. Doriano & M. Tagliafero (Bach: Praeludium). (Pat. PAT
10)
*Mirages, Op. 113, No. 3, Le Jardin nocturne, T. & pf. I’. Bernac & F. Poulenc (Prison).
(G.DA 4889)
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Nocturne No. 3, A-flat maj., Op. 33, No.
69797d, set X 156)
*Prison, Op. 83, No. 1, T. & pf. I’. Bernac
Quartet, E min., Op. 121, string. Krettly
Theme & Variations,
C-sharp min., Op.
69796/7d, set X 156)

3. C. Guilbert

(Theme 0 Variations).

(AmC.

& F. Poulenc (Mirages). (G.DA 4899)
Qtt. (C.D 15218/20)
73. C. Guilbert
(Nocturne No. 3). (AmC.

FRANCK,
CESAR (1822-1890)-6
Communion,
E maj., ARR. OBOE & PF. L. Goosens & G. Moore (Schumann: Romance,
Op. 94-3). (AmC. 69817d, set X 160)
Prelude, Aria, et Final, pf. A. Cortot. (G.DB 1685/7)
Prelude, Choral, et Fugue, pf. A. Cortot. (Vie. 7331/2)
Sonata, A maj., vln. & pf. Y. & H. Menuhin.
(G.DB 2742/5)
Symphonic
Variations,
pf. & arch. W. Gieseking
& L.P.O.-Wood.
(AmC.
68126/70, set X 10)
Symphony,
D min. Phila. Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 6726/30)
GLAZOUNOV,
ALEXANDER
KONSTANTINOVICH
Etude de Concert, C maj., Op. 31, No. 1. A. Borosky
561095)
Quartet No. 3, Alla Mazurka,
string. Rome Qtt. (G.DB

(1865-19361-2
(Prokouieu:

Snrcasm).

4653)

GRIEG, EDVARD
(1843-1907)-l
Concerto, A min., Op. 16, pf. & arch. A. Rubinstein & Phila. Sym.-Ormandy.
ll-8350/2,
set M 900)
*The Pleasure
7957)

(Pal.

GRIFFES, CHARLES
TOMLINSON
(1884-1920)-l
Dome of Kubla Khan, arch. Minneapolis
Sym.-Ormandy.

(Vie.

(Vie.

HANDEL,
GEORGE FREDERICK
(1685-1759)-7
Concerto Gross0 No. 12, B min. Paris Cons.-Walter.
(G.DB 3601/2)
Concerto d due tori, F maj. Berlin Phil.-v.
Benda (Fireworks
Music, excerpts). (T.E
2352/3)
Concerto No. 2, B-flat, oboe & arch. L. Goossens & L.P.O.-E.
Goossens. (G.C
2993)
The Gods go a-begging:
Terpsichore,
Sarabande
& Alcina, Tamburino,
ARR.
ORCH. Beecham. L.P.O.-Beecham
(Mozart:
Sym. 41). (C.LX 285)
Music for the Royal Fireworks,
Nos. 3,4,5(2), ARR. STR. ORCH. Berlin Phil.-v.
Benda (Concerbo a due tori). (T.E 2353)
Suite No. 3, D min. (lst, 5th & 6th movts. only). E. Fischer. (Vie. 8693)
Water Music, ARR. Harty. Phila. Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 8550/l)
HAYDN,
FRANZ JOSEPH (1732-1809)-S
Quartets, string. The Haydn Quartet Society. Vol. VIII, Opp. l-l, 20-1,55-3,76-4.
Pro Arte Qtt. (Vie. 15569/75, set M 595)
(Die) Seben Worte, Op. 51, B. & arch., ARR. STR. QTT. Primrose Qtt. (Vie.
17786/945, set M 757)
Symphony
No. 88(13), G maj., Op. 56, No. 2. N.B.C. Sym.-Toscanini.
(Vie.
14928/30, set M 454)
Symphony No. 91(28), E-flat, Op. 66, No. 3. Berlin Phil.-Konoye.
(Pal. 6279214)
Symphony No. 92(16), G maj., Op. 66, No. 2 (“Oxford”).
L.S.O.-Weisbach.
(G.C
2364/6)
Symphony
No. 96(14), D maj., Op. 77, No. 2 (“Miracle”).
Vienna Phil.-Walter.
(G.DB 3282/4)
Symphony
No. 104(2), D maj., Op. 98, No. 1 (“London”).
Chamber Orch.-E.
Fischer. (G.DB 4615/7)
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Theme

& Variations.

Symphony,

San

Mathis

der

Francisco

HINDEMITH,
Maler.
Berlin

Orch.

(Vie.

6634)

PAUL
(1895-1963)-l
Phil.-Hindemith.

HONEGGER,
ARTHUR
(1892-1955k-3
Concertino,
pf. & arch.
E. Norton
& Minneapolis-Ormandy.
Pastorale
d&e.
Sym.
Orch.-Honegger.
(Cal. G 68209,
Petite Suite en trois parties,
2 fls., cl., sax., vln. & pf. M.
F. L’Homme,
A. Locatelli,
J. Manuel
(Auric:
Imprompfus).

Hansel
Hansel

und
und

Concerto,

12475/6,

Sonata,

Op.

IBERT,
M.

INDY,
59, vln.

JACQUES
Mule
&

G maj.,

(The)
Enchanted
(8) Russian
Folk

vln.

(Vie. 8765)
not in Clough)
& L. Moyse,
G. Hamelin,
(CdM.
519)

11832)

(Vie.
1758)

(1890-1962)-l
(Vellon~s:

Rhapsody).

(Vie.

(l&351-1931)-1
& A. Vidal.

MICHAEL
Prom.-Fiedler.

LEKEU,
GUILLAUME
& pf. Y. & H. Menuhin.

Lake,
Songs.

Sym.-Boult.
(G.DB

Orch.-Gaubert

VINCENT
D’
& pf. C. Bistesi

IPPOLITOFF-IVANOFF,
Sketches,
Op. 10. Boston

1647/9)

(X354-1921)-2

HUMPERDINCK,
ENGLEBERT
Dream
Pantomime.
B.B.C.
Prelude.
B.B.C.
Sym.-Boult.

Sax. & arch.
set M 588)

C maj.,

Caucasian

Sonata,

Gretel,
Gretel,

(T.E

(G.L

1069/72)

(1859-1935)-l
(Vie. 13670/72,

set M 797)

(l&370-1894)-l
(G.DB
3492/5)

LIADOV,
ANATOL
(1855-1914)-2
Op. 62. Boston
Sym.-Koussevitsky.
Op. 58. L.S.O.-Coates.
(Vie. 9797/8)

(Vie.

14078)

LISZT,FRANZ
(1811-1886)-23
Ann&es
de Pelerinage,
First
Year,
Switzerland,
No. 4, Au bord
d’une
source.
A.
Borowsky.
(Pal. 516613)
Annees
de Pelerinage,
Second
Year,
Italy,
No. 7, Apres
une lecture
de Dante.
L.
Kentner
& Sadler
Wells-Lambert.
(C.DX
967/8)
Annees
de Pelerinage,
Third
Year, No. 4, Les Jeux d’eaux
a la Villa d’Este.
C. Arrau.
(AmD.
252575)
Ballade
No. 2, B min. L. Kentner.
(AmC.
69207/8d, set X 97)
Benediction
de Dieu dans la solitude.
L. Kentner.
(C.DX
879/80)
Concert
Study
No. 2, Gnomenreigen.
S. Barer.
(G.DB
2167)
Concerto
No. 1, E-flat
maj., pf. & arch.
W. Geiseking
& L.P.O.-Wood.
(AmC.
68121/2d, set X 17)
Concerto
No. 2, A maj.,
pf. & arch.
E. Petri
& L.P.O.-Heward
(GrP/chPn
am
Spinnrade).
(C.LX
737/o)
Consolation
No. 3, D-flat.
A. Rubinstein
(Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 10). (G.DB
3216)
Etude
de concert
No. 2, F min. A. Borowsky.
(Pal. 51662)
Fantasia
on themes
from
Beethoven’s
“Ruins
of Athens.”
E. Petri
& L.P.O.Heward
(Schubert-Liszt:
Lindenbnum).
(AmC.
69619/20d,
set X 136)
Gretchen
am Spinnrade
(by Schubert).
E. Petri
(Conrerto
No. 2). (C.LX
739)
Harmonies
Poetique
et Religieuses
No. ‘7, Funerailles.
V. Horowitz.
(G.DB
1848)
Hungarian
Fantasia.
E. Kilenyi
& Paris Phil.-Meyrowitz.
(AmC.
I'69548/9d,
set X

120)
Hungarian

Rhapsodies,

complete,

Nos.

l-15.

A.

Borowsky.

(PO]. 56111118

(Consolafion

No.

&

566181/7)
Hungarian

Rhapsody

No.

10, E maj.

A. Rubinstein

3).
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(Les) Preludes.
San Francisco
Sym.-Hertz.
(Vie. 6863/4)
Scherzo
& March.
L. Kentner
(Bartok:
Children’s
Piece). (C.DX
Sonata,
B min. V. Horowitz.
(G.DB
1855/i’)
Sonetto
de1 Petrarca,
Op. 104. S. Barer.
(G.DB
2167)
Spanish
Rhapsody.
S. Barer.
(G.DB
237.5/6)
Valse
oubli6e
No. 1. S. Barer.
(G.DB
2376)
Venezia
e Napoli
No. 3, Tarantella.
F. Lamind.
(G.D
163)

Alceste,
Thesee,

Prelude.
Marche

Symphony
11609/14d,
Symphony
M 589)
Symphony
Symphony

LULLY,
JEAN
BAPTISTE
(1632-1687)-2
Phila.
Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 7424)
des sacrificateurs.
Phila.
Sym.-Stokowski.

988/9)

(Vie.

MAHLER,
GUSTAV
(1860--1911)-4
No.
1, D maj.
(“Titan”).
Minneapolis
Sym.-Mitropolous.
set M 469)
No. 4, G maj. D. Halban
& N.Y.P.S.O.-Walter.
(AmC.
No. 5, C-sharp
No. 9, D min.

Allegro
brilliant,
1047)
Symphony
No.
set M 538)

min. N.Y.P.S.O.-Walter.
Vienna
Phila.-Walter.

Op.

90 (“Italian”).

(AmC.
11213/18d,

set

(AmC.
12666/73d,
set M 718)
(Vie. 13522/31,
set M 726)

MENDELSSOHN,
FELIX
A maj., Op. 92. I’. Luboshutz
4, A maj.,

7424)

(X309-1847)-2
& G. Nemenoff.

(Vie.

N.Y.P.S.O.-Beecham.

11-9138,
(AmC.

set M
11956/d,

MONTEVERDI,
CLAUDIO
(1567-1643)-9
Madrigal,
Ardo,
e sospir
(Bk. IX). I’. Derenne
& H. Cuenod
(TT.).
(G.DB
5040)
& H. Cuenod
(TT.).
(G.DB
5040)
Madrigal,
Chiome
d’oro
(Bk. VII).
I’. D erenne
Madrigal,
Ecco mormorar
l’ond
(Bk. II). Vocal
Ens.-Boulanger.
(G.DB
5042)
(G.DB
5038)
Madrigal,
Hor che’l ciel e la terra
(Bk. VIII).
V ocal Ens.-Boulanger.
Madrigal,
Lament0
della ninfa (Bk. VIII).
J. def’olignas
(S.) & Boulanger
Ens. (G.DB
5042)
Madrigal,
Lament0
d’Arianna
No. 1, Lasciatemi
morire.
Vocal
Ens.-Boulanger.
(G.DB
5038)
Madrigal,
Ohimedov’e
il mio bien (Bk. VII). I’. Derenne
& H. Cuenod
(TT.).
(G.DB
5040)
Madrigal,
Zeffiro
torna
(Bk. IX). I’. Derenne
& H. Cuenod
(TT.).
(G.DB
5039)
Opera,
11 Ballo
Dell’
Ingrate,
vocal
excerpts.
D. Courand
(as.)
& Vocal
Ens.Boulanger.
(G.DB
5041)

Khovanshchina,

MOUSSORGSKY,
Act IV, Dance

of the

MODESTE
Persian

(1839-1881)-l
Slaves.
L.S.O.-Coates.

(G.D

1885)

MOZART,
WOLFGANG
AMADEUS
(1756-1791)-39
Adagio,
B min., K 540. L. Kraus.
(P.R 20445)
Concerto,
B-flat
maj.,
bassoon
& arch.,
K 191. F. Oubradous
Rr Orch.-Bigot.
(G.L
102617)
Concerto,
A maj., clarinet
& arch.,
K 622. R. Kell & L.P.O.-Sargent.
(Vie. 13485/8,
set M 708)
Concerto,
C maj., flute,
harp
& arch.,
K 299. M. Moyse,
L. Laskine
& Orch.Coppola.
(G.L
876/S)
Concerto,
B-flat,
pf. & arch.,
K 450. E. Ney & Orch.-Hoogstraten.
(G.DB443517)
Concerto,
B-flat,
pf. & arch.,
K 456. L. Kraus
& L.P.O.-Goehr
(Sonata No. 3 7, pf. 6
&I.).
(P.R 20404/7)

9d

Concerto,

C min.,
pf. & arch.,
K 491. E. Fischer
& L.P.O.-Collingwood.
set M 482)
D min.,
pf. & arch.,
K 466. J. Iturbi
& Rochester
Phila.
(Cosi
(Vie. 18081/4, set M 794)
E-flat,
pf. & arch.,
K 482. E. Fischer
& Orch.-Barbirolli.
(G.DB
E-flat,
2 pfs. & arch., K 365. A. & K.V. Schnabel&
L.S.O.-Boult.

15056/9,
Concerto,
Overture).
Concerto,
Concerto,

(Vie.
Fan Tutti,

2681/4)
(G.DB

3033/s)
Tutti,
complete,
K 588. Mozart
Society,
Vols.
4-6. (G.DB
2653/72)
Tutti,
Overture,
K 588. Rochester
Phila.
(Concerto,
D min., K 466). (Vie.
18081/4, set M 794)
Don Giovanni,
complete,
K 527. Mozart
Opera
Society,
Vols. 7-9. (G.DB
2961/83)
Don Giovanni,
Overture,
K 527. L.P.O.-Beecham.
(AmC.
70365d)
Fantasia,
C min.,
K 396. E. Fischer.
(G.DB
2377)
Fantasia,
C min., K 475. L. Kraus
(Sonata, K 45). (P.R 20438/9)
Idomeneo,
Re di Creta,
No. 1 Chaconne
& No. 4 Gavotte,
K 367. Berlin
State Op.Blech.
(G.EJ 691)
(Le) Nozze
di Figaro,
complete,
K 492. Mozart
Opera
Society,
Vols.
l-3. (G.DB
Cosi
Cosi

Fan
Fan

2474/9

& 2583/93s)
K 492. Minneapolis
Sym.-Ormandy.
vla., vlc., K 478. A. Schnabel&
Pro

(Le) Nozze
di Figaro,
Overture,
Quartet
No. 1, G min., pf., vln.,

(Vie.
Qtt.

Arte

14325)
(G.DB

2155/B)
Quintet,
set M
Quintet,
Quintet,
Romanze,

A maj.,

cl. & strings,

K

581. R. Kell&

Philharmonia

Qtt.

(AmC.

i’2221/4d,

702)
C maj.,
G min.,
A-flat,

2 vlns.,
strings,
K. Anh.

2 vlas., vlc., K 515. Pro Arte Quintet.
(G.DB
2383/6)
K 516. Pro Arte
Quintet.
(G.DB
2173/6)
205 (not by Mozart).
E. Fischer
(Sonnfn No. 10). (G.DB

3425)
Rondo,
D maj., pf. & arch.,
K 382. E. Fischer
& Cha. Orch.
(G.DB
Rondo,
D maj., K 485. L. Kraus
(Variations,
K 455).
(P.R 20398)
Serenade
No. 13, G maj. (Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik),
K 525. Berlin
State
(Brunswick
90144/5)
Sonata
No. 10, C maj., K 530. E. Fischer
(Romanze).
(G.DB
3424/S)
Sonata
No. 14, C min.,
K 457. K. Long.
(P.R 20439/41)
Sonata
No. 17, D maj., K 576. K. Long.
(NGS
129/30)
Sonata
No. 31, pf. & vln., K 478. L. Kraus
81 S. Goldberg
(Concerfo,

3110)
Op.-Fried.

K

456). (P.R

20407)
Symphony
No. 39,
Symphony
No. 40,
Symphony
No. 41,
Trio,
E-flat,
pf., cl.,
Trio
No. 6, G maj.,
Variations
on Unser

E-flat,
K 543. L.P.O.-Weingartner.
(AmC.
67523/5d)
G min., K 550. L.P.O.-Koussevitsky.
(Vie. 8883/S, set M 293)
C maj. (“Jupiter”),
K 551. L.P.O.-Beecham.
(C.LX
282/S)
via., K 498. L. Kentner,
R. Kell,
F. Riddle.
(C.DX
998/1000)
pf., vln., vlc., K 564. Budapest
Trio.
(NGS.
159/60)
dummer
Pabel meint,
K 455. L. Kraus
(Rondo, K 455).
(P.R

20397/B)
(Die)

Zauberflote,

Caprice,

10258,

Missa
Missa
Missa

Overture.

B.B.C.

Sym.-Toscanini.

(Vie.

PAGANINI,
NICCOLO
(1782-1840)-l
E maj., Op. 1, No. 9, ARR.
R. Schumann.
K. H.
not in Slough)

Brevis
Lauda
Papae

15190)

D. v. Schonberg.

PALESTRINA,
GIOVANNI
(c. 1524-1594)-3
(XII).
Madrigal
Singers-Engel.
(AmC.
69863/5d, set M
Sion, Benedictus.
Lyons
Cath.
Cho.
(C.FDX
180)
Marcelli,
Benedictus.
Lyons
Cath.
Cho. (C.FDX
180)

(Pal.

299)
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Sonata,

F-sharp

PFITZNER,
HANS (1869-1949)-l
min., Op. 1, vlc. & pf. L. Hoelscher & L. Funk. (G.DB

4629/31)

PIERNE, HENRI (1863-1937)-2
Introduction
& Variations
on a popular theme, sax. qtt. Paris Saxophone
Qtt.
(G.L 1033)
(3) Pieces en trio: 1. Dedicate sur les noms Pasquier, 2. Chansons, 3. Les 3 clercs de
S. Nicolas, vln., vla., vlc. Pasquier Trio. (Pat. PAT 90/l)
POULENC,
FRANCIS (1899-1963)-2
Pastourelle,
L’Entail de Jeanne, No. 8. V. Horowitz.
(G.DB 2247)
Toccata, No. 2 of 3 pieces for pf. V. Horowitz.
(G.DB 2247)
PROKOFIEV,
SERGE (1891-1953)-5
Concerto No. 2, G min., Op. 63, pf. & arch. J. Heifetz & Boston Sym.-Koussevitsky. (Vie. 14907/9. set M 450)
(The) Love for Three Oranges, Nos. 3 & 4, Op. 33. Boston Sym.-Koussevitsky
(Chssiral Sym.). (Vie. 7197)
Peter & the Wolf. (Information
not available. See introduction.)
Sarcasm, Op. 17, No. 5. A. Borowsky (Glauzonau: Etude de Conmt).
(Pal. 561095)
Symphony No. 1, D maj., Op. 25 (“Classical”).
Boston Sym.-Koussevitsky
(LODP
for Three Oranges). (Vie. 7196/7)
RACHMANINOFF,
SERGE (1873-19431-11
Concerto No. 1, F-sharp min., Op. 1, pf. & arch. S. Rachmaninoff
& Phila. Sym.Ormandy. (Vie. 18377/9, set M 865)
Concerto No. 2, C min., Op. 18, pf. & arch. S. Rachmaninoff
& Phila. Sym.Stokowski.
(Vie. 8148, set M 58)
Concerto No. 3, D min., Op. 30, pf. & arch. S. Rachmaninoff
& Phila. Sym.Ormandy. (Vie. 7481/5s, set M 710)
Concerto No. 4, G min., Op. 40, pf. & arch. S. Rachmaninoff
& I’hila. Sym.Ormandy. (Vie. ll-8611/4,
set M 972)
*Prelude, A min., Op. 32, No. 8. E. Joyce (Op. 23-8 G Op. 32-73). (P.E. 11377)
*Prelude, A-flat maj., Op. 23, No. 8. E. Joyce (Op. 32-R ~5 73). (P.E 11377)
*Prelude, C min., Op. 23, No. 7. E. Joyce (%s-Op. 23-6 0 Dohnanyi: Rllnpsody No. 3).
(P.E 11351)
*Prelude, D-flat maj., Op. 32, No. 13. E. Joyce (Op. 23-8 G- 32-8). (P.E 11377)
*Prelude, E-flat maj., Op. 23, No. 6. E. Joyce (I/X-Op.
23-7 b Dohnnnyi: Rhapsody No. 3).
(P.E 11351)
Rhapsodie on a theme of Paganini, Op. 43, pf. & arch. S. Rachmaninoff
& Phila.
Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 8553/5, set M 250)
*Symphony
No. 3, A min., Op. 44. Phila. Sym.-Rachmaninoff.
(G.DB 17426/3Os,
set M 712)
RAVEL, MAURICE
(1875-1937)-11
(3) Chansons. Chanteurs
de Lyon-Vieti.
(FDX. 181)
Gaspard de la Nuit, Ondine. W. Geiseking (Debussy: Poi5sons d’or). (AmC. 69020d)
Gaspard de la Nuit, le Gibet. W. Geiseking (Miroirs No. 5). (C.LX 772)
Miroirs
No. 5, La Vallee des clothes. W. Geiseking (IP Gihef). (C.LX 772)
Quartet, F maj., string. Pro Arte Qtt. (G.DB 2135/S)
*Sainte, T. & pf. I’. Bernard & F. Poulenc. (G.DA 4981)
‘Sur l’herbe, T. At pf. I’. Bernard & F. Poulenc. (G.DA 4981)
Le Tombeau de Couperin,
Rigaudon. M. Victor Staub (Schumann:
Nuit de prinkynps).
(Odeon 1275, not in Clough)
Le Tombeau de Couperin,
Toccata. A. Borowsky.
(Pal. 516612)
Tzigane, vln. & pf. or arch. L. Schwartz
& Petitjean. (G.W 1033)
Valses nobles & sentimentales.
Paris Cons.-Coppoia.
(G.DB 4935/6)
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REGER,MAX
(1873-1916)-2
*Quartet No. 4, E-flat, Op. 109, string. Strub Qtt. (G.EH 120516)
*Variations
on a theme of Mozart, Op. 132. Saxon State-Bohm.
(G.DB

4480/3)

RESPIGHI, OTTORINO
(1879-1936b-2
Fontane di Roma. N.Y.S.P.O.-Barbirolli.
(Vie. 15483/4, set M 576)
*Impressione
Brasiliane. Munich Phil.-Kabasta.
(G.DB 4643/4)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV,
NICOLAS
A. (1844-1908)--4
Le Coq D’Or Suite. L.S.O.-Goossens.
(Vie. 12347/9, set M 504)
Mlada, Cortege des nobles. L.S.O.-Coates.
(G.D 1934)
Scheherazade,
Op. 35. San Francisco Sym.-Monteux
(Tsar Sultnn. Mnrrh). (Vie.
ll-8384/8,
set M 920)
(The) Tale of Tsar Sultan, Act I, Introduction,
March. San Francisco Sym.Monteux
(Scheherazade).
(Vie. 11-8388, set M 920)
(Le) Festin de l’araignee,

ROUSSEL,
ALBERT (1869-1937)--3
Op. 17. Skraram Orch.-Skraram.

(AmC. 67952/3d,

set X

23)
Joueurs de flute, Nos. 1, 2, & 4 only, Op. 27, fl. & pf. M. Moyse &J. Benvenuti.
(AmC. 17090d)
Symphony No. 3, G min., Op. 42. Lamoureux-Wolf.
(PO]. 566126/8)
SAINT-SAENS,
CHARLES
CAMILLE
(1835-1921)-2
(Le) Carnival des animaux. J. Behrend, S. Levin & Phila. Sym.-Stokowski.
18047/9, setM 785)
(Le) Rouet d’omphale,
Op. 31. Royal Phil.-Beecham.
(Vie. 12-0152)
SARASATE
Y NAVASCUES,
PABLO (1844-1908)-l
Zigeunerweisen,
Op. 20, No. 1, ARR. VLN. & ORCH. J. Heifetz
Barbirolli.
(Vie. 15246)

(Vie.

& L.S.O.-

SCHOENBERG,
ARNOLD
(1874-1951)-2
Klavierstucke,
No. 2 only, Op. 11. K. R. Hyman (Scrinhin: Flnmmessomhres). (FRM. 9)
Verlkarte
Nacht, Op. 4. Minneapolis
Sym.-Ormandy.
(Vie. 8266/9, set M 207)
SCHUBERT,
FRANZ (1797-1828)-18
Fantasia, C maj., Op. 15 (“Wanderer”).
E. Fischer. (G.DB 2276/S)
(17) Landler, Nos. l-9 & 11, Op. 18a. L. Kraus (Sonnta No. 14). (P.R 20390)
(12) Landler, Op. 171. A. Cortot. (G.DB 3268)
(Die) Lindenbaum
(F. Liszt, trans.). E. Petri. (AmC. 69620d, set X 136)
Moments
Musicaux, complete, Op. 94. A. Schnabel. (G.DB 3358/60)
Quintet, A maj., Op. 114 (“The Trout”), pf., vln., vla., vlc., tbs. E. Ney & Strub Qtt.
(Trio, Scherzo, Op. 100). (G.DB 4533/7)
Quartet No. 14, D min. (“Death & the Maiden”).
Philharmonia
Qtt.
Rondo, B min., Op. 70, vln. & pf. Y. & H. Menuhin.
(G.DB 3583/4)
Rosamunde
von Cypern No. 9, Ballet, G maj., Op. 26. Berlin Phil.-Furtwangler.
(I'ol. 95458)
Sonata, A min., Arpeggione
& pf., ARR. VLC. & PF. F. Fournier & J. Hubeau. (G.L
1037/S)
Sonata No. 14, A min., Op. 143. L. Kraus (Landler, Op. 180). (P.R 20388/90)
Sonata No. 1, D maj., Op. 137, vln. & pf. 0. Renardez & W. Robert (Sonnkn No. 3).
(AmC. 69403/4d, set X 116)
Sonata No. 3, G min., 3rd movt., minuetto & 4th movt. allegro moderato, Op. 137,
No. 3, vln. & pf. 0. Renardez & W. Robert (Son& No. I). (AmC. 69404d, set X 116)
Symphony No. 8, B min. (“Unfinished”).
Phila. Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 6663/5, set
M 16)
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Symphony
No. 9, C maj. (old No. 7). L.S.O.-Walter.
(Vie. 12498/503,
set M 602)
Trio No. 1, B-flat
maj., Op. 99, pf., vln., vlc. A. Rubinstein,
J. Heifetz,
E. Feuermann.
(Vie. ll-8394/7,
set M 923)
Trio
No. 2, E-flat
maj., 3rd movt.,
Scherzo
only,
Op. 100, pf., vln., vlc. E. Ney, M.
Strub,
L. Hoelscher
(ForeIIen
Quinht).
Valses
nobles,
complete,
Op. 77. L. Kraus.
(P.R 20429)
SCHUMANN,
ROBERT
(1810-1856)-7
Andante
& variations,
B-flat
maj., Op. 46, 2 pfs. P. Luboshutz
& G. Nemenoff.
(Vie. ll-9135/6,
set M 1047)
Davidsbundlertanze,
Op. 6. A. Cortot.
(G.DB
3263/5)
Fruhlingsnacht,
ARR.
PF. Liszt.
M. Victor
Staub
(Ravel: Rigaudon).
(Odeon
1275,
not in Clough)
Kreisleriana,
Op. 16. A. Cortot.
(G.DB
2608111)
Romances,
Op. 94, ob. & pf. L. Goossens
& G. Moore
(Frantk:
Communion).
(AmC.
6981617d, set X 160)
Symphony
No. 4, D min.,
Op. 120. L.S.O.-Walter.
(G.DB
3793/5)
Variations
on the name “Abegg,”
Op. 1. C. Haskil.
(I’ol. 561121)

Flammes

Symphony
set M

sombres,

No.

SCRIABIN,
Op. 73, No.
SHOSTAKOVICH,
5, D maj., Op.

ALEXANDER
3. K. R. Heyman
DMITRI
47. Cleveland

(1872-1915)-l
(Schoenberg:

(1906Sym.-Rodzinski.

Klaviersfuckr).

(FRM.

9)

J-1
(AmC.

11861/5d,

520)

SIBELIUS,JEAN
(1865-1957)-11
The Sibelius
Society.
Vol. I: Symphony
No. 5, Pohjola’s
Daughter,
Tapiola.
L.S.O.
-Kajanus.
(G.DB
1739/45)
The Sibelius
Society.
Vol. II: Symphony
No. 3, L.S.O.-Kajanus;
Symphony
No. 7,
B.B.C.
Sym.-Koussevitsky.
(G.DB
1980/6)
The Sibelius
Society.
Vol. III: String
Qtt.,
Budapest
Qtt.;
Symphony
No. 6, Finnish
Nat. Orch.-Schneevoight.
(G.DB
2317/23)
The Sibelius
Society.
Vol. IV: Violin
Concerto,
Heifetz
& L.P.O.-Beecham;
Night
Ride & Sunrise,
The Oceanides,
B.B.C.
Sym.-Boult.
(G.DB
2791/7)
The Sibelius
Society.
Vol. V: Symphony
No. 4, The Return
of the Lemminkainen,
The Tempest
(excerpts).
L.P.O.-Beecham.
(G.DB
3351/7)
Finlandia,
Op. 26. Phila.
Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 7412)
Malinconia,
Op. 20, vlc. & pf. L. Jensen
& G. Werschenska.
(G.DB
5223)
Romance,
F maj., Op. 78, No. 2, ARR.
VLN.
& ORCH.
F. Asti.
(G.2
206)
Swan
of Tuonela,
Op. 22, No. 3. Phila.
Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 7380)
Symphony
No. 1, E min., Op. 39. Phila.
Sym.-Ormandy.
(Vie. 18499/502,
set M

881)
Symphony

No.

2, D maj.,

Op.

43. Boston

Sym.-Koussevitsky.

(Vie.

8721/6, set M

272)
SMETANA,
BEDRICH
(1824-1884)-2
Bartered
Bride,
Overture.
L.S.O.-Walter.
(G.DB
3562)
My Country,
No. 2, Vltava
(“Moldau”)
& No. 4, From
Forests.
Czech
Phil.-Kubelik.
(G.C
2979/81)

Bohemia’s

Meadows

&

STRAUSS,
RICHARD
(1864-1949)-12
*Also
sprach
Zarathustra.
Boston
Sym.-Koussevitsky.
(Vie. 8619/23,
set M 257)
Daphne,
Verwandlung
der Daphne:
Wind,
spiele
mit mir; 0 wei gerne
blieb’ich
bei dir (S); Cotter!
Bruder
in hohen
Olympos
(T). M. Teschemacher,
T. Ralf &
Saxon
State-Bohm.
(G.DB
4627/S)
Don Juan, Op. 20. Saxon
State-Bohm.
(G.DB
462.5/6)
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*Don
Quixote,
Op. 35, vlc. & arch.
E. Mainardi
& Berlin
State Op.-Strauss
(In der
Konditorkuche).
(Pal. 27320/4)
Heimliche
Aufforderung,
Op. 27, No. 3, ARR.
A. Wilke.
Salon-Orch.-Dauber.
(HMV
3-940946)
(Ein) Heldenleben,
Op. 40. Phila.
Sym.-Ormandy.
(Vie. 15661/5,
set M 610)
*In der Konditokuche
aus “Schlagobers,”
Op.
70. Berlin
Phil.-Melichor.
(PO].
27324)
Morgen,
Op. 27, No. 4, ARR.
A. Wilke.
Salon-Orch.-Dauber.
(HMV
3-940945)
Rosenkavalier,
Act II, Waltzes,
Op. 59. Berlin
Phil.-Walter.
(AmC.
67892d)
*Salome,
Salomais
Tanz.
Saxon
State-Bohm.
(G.DB
4639)
*Schlagobers,
Schlagoberwalzer
& einzug
der Prinzessin
Pralin&e,
Op. 70. Berlin
Phil.-Melichor.
(Pol. 27300)
Tod und Verklarung,
Op. 24. Berlin
State Op.-Blech.
(G.EJ 476/8)
STRAVINSKY,
IGOR
(1882-1971)-3
Firebird
(Revised
Orch.
Suite).
N.B.C.
Sym.-Stokowski
(Vie. ll-8423/5,
set M 933)
Petrouchka.
L.S.O.-Coates.
(G.D
1521/4)
(Le) Sacre du printemps.
Phila.
Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie.

(Tchnikousky:

Humoresque).

7321/4)

TCHAIKOVSKY,
PETER
ILYICH
(1840-1893)-13
Capriccio
Italien,
abridged,
Op. 45. Saxon
State-Bohm.
(G.DB
4632)
*Concerto
No. 1, B-flat
min., Op. 23, pf. &torch.
A. Rubinstein
& L.S.O.-Barbirolli.
(Vie. 7802/5,
set M 180)
Concerto,
D maj.,
Op. 35, vln. & arch.
J. Heifetz
& L.P.O.-Barbirolli.

(G.DB

3159/62)
Francesca
Humoresque,

da Rimini,
Op. 32. L.P.O.-Beecham.
(Amt.
71036/8d,
set M 447)
Op. 10, No. 2. N.B.C.
Sym.-Stokowski
(Stravinsky:
Fiwbird).
(Vie.
11-8425, set M 933)
Humoresque,
Op. 10, No. 2, ARR.
VLN.
& PF. F. Kreisler
& C. Lamson.
(Vie. 1170)
Serenade,
C maj., No. 2, Waltz,
Op. 48. Amsterdam-van
Beinum
(Brucknw:
Sym.
No. 7). (D.K
1923)
The Sleeping
Beauty,
selections,
Op. 66. Sadler
Wells-Lambert.
(G.C
3081/3)
Symphony
No. 2, C min., Op. 17 (“Little
Russian”).
Cincinnati
Sym.-Goossens.
(Vie. 18035/S,
set M 790)
Symphony
No. 3, D maj.,
Op. 29 (“Polish”),
Nat.
Sym.
(USA)-Kindler.
(Vie.
11710/4, set M 747)
Symphony
No. 4, F min., Op. 36. Phila.
Sym.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 6929/33,
set M 48)
*Symphony
No. 5, E min., Op. 64. L.P.O.-Beecham.
(AmC.
71194/8d,
set M 470)
Symphony
No. 6, B min., Op. 74 (“Pathetique”).
Berlin
Phil.-Furtwangler.
(G.DB

4609/14)

(La)

Donna

Rhapsodie

di Buon

pour

TOMMASINI,
Umore,

after

VELLONES,
Saxophone
alto.

(1889-1950)---l

VINCENZO
D. Scarlatti.

M.

L.P.O.-Goossens.

(G.C

(1879-1939)-l

PIERRE
Merle.

(Vie.

12476,

set M 588)

VERDI,
GIUSEPPE
(1813-1901)-2
*Rigoletto,
La donna
e mobile,
r.r. E. Caruso
& Victor
Sym.
Orch.
(Vie.
(La) Traviata,
Prelude,
Act III. N.B.C.
Sym.-Toscanini.
(Vie. 18080)
VIVALDI,
Sonata,
C min., (Dresden
MS.
5092)
The Four
Seasons.
(Information

llOl),
not

1616)

(1675-1741)-2

ANTONIO
CX

2864/5)

v1n. & cont.

available.

D. Blot&C.

Crussard.

(G.DB

See introduction.)
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WAGNER,
RICHARD
(1813-1883)-10
Gotterdammerung,
Siegfried’s
Rheinfahrt.
L.S.O.-Coates.
(Vie. 9007)
Gotterdammerung,
Starke,
Scheite
schichtet
mir dort (Brunnhilde’s
Immolation).
H. Traubel
& N.B.C.
Sym.-Toscanini.
(Vie. ll-8664/6,
set M 978)
Lohengrin,
Prelude,
Act III. Chicago
Sym.-Stock.
(Vie. 7386)
Parsifal,
Act I, Der Glaube
lebt. Regensberg
Cath.
Cho.-Schrems.
(G.EG
3431)
Siegfried,
Fir Music.
L.S.O.-Coates.
(Vie. 9006, not in Clough)
Siegfried
Idyll.
Berlin
State
Op.-Munch.
(Vie. 7381/2)
Siegfried,
Waldweben,
arch.
only.
N.Y.S.P.O.-Mengelberg.
(Vie. 7192)
Tannhauser,
Overture,
ARR.
Liszt.
B. Moiseiwitsch.
(G.C
300213)
Tannhauser,
Act I, Overture
& Venusberg
Music
(Paris
Version).
Phila.
Sym.
&
Cho.-Stokowski.
(Vie. 15310/2, set M 530)
Tristan
und Isolde,
Prelude;
Liebesnacht;
Liebestod;
Finale,
Act III. Phila.
Sym.Stokowski.
(Vie. 7621/4, set M 154)

Facade,
(G.C

Capriol
Serenade
(G.C

WALTON,
WILLIAM
(19021, 17, 13, 18, 7, 16, 14, 8, 22, ORCH.
283617)
Nos.

Suite.
for

London
Fredrick

WARLOCK,
PETER
Cha. Orch.-Bernard.
Delius
(on his sixtieth

b-1
VERSION.

L.P.O.-Walton.

(1894-1930)-2
(D.K
576)
birthday).

String

Orch.-Lambert.

2908)

WEBER,
CARL
MARIA
FRIEDRICH
ERNST
von (1786-1826)-4
Aufforderung
zum
Tanz,
Op.
65, ARR.
ORCH.
Stokowski.
Phila.
Stokowski.
(Vie. 15189)
(Der)
Freischutz,
Overture,
Op. 77. Paris Cons.-Walter.
(G.DB
35.54)
Konzerstuck,
F min.,
Op. 79, pf. & arch.
R. Casadesus
& Sym.-Bigot.
68468/9d,
set X 59)
Sonata
No. 2, A-flat
maj., Op. 39. A. Cortot.
(Vie. 1740517, set M 703)

Sym.-

(AmC.

The following recordings of “popular” music in Holly Stevens’ collection
could not be located for verification of the citations in the standard
discographies for this type of music. 12They are arranged alphabetically by
the title of the piece on the A side rather than alphabetically by composer.
*Cuban
Suite,
Maracas
and Caramba.
Ambrose
& Orch.
(G.DB
7018/9)
*Dis-Moi,
Josephine
(Zerkovitz
Bela). Orchestre
de danse Alexander.
(COL.
L 2992)
*J’ai Deux
amours!
(Vincent
Scotto).
Orchestre
de danse Alexander.
(COL.
L 3002)
*My
Prairie
Song Bird. (Drislane-Meyer)..Stanley
& Burr with Orch.
(Vie. 16560)
*Any
Little
Girl
That’s
a Nice Little
Girl
is the Right
Little
Girl
for Me. (GreyFischer).
Billy
Murray
and American
Qtt.
with
Orch.
(Vie. 16560)
*You’re
Blase (“Bow
Bells”).
(Sullivan).
Ambrose
& Orch.
(HMV
B 6125)
*Mona
Lisa (“Bow
Bells”).
(Sullivan).
Ambrose
& Orch.
(HMV
B 6125)
NOTES
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Holly

Stevens

2. Wake
Stevens,
ThP Leflprsof Wdlnrr Slpoens.Holly Stevens, ed. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966).
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Poems
AT STEVENS‘

GRAVE

An oak tree stays, companion to the famous dead.
A living bird singing its antique song,
“This is my tree, my grass, my tree, my grass,”
Suddenly flies across the grave and beyond,
As guided by Peter Brazeau, I slowly come
Through
landscape that’s elemental as a farm,
With frequent plantings and a crop of stones.
Our human shadows fall upon such earth
As often bears a stone with lifted wings,
But this particular,
sun-littered
plot
May bloom with words before our bending hearts:
“I lie here now in the extreme of the known,
And thus I lie in the extreme of the unknown.
From such a distance, heaven and earth seem one.
Here all earth’s memorabilia
of light is shade.
The sea, a leaf, distilling light to green,
As if the sea began upon a bough,
One leaf, then leaves, a forestful
of leaves
Soliciting light for that green sea, is far
Removed from here as heaven ever was,
And has to be imagined. Now earth is above,
With flights of wings, angel’s or bird’s, unreal.”
All circumscribed
by sunshift
shade and grass,
Stone stays, a gray residuum
with his name.
In rnen~pr~/omori, we take a seedling oak
And walk from an absence fixed in an alien place.

AT ELSIE STEVENS’

GRAVE

Two faded, purple chrysanthemums,
Each tied to a twig, make twin bouquets.
We find them here at these twin stones,
Romantic tokens. We say, “Someone
Has stolen flowers
from that new grave.”
I picture two who loved his poems,
And honored him, and remembered
you,
Elsie Viola. God give you joy.
I would if I could. What time took away.
Oh, why do we, the living, come
To such grave sites! We seem to feel
The fact of the body speak to us,
Its mute and final statement
excel
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The act of the mind writing
a poem.
As we look down, our thought
grows,
So like a tear it runs toward
earth.
Great poets find the phrase to tell
How in the vacancy of the skull
A small dust falls in an avalanche.
But I discern your unheard
voice,
“I longed to have happy days.”
It is the theme of all. In some
Such way, we come to read a stone.
Dorothy

HARVARD

oh,

Emerson

STADIUM

Sitting
at the top of the stadium
The poet who was beyond this age, felt
Superior‘
to the football
players down below
Struggling
back and forth on the turf.
He felt the elan of the senses, young muscles
Exhibiting
prowess
on the field of youth.
They were captive in their presences,
Held in bondage
by youth’s
inferiority.
So felt the sage, his fame secure in age
While these youth could not foresee the future.
Some would
win, some lose, in worldly
struggles.
He was indifferent
to victory
or defeat.
Life was a struggle.
He was known
in the world
As one who had won the prize of worldly
acclaim.
He sat above the battle like a god,
With lordly eye viewing
the happenings.
No matter,
now, who won or lost,
His musings
unnoticed
by the spectators.
He was a quiet victor at the spectacle,
The reddest judge of the rueful
scene.
So God himself
might sit apart, and stare
At the antics of the animal
man,
Seen from above millenia
of wars and non-war,
Indifferent
to the players down below.
Richard

Eberhart
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CHANGES

ON A THEME

When the blackbird flew
It marked the edge
Of one of many circles.

BY STEVENS

out of sight

The blackbird’s
circle is his own.
He is not held
by the string of the eye.
He takes his domed disk
along.
He places it over the pine trees.
The circle of the blackbird
passes over us like a cloud
takes the shape of the ground

under

it

As in the shade of a tree
we stand in the shadow
of the passage of the blackbird.
Will the blackbird come back again
like a ship with sails billowing
his black wings telling misfortune?
The blackbird has led us
far from home.
He waits for us at our doorstep.
He has paved the heavens
with circles
for himself, for each of us.
His wings cover the sky
like a storm.
They are black like thunder.
Who can challenge
of the blackbird
clasping the world

the gold eye
together.

The blackbird has given us measure
he has said behold
he has told us over and over.
Ann Stanford
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READING

WALLACE

STEVENS

IN JAPAN

The sound of the river lasts
the land melts in summer
cicadas chortle in the trees.
The water declines. Snow but a theory
thin streams drip from the mountains
mosquitoes
rise at the river edges.
A white cloud glazes the water
downstream
from the rice fields
green algae slip over broken stones
Even the nothing is gone that in winter
bound the listener to the clean
wind, the white abdication of snow.
Ann Stanford
LITANY

FOR A LATER

DAY

Saint Wallace Stevens of Hartford,
ascending
With the Muse to the eighteenth
floor,
Pray for us, likewise
the blessed Herman Melville,
martyr
For twenty years behind the door
Of the Custom House, pray for us especially,
The jugglers of our time
Who deal with the carnival manager
For parts in the pantomime
As Poins or Peachum or Eulenspiegel,
But every once in a while
After a positively last farewell performance
Come waltzing
down the aisle
Without a thing but a couple of leftover turns
bravado
To make our Lady smile.

and

Whereon it may be granted us to see
In our own time, Perse voyaging among the courts
Or George Seferis in the chancery
Preparing positions on the Argonauts.
Robert
0 1978

by The

Atlantic

Monthly

Company,

Boston,

Mass.

Reprinted

with

A. Brooks
permission
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LETTER

TO WALLACE

STEVENS

A man who looks at New Haven, with autumn ruddy
As never before, blue as never before,
Dawning
on body and mind, you talk to yourself
Of auroras: we are allowed to overhear.
The core of it all is autumn - harvest in kind:
The senses admiring the delicious drench
Of light, of color, of texture, taste, and sound,
Fruit, flower, sail in the sun, a woman’s
hand,
Her voice, slight and abounding instruments.
Quench these, there’s more: the mind, this instant
holding
The manifold remembered,
the intended
Huge imaginings.
Now. Here. And next year or
tomorrow
Where? The core of it is autumn, winter’s
dawn.
But no fear of the pathetic leave-takings
Known to branches above New Haven streets,
Nor the rude soliloquy on beaches smitten
By an easterly wind. Say, heavy, heavy,
Hangsover your head, as the children’s game.
The forfeit is heavy, but your talk is light.
Thirty-five
years we have known your tinka-tonk,
Azay and rub-a-dub. This is not new
But it is not the same. Your lunar blue
Spangled with ambiguities, your roses
And crow’s feathers are viewed under a cloud
And yet they shine in the eye. Now when you speak
Of dirt and dilapidation it is at once
As one of many and as a man alone.
But you are not solemn with Necessity,
The goddess as step-mother. You invite her in,
Into a room shining with mirrors, large,
Windowed to entertain the sun and moon.
She looks at herself in your mirrors, you at her.
You talk to her like a philosopher
But the eschatology, the entelechies,
Are framed in your little language, with mtlsica
And Gemutlichkeit, accent aigu ou grave.
You are no less a sensualist for being
A voluptuary of the mind. But whether you hum,
Or drum on the table, or try to sum it all up
In words, French, German, Spanish, and your own
Inventions, it is the pulse of autumn beating
Under it that we hear. You make us see
More than the golden boughs and the sky, cold,
And blue as flame, to the smell of burning trash.
You mention ferns and we suppose a pun
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Upon die Ferne, the famed for being far.
For you fern-green,
leaf-green,
ice-green,
are equal.
For you in the night, off in the arctic, rosy
As your bouquet,
Aurora
borealis
Glows for the giant’s
table. Put
These images aside. Let us say simply
That a good poet in an evil time
Speaks of the beginning
of the end.
He speaks of autumn,
that’s the dawn of dying.
He speaks of the fact, the event, the thing and the
thought,
Trying
to hold what’s
final in his mind.
Thanks,
Wallace
Stevens,
for what you say,
And the way you say it and sing it, grave and gay.
Whether
the early morning
makes you brave
Or the colors of autumn
delight you, clearly you have
The courage
of a plumbed
ignorance.
Your words
Reveal an unrivaled
joy to which death is
Irrelevant.
You give us the fiction and
The festive real. They dance against
the sky,
Blue, burning,
of your New Haven autumn,
And we salute them, crying good-bye,
good-bye.
Babette

IN MEMORIAM

WALLACE

Deutsch

STEVENS

One summer
day a blackbird
sang
Perched
on the back of a great white
Beautiful
things by nature
fail.

whale;

The whale submerged;
a sudden gale
Swept the coast: the blackbird
flew
Away with sunlight
on his tail.
Montezuma,
the blackbird
sang,
Of lost Atlantis
spoke the whale;
Only the cold wave sprang to view.
Against
that wild and whirling
blue,
A small blackbird,
a great white whale,
A mariner
shrouded
in his sail
And all the blue thoughts
that he sang
Are things which must by nature
fail,
But, being beautiful,
are true.
William

Jay Smith
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DACHSHUNDS
“The deer and the dachshund are one.”
- Wallace Stevens, “Loneliness in Jersey City”

The Dachshund leads a quiet life
Not far above the ground;
He takes an elongated wife,
The travel all around.
They leave the lighted metropole;
Nor turn to look behind
Upon the headlands of the soul,
The tundras of the mind.
They climb together through the dusk
To ask the Lost-and-Found
For information on the stars
Nat far above the ground.
The Dachshunds seem to journey on:
And following them, I
Take up my monocle, the Moon,
And gaze into the sky.
Pursuing them with comic art
Beyond a cosmic goal,
I see the whole within the part,
The part within the whole;
See planets wheeling overhead,
Mysterious and slow,
While Morning buckles on his red,
And on the Dachshunds go.
William Jay Smith

“Dachshunds”
by Wulltam Jay Smith, 0 ,961, 1966 by W,ll,am lay Sm,th. Repr,nted
POEMS by Wtlbam Jay Smith by perm~ssmn of the publlshrr.
Delacorte
PrrsdSrymour
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from THE TIN CAN
Lawwnc~

AND

OTHER

NOT

THE PIG FARM,

BUT THE POEM

IN THE PIG FARM

Coagulum cacciatore.
Wallace! there’s a poem
in this. Look how those mothers,
simply by nosing the dirt look how they circulate
so much tit.
They are not chintzy
or immoral nor Scottish crocks
and footballs.
“They are round”
and get around, eventually.
And the piggies!
One has the scours
and runs in a corner,
another bumps its ruptured
navel on the ground, going off
toward the water trough.
But the others on their nipples
kick and wiggle, suck
and fill. It’s “the way
they are modelled” - blind
to the observer,
overwhelmed.
Gary Gildner*

THE

CAT

IN THE

SNOW

One morning, before morning, Wallace Stevens,
asleep in Hartford,
awoke, several hours before
daylight, and listened to a cat crossing crisp
snow beneath his window.
The cat moved almost
inaudibly, he tells us. The fact that Stevens
chose to write about this cat crossing the snow
in an essay on the irrational
element in poetry
is irrational,
just as poetry itself is irrational.
There is no subject beyond the cat running on the snow
in the moonlight
beneath his window,
Stevens said.
William

Virgil

Davis
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STEVENS
The man in the Brooks Brothers
You pigeonholed
all the cliches
About
Poetry and Poets.
A Human
Contradiction.
An embarassment
to the Bohemian

suit:

Tradition.

Sitting
in the high-back
leather
chair,
The glare of the morning
sun, curtains
drawn,
Splits the air, pours over pages on the desk.
The sign on the door reads:
Executive
Vice President.
Unnoticed
the typists, secretaries,
Claims examiners
.
Clusters
of humanity
gathered
about in groups,
Groomed
in faceless shapes.
“The theatre
is spinning
round.”
You sit alone at the center of stage:
The Singer and the Silence
Dividing,
subdividing
a world
unkempt,
Processing,
pinpointing
the right word,
The perfect
Image,
“The access of perfection
to the page.”
James
AN

IDEA

OF ORDER

IN WALLACE

I’m not talking
about Key West
During
this moment
of communion.
I’m caught in your crossfire
Between
the lines
Of your ordered
chaos
Where trivia is dissolved
Into landscaped
dreams
And Geiger-counted.
There
are no final answers.
There
are only questions
Ready to be answered
In their seductive
stance,
Sporting
more questions
Leading
to amorphous
answers.
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Phillips

STEVENS

We are whatever
is in us
And whatever
surrounds
us.
We meet ourselves
Helpless
to the core
Through
half-lit
words,
Similes painted
by ancestors
Gened in the marrow
of living
And metaphored
into unknowns.
We are processes
Feeling our way to fullness
Deluding
ourselves
into being
More than the sum of parts.
Arthur

THE

POET

IN THE

Lerner

HEAVENS

Heyen is glad that Stevens lived, glad
for the gaudy early man,
and then for the simple sinuous
line

of later
of tidal
washing

poems that live within
fill and return,
waves
back past rocks, back

to the poet’s sense
the given discursive
resolved
in rounder

of abundant
stutter
story, still

him,

lines

being,

indefinite
in final wholeness,
an affluence
of seventy years of poems, each
a ring around
the theme, that planet

glowing
in a crowded
galaxy, in laws
of time and light, but with its own
centrifugal
being and central
beauty.
William

Heyen
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A MIST

IN THE MIND

ON A CLEAR

DAY

IN CONNECTICUT

(For E.K.)
A strange thought, like a mist, has fallen
on the men of Haddam, and it is not a mist
but like a mist, and they are men of Haddam,
not like men of Haddam, not an abstraction;
yet there is a way of seeing through this thought
that is not a mist but an elusive lucidation,
a way of brooding on this man or that,
on the one man of Haddam who was not
all men of Haddam, nor even from Haddam, one man
who has gone beyond the great river that is not
the river of rivers, this Connecticut
River, this local attraction,
part of the planet
on which he survived by hearing a bird cry
in the mind, not the cry of a bird itself
but the cry of a wind in a mind alive
among men, among the one man and the twenty
who crossed many bridges (was it twenty?)
to plough on Sunday,
like the cry of a man in Connecticut,
who was heavy.
Katharine
IF I COULD

BE LIKE WALLACE

Zadravec

STEVENS

The octopus would be my modelit wants to understand;
it prowls
the rocks a hundred ways and holds
its head aloof but not ignoring.
All its fingers value what
they find. “I’d rather know,”
they say,
“I’d rather slime along than be heroic.”
My pride would be to find out; I’d
bow to see, play the fool,
ask, beg, retreat like a wavebut somewhere
deep I’d hold the pearl,
never tell. “Mr. Charley,”
I’d say, “talk some more. Boast again.”
And I’d play the banjo and sing.
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William

Stafford

DISPLACEMENT
(for

WITHOUT
Laury,

SCRIPT

1976)

The mind of the poem of the mind
Of the poem of the mind, frozen
In an actual custard.
The poem thinks
And Cartesian,
unfurls
I am the bland cherub
Pinioned
to an indigent

its tongue
on shivering
rhetoric.

to whisper:
wings,
hoarsely

In the actual, a tree shedding
the idea
Of tree, a serpent
swallowing,
two ducks
Sitting
opulent
in a silent hue.
We taste nightfall
in the budding
poem.
It is an apple half russet and half eaten,
Half way motionless
and half moved
As if a Mandarin
had let fall his tray,
Spilling
the hot and sour, the Yat Gaw
Detached
and unmoving
in a final fall

Mein,

Of fortune
cookies, almond
cookies, shark’s
Vanilla
ice and pineapple.
But if it were to
Fall up, perhaps
the immediate
fiction
Would be a metaphor
bathed in uncertain
In a jasmine
dignity,
it were to challenge
Beginningless
beginnings
and the endless

fin,

tea, and if
final

Of a heroic major, or examine
a general
major
Or a minor major general,
particularly
partial,
To a particular
Lieutenant-colonel
in Tennessee

say,

Then it might come to that. It might just
Possibly
even come to that; in war, or in peace
Or, more probably,
in the meditative.
We say the mind of the poem is a soldier
Vergilian
and pure in the martial
act.
Destroying
gestures
of the unreal.
Behind
the pineapple,
two ducks sit shivering
In a yellow gelatine.
The mind of the poem,
Beyond Jell-O, beyond chrome,
the interior
yellow
Of two seated ducks,
One half-anastrophe,
In a peerless tree.

one fallen pineapple,
and a parsnip

Barbara

Fisher
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REASONS
FOR MUSIC
for Walhce steuens
Why do we labor at the poem
Age after Age - even an age like
This one, when the living rock
No longer lives and the cut stone perishes?

-

Holderlin’s
question. Why be poet
Now when the meanings do not mean? When the stone shape is shaped stone? Durftiger
Zeit? - time without
inwardness?
Why lie upon our beds at night
Holding a mouthful of words, exhausted
Most by the absence of the adversary?
Why

be poet? Why be man!

Far out in the uttermost
Andes
Mortised
enormous
stones are piled.
What is man? Who founds a poem
In the rubble of wild world - wilderness.
The acropolis of eternity that crumbles
Time and again is mine - my task.
The heart’s necessity compels me:
Man I am: poet must be.
The labor of order has no rest:
To impose on the confused, fortuitous
Flowing away of the world, Form Still, cool, clean, obdurate,
Lasting forever, or at least
Lasting: a precarious
monument
Promising
immortality,
for the wing
Moves and in the moving balances.
Why do we labor at the poem?
Out of the turbulence
of the sea,
Flower by brittle flower, rises
The coral reef that calms the water.
Generations
Fix the sea’s
In stone, still
Meaning
the

of the dying
dissolving salts
trees, their branches
movement

immovable,

of the sea.
Archibald
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MacLeish

HERE

AND

for Sylvia

THERE
Shelly

Whose spirit is this?
It was the spirit
knew
That we should
-“The
idea of
Wallace

we said, because we knew
that we sought, and
ask this often as she sang.
Order a/ Key West,”
Stevens

i
Here in the north,
a cold gray morning
does not deter the still-mating
birds:
two orioles,
a wood-thrush?
I’m not good
at this quick argot, so particular
but sounding
all alike to a foreigner.
There’s
no heat the house of course in May
unless I light a fire. Stevens
I think would have lighted
one today
and, comfortable
with my betters,
I do too.

ii
There in Key West, the singer lies asleep,
perhaps
under a fan, after playing
late
at the cafe. They kept her playing
and singing
by the edge of the warm gulf
(after she’d watched
the sun drop into it,
staying
to cup Hesperus
in her small hands
against the wind that rises suddenly
then,
until his flame caught)-they
wouldn’t
let her stop
at one o’clock. Now the current
runs past the island very fast
as if in panic. But the trees flower
calmly in the heat outside
her house.
(continued)
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Now there are whole mindfulls of climate
in Connecticut
and Florida, ideas
of moisture
and drought, cold and hotliving and dead, for that matter.
Think of how many ideas are dancing in pairs.
The idea of Wallace Stevens dancing alone
is picked up and held in mind briefly,
here and there, like a bird-call. What
is the difference between ourselves and ghosts?
Only that we move awkwardly
through the air.

iv
While my cold birds chirrup-I
dare not say mindlesslyin Connecticut,
and the crackling on the hearth
begins to warm me, I hear as well
the tart music of last night in the piano bar
glassed in from the green-lighted
water off Key West,
the laughter struck with certain resonances
that is Sylvia’s particular call,
though I think she is still asleep,
perhaps with a ceiling fan turning slowly
above her bed, between two ideas, a gulf and an ocean.
William
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Meredith

Santayana On Memory
and
“The World As Meditation”
IEROME

GRISWOLD

A

number of scholars have discussed the influence of the writings
of
George Santayana upon Wallace Stevens’ poetry.’
Stevens’ letters
and essays also suggest that he was keenly interested
in the philosopher,
particularly
during two periods in his life-while
Stevens was an undergraduate at Harvard
(1897-1900)
and met frequently
with the popular
Professor
Santayana, and some fifty years later or about the time of Santayana’s death (1952) when Stevens was composing the poems of The Rock
(1950-1954).
In light of this, it may not come as a surprise that one of the
poems of,The Rock seems to draw its inspiration from Santayana’s writings.
“The World as Meditation” appears to have been inspired by Santayana’s
discussion of memory in the seventeenth chapter of his philosophic work
.Sr@i~ismfind Animnl Foitlr (1923).2 The best way to describe the manner in
which Stevens makes use of this chapter in his poem is to say that he”‘particularized” Santayana’s ideas. By this term I mean to suggest that Stevens did
not write a philosophic poem. Stevens drew a distinction between philosophic poetry and modern poetry: he described what he felt was theoutdated
enre of philosophic poetry as a poetry of ideas in which the particulars of
reality stand in the shadows (OP 187); modern poetry is the opposite-the
particulars of reality are foremost and ideas stand in the shadows (NA 130).
In making use of Santayana’s chapter, then, Stevens’ task was to create a
poem of particulars which would embody and give rise to Santayana’s more
general conclusions about memory; in “The World as Meditation” Stevens
particularizes the philosopher’s discussion by providing an example of
memory at work-Penelope
remembering the absent Ulysses.
Santayana begins his chapter by describing the process of memory:
Some subtle influence fills me with a sentiment wholly foreign to my
present circumstances and redolent of the remote past; and that
dramatic shift seems to lift all the details out of the perspective of
memory into the foreground of the present. It is the fancy that comes
forward produc-ing a waking dream. (SAF 153)
By this description Santayana means to correct the mistaken notion that in
remembrance we drift hnrk to the past; instead, the memory is lifted out of
the past, comesforwrrrd, invades the present, and creates”a walking dream.”
Stevens particularizes this process in his opening stanzas:
Is it Ulysses that approaches from the east,
The interminable adventurer? The trees are mended.
The winter is washed away. Someone is moving
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On the horizon and lifting himself up above it.
A form of fire approaches the cretonnes
of Penelope,
Whose mere savage presence awakens
the world in which
she dwells.
The poem follows Santayana’s description of what occurs in remembrance:
the memory of Ulysses “fills [PP~JP~o~P]
with a sentiment wholly foreign to
[JIPY] present circumstances
and redolent of the remote past.” Santayana
says that in remembrance
a dramatic shift occurs which seems to “lift all
the details out of the perspective
of memory”;
Stevens says the figure of
Ulysses appears “lifting himself up above”” the horizon.” Santayana insists
in his description
that the fancy “comes forward”
“into the foreground
of
in Stevens’ poem the fancy is a form of fire that “approaches”
the present”;
Penelope in “the world in which she dwells.”
This creates, according to
Santayana, a “waking
dream”; this is the state in the poem which
causes
Penelope to wonder, “Is it Ulysses that approaches from the east,.
Whose
mere savage presence awakens
the world in which she dwells?”
Penelope has reason to wonder whether she is only dreaming of Ulysses’
return because, as Santayana explains, invention is a part of memory. He
notes that while things and events may be recalled, actual experience must
be sympathetically
imagined:
When I remember I do not look nt my past experience, any more than
when I think of a friend’s misfortunes
I look at his thoughts. I imagine
them; or rather I imagine something
of my own manufacture,
as if
1 were writing
a novel. (SAF 158)
Stevens’ Penelope has been composing a novel of her own, and (in words
that apparently
echo Santayana’s)
it is one she has “imagined”
about her
“friend“:
She has composed, so long, a self with which to welcome
him,
Companion
to his self for her, which
she imagined,
Two in a deep-founded
sheltering,
friend and dear friend.
This novelizing
is remembered

invention enters in, Santayana explains, because the past
by someone
who has matured
during
the interval:

The soil in which these [m~morirs] now grow has been tilled and
watered, and even if a little exhausted, it may yield a fairer description
of those ancient incidents
than existed before, more voluminous,
better knit. (SAF 157)
It may have been the philosopher’s
metaphoric
yields a description
that is better “knit’‘-which
how “the trees had been mended.” Whatever
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slide-as
his cultivated “oil”
led Stevens to speak of
the case, in the next stanza

Stevens conveys the fact of Penelope’s maturation
by this metaphor of
seasonal and arboreal repair and by the observation
that Penelope’s maturation is not something
that can be undone like the shroud she unraveled
while her suitors slept:
The trees had been mended, as an essential exercise
In an inhuman meditation,
larger that her own.
No winds like dogs watched over her at night.
“In living remembrance,”
Santayana continues, “I live in the present only
thinking of the past, and observe the past without
supposing I live in it”
(SAF 155). This precise separation
of past from present prevents
our
mistaking
items in a recollection
for existing
things; these items, “my
so~cr~~irs,” Santayana explains, should be regarded “as messengers,
as signs”
of something “for which I am perhaps hopeful of substituting
a better view”
(SAF 155). In her own remembrance
of Ulysses, Penelope does not suppose
she lives in the past; she knows her husband is absent and wants him to
come to her. Stevens says she wanted nothing but his return; she wanted
no”fetchings,”
and even when Penelope thinks of these, (to use Santayana’s
words) she regards these “souvenirs”
as signs of something for which she
is “hopeful of substituting
a better view”:
She wanted nothing he could not bring her by coming
alone.
She wanted no fetchings. His arms would be her necklace
And her belt, the final fortune of their desire.
There
thoughts
fetchings

is a control in memory,
Santayana
explains, which prevents
from drifting from their principal concern to idle daydreams about
and the like. In memory the “heart” is active:

Obviously
what I am calling the heart, which is the psyche, is blind in
herself: imagination
is her only light, her only language; but she is
a prior principle of choice and judgement and action in the dark; so
that when that light shines in the darkness, she comprehends
it, and
feels at once whether the ray falls on the object towards which she was
groping, or on some irrelevant
thing. (SAF 156)
Penelope’s “heart”
is,a principle of judgement,
too. It seems blind as well
since it does not SPYbut frrls,whether
the warmth
of the sun-what
Santayana calls the light of the imagination
that shines in the dark-falls
on the
object towards which she was groping (i.e., Ulysses) or on some irrelevant
thing (like her pillow):
But was it Ulysses? Or was it only the warmth
of the sun
On her pillow? The thought kept beating in her like her heart.
The two kept beating together. It was only day.
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Santayana might be able to console Penelope when she judges that “it
was only day,“ when she disappointedly
concludes that the sun shines on
her pillow and not upon her returning
husband. He notes that “the felt
imperfection
of memory is no obstacle to the directness of such knowledge
as it does afford” (SAF 156);“a miraculous identity may be felt emotionally”
even when the ghostly image in memory is compared with what was once
physically present; “the vital reaction, the deeper adjustment
of the psyche,
to the two appearances is the same” (SAF ISJ), as Stevens’ Penelope recognizes in the next stanza:
It was Ulysses and it was not. Yet they had met,
Friend and dear friend and a planet’s encouragement
The barbarous
strength
within her would never fail.
Penelope knows that the figure she sees in her memory is not the physical
Ulysses. Nevertheless,
she asserts an identity between the two because her
vital reaction, the deeper adjustment of her psyche, to the”friend”imagined
in her memory is the same as it would be if Ulysses were physically present.
This vital reaction is her “barbarous
strength.”
Repetition increases this barbarous strength. Repetition, Santayana says
as his chapter concludes, is what prevents forgetfulness:
It is mainly the l~nhit of memory that testifies to the truth of memory. I
believe I remember,
and do not merely imagine, what I have always
said I remembered;
just as we believe events to be historical and not
invented, when historians
have always repeated them. (SAF 160)
And so, as Stevens’
ing” her husband’s

poem concludes, the last picture is of Penelope”repeatname, and thereby never “forgetting”
him:

She would talk a little to herself as she combed her hair,
Repeating his name with its patient syllables,
Never forgetting
him that kept coming constantly
so near.
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COMMUNICATIONS
When I was what now seems very young, but already writing poetry, I came across
Hnvmonium and read it.“Peter Quince at the Clavier”sank
deeply into my mind, every
line in it reverberated,
and it seemed to me one of the great poems of the world. In
retrospect I know that it was, like the book, somewhat precious and that his later
poetry is finer, more unarguable,
but I’m sure that “Peter Quince” had a lasting
even the rhymes were exemplary to me. I’ve
effect on me: “quavering,““wavering,”
developed far away from Stevens, but his work is usefully and helpfully there in my
consciousness.
His being a fellow Pennsylvanian
additionally
endears him.
Millen

Brand

In teaching Stevens over the years, I have found students to be always interested
in his success as a businessman
as well as a poet. They are even more interested to
discover traditional
notions of the writer as a man capable in a variety of pursuits (to
pick some random examples: Aeschylus,
Dante, Sidney, Shakespeare,
Milton,
Goethe, Arnold) and the relative modernity of those contemporary
views that make
Stevens’ dual effort seem surprising.
On a more personal level, Stevens has always reminded
me of a group of
businessmen
with strong cultural interests and abilities whom 1 knew as a boy and
adolescent in St. Louis. I think in particular of one millionaire,
a former student of
Thorstein
Veblen, who accumulated
two fortunes and kept one; he derived as much
pleasure from literature
and social theory as from his business activity, and while a
self-made
capitalist
he believed
resolutely
that Marx was right. Another,
enormously successful in both law and real estate, was a formidableclassics
scholar.
The cultural interests of these men were not decoration but rather an essential part
of their lives, and their devotion was at least the equal of anything I have seen in
academia. Stevens would have understood
them, and they him.
George

Bornstein

“Wallace Stevens not only showed me that Florida was something
altogether
more beautiful and extraordinary
than I’d ever imagined it-he also taught me that
poetry was an inexplicably destructive,
powerfully
and dangerously
creative force.
The colors, the water, and the sensuous geographies
of Stevens made me see my
home for the first time, and I could thereafter never take Florida for granted, never
feel sure or complacent here. He rendered the state precisely and incomprehensibly,
more than I could grasp in high school and something
I’m still reaching to hold.
For the first time in Stevens I met a poet I couldn’t understand,
and that alone set
me writing.
His words were like incantations,
reaching deep parts of me in ways I
was helpless to explain. He led me to try to find that mysterious,
nearly incomprehensible effect in my own poetry and taught me simultaneously
the rare genius of
familiar Florida and the keen, fierce power of unknowable
Emperors, turquoise
monsters, or red weather.”
Richard

Mathews
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GOODBYE

TO

PLATO

AND

ALL

THAT

In one way or another, the major poets of the 20th Century all come to dismiss the
realm of Platonic ideality or Platonic Ideas and, as J. Hillis Miller stated over a decade
to earth.“’ So Frost would swing up to heaven only in order to
ago now, “return
swing back down to earth. And so Yeats, having spent most of his life pursuing some
transcendent
realm of the ideal, finally dismisses it with a sweep of the hand as”Old
clothes upon old sticks to scare a bird” and moves back down the Platonic ladder to
“where all the ladders start, I In the foul rag-and-bone
shopof the heart.“Stevens,
too, enacts such a movement,
though much more rapidly than Yeats. He waves
goodbye to Plato during the course of Hnrmoniurn and by so doing discovers the
richness of the dense particular,
as opposed to the abstract Idea.
But Stevens begins in the poverty of the abstract. In “Invective Against Swans,“2
for example, the soul would fly, unlike the swimming
swans, beyond the immediate
“to the skies.” Such desire, however, brings only existential unease and dread. Thus
the fear of “Domination
of Black”(C.P., pp. S-9), not a fear of death so much as of the
process of life, which incorporates
death. Here the speaker, sitting in a kind of
Platonic cave, watches the shadows cast by his fire on walls and ceiling. At a remove
from what they bring to mind, those shadows speak the Idea of Being-“Turning
., I Turning.
., I Turning.
.” Imbued with that Idea, the speaker himself turns to
look “Out of the window,”
only to see the universe as caught in the shadow of his
abstraction.
The flight to the skies produces fear alone, and so the final response to
existence here is embodied in the terrible shriek of the peacocks.
Is not such a response the product of a mind that foists its abstractions
on the
particular?
So Stevens suggests in “The Snow Man” (C.P., pp. ~-IO), in which the
mind would empty out itscontents
and confront Being-Mrs.
Pappadopoulos,
saynakedly. Still, the mind hankers after the ideal. Immersed in “The sea of spuming
thought”
(and we might remember
that “Plato thought nature but a spume”), the
uncle of “Le Monocle De Mon Oncle” (C.P., pp. 13-18) entertains such notions as”A
damsel heightened
by eternal bloom.“Experience
knows no such thing, but the mind
hankers nevertheless.
What is needed is more than an emptying out of the mind; what is needed isa new
way of imagining,
one as far removed from the Platonic sphere as possible. So,
having passed through
the disintegrating
introspection
of “The Comedian as the
Letter C” (C.P., pp. 27-46)-which
Sukenick holds concerns”a
reconciliation
of the
imagination
and the quotidian”3-Stevens
can conceive of the error of”Domination
of Black”: thus, he begins “Of the Surface of Things” (C.P., p. 57) with the line: “In
my room, the world is beyond my understanding.“In
and of itself, reason lacks the
solidity of reality. Shut off in its room, the mind cannot conceive the dense
particularity
that must be met if the mind is to contact the world.
“Sunday Morning”
(C.P., pp. 66-70), then, amounts to Stevens’s marrying of mind
and nature-or
perhaps I should say “consummating
of that marriage,”
for
Wordsworth
did the marrying. And having consummated
the sacrament, Stevens
can, in his turn, say goodbye toPlato. This, I take it, is the burden of”Peter Quince at
the Clavier” (C.P., pp. 89-92). With the feel of the density of the particular, the poem
moves to abstraction-now
abstraction
not foisted on but rather derived from the
particular:
Beauty is momentary
in the mindThe fitful tracing of a portal;
But in the flesh it is immortal.
The Idea of Beauty, then, is a vague shadow of its concrete
embodiment,
immortalized
by the very process (“A wave, interminably
flowing”) that caused fear
in “Domination
of Black.” Turning
Plato on his ear, as it were, Stevens waves the
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Platonic realm goodbye; and by sodoing, he enters the realm of the particular, which
rings from the poet “a constant sacrament of praise.”
Stevens’s goodbye to Plato-not
as overt as Yeats’s, but perhaps even more finalmarks the direction of his subsequent intellectual position. There are ideas-like
the
idea of order-but
they exist not as entities in themselves but only as abstractable
from things. Even major man has his foundation
in the paradeof particular men and
is part of the commonal. We must abstract, but the abstraction
that we arrive at is
not a footnote to Plato, but something of a different order entirely:4 for we abstract
to rid our minds of old imaginings
and to get closer to the concrete. As Miller says,
“At the heart of Stevens’ poetry there is a precise vision of reality. According to this
vision, ultimate being is not in some transcendent
realm, above and beyond what
man can see. It is within things as they are.“5 The burden of Stevens’s poetry, like the
burden of Wordsworth’s
at his best, is, if not plainly to propound, plainly to see: to
see ideas as emanating from things, and to see, in things as they are, the foundation
of what we seek-a vision anchored in this world of what will suffice.
Edward

A POSTCARD

Profitt

FROM THE VOLCANO

Perusing Stevens’ Collrcfrll Porms, one stumbles upon lyrics so startling in their
beauty that, overwhelmed,
one is compelled to sit down and say on paper how
beautiful they are. “A Postcard from the Volcano” is not a major poem and consequently has not been explicated by critics; nonetheless, it is a poem to be read, and
re-read. Juxtaposed between”FareweII
toFlorida,”
that impassioned good-bye to the
Key West of the imagination,
and”Ghosts
as Cocoons,“another
relatively unknown
Stevens poem, it first appeared in l&ns of Ortf~r (New York: Knopf, 1936). All three
poems, in fact, first appeared in Stevens’ second book of verse, although they were
only included at the very end, late additions to the Alcestis Press edition of Irfens
of Ordw.
Although
a late addition, “A Postcard from the Volcano” is one of those perfect
lyrics that Stevens had the good fortune to write and that we have the good fortune
to read, perfect because it perfectly articulates
one theme or facet of his multithematic, multi-faceted
poetic personality.
Unlike, say, “The Man with the Blue
Guitar,” an extended variation-on-themes,
it is a short poem, a lyric - just 24 lines
or 8 tercets. Still, in just these 24 lines, Stevens manages to make a poem so
immediately
moving and crystalline
as to make obsolete, olmos/ su~r~ssfrrll!,, the act of
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criticism. “The poem must resist the intelligence,”
Stevens says in “Man Carrying a
Thing,” “ almost successfully.”
The poem begins simply enough, presumably describing a scene from a postcard:
Children picking up our bones
Will never know that these were once
As quick as foxes on the hill
In someone else’s hands, the initial set of images-children,
bones, foxes-might
be
trite, but in the hands of Stevens, the hands of a master, they yield only delight, the
deep delight of poetry. There is, for instance, the masterful sleight-of-hand
in the
third line which makes the adjective yuick work both ways in order to emphasize
both the rapidity and vitality of the foxes. Following
this simile which, in its metamorphic capacity, nnirnatrs the bones, the poem introduces a seasonal metaphor, the
seasonal cycle being the most fundamental
trope of metamorphosis:
And that in autumn, when the grapes
Made sharp air sharper by their smell
These had a being, breathing
frost
The poem is, in a sense, elegaic; hence, the introduction
of autumn, that season of
transition
and transience when the scent of grapes and the sight of leaves turning
colors heightens our awareness of the natural world, a world the children will never
know:
And least will know that with our bones
We left much more, left what is still
The look of things, left what we felt
At what

we saw

The children will never
since buried alive under
their previous existence,
the world and the world
It is a different world

know that lost world because its inhabitants
are dead, long
lava; the bones are merely the visible part, the sk~l~+~~, of
their being-in-the-world,
the way in which they made
made them.
now, one of tourists and children:

The spring clouds
Above the shuttered mansion-house
Beyond our gate and the windy sky
Cries out a literate

despair.

It is spring, not autumn; a new world, not an old one. The shuttered mansion-house,
like the House of Usher in Poe’s short story, IifPrnff~ mirrors their absence and
disintegration,
the death of their mysteries and manners:
We knew for long the mansion’s
And what we said of it became

look

A part of what it is
Children,
Still weaving budded aureoles,
Will speak our speech and never know,
Will say of the mansion that it seems
As if he that lived there left behind
A spirit storming in blank walls
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The children will go on picking up bones. In their naive curiosity they will see not the
man but the ghost; not the being, but the bones. This is the fate of the dead: the
knowledge
that they will be forgotten,
that those who come after them will not
remember they were once “quick as foxes on the hill.”
It is this poignant sorrow which “A Postcard from the Volcano”
meticulously
evokes, a sorrow which only the imaginative
ecstasy of the final stanza mitigates,
and transforms:
A dirty house in a gutted world,
A tatter of shadows peaked to white,
Smeared with the gold of the opulent

sun.

Stevens in this surpassing conclusion
to the poem conjures up the imagination,
a
magisterial
power which transfigures
the impoverished
reality of the mansionhouse and its dead, thereby making a world which the dead and we ourselves can
inhabit, a paradise where “a ring of men i Shall chant in orgy on a summer morn /
Their boisterous devotion to the sun, I Not as a god, but as a god might be.“(“Sunday
Morning”).
Stevens in the last stanza of “Esthetique
du Mal”says the”greatest
poverty is not
to live in a physical world.“A
later Stevens might have said that the greatest poverty
is to live in a world without imagination.
“A Postcard from the Volcano” is a small
testament not only to our lives as we live them day to day, moment to moment, but
to the imagination
which makes of them something
better, something
noble.
Robert
THE

Miklitsch

THE

“Where was it one first heard of the truth? The the
.” Much of my own initial
writing,
both prose and poetry, used Stevens as model. I loved the teasing clarity of
his propositions,
and, very much, the fact that words became such substance of a
world’out
of whole cloth,‘so to speak. I recall first reading him with active attention
in college classes, beginning with Hnrnlorlium-which
a depressing number of people
took as an ending. But the forties were a very full time for him, I thought, and I read
all that he then published-despite
one of professors, Andrew Wanning, began his
second lecture on Stevens: “I find it hard to say anything about the later poetry of
Wallace Stevens except that is it very obscure.
.“Thankfully
F.O. Matthiessen,
also
my teacher then, was a far more perceptive reader, and when Stevens came to
Harvard, Matthiessen
told us of their conversation
and of Stevens stopping in midsentence to comment, “I wonder what the boys back in the office would say if they
could hear me now.” In any case, it was Stevens’ mind that attracted me, much the
same as did Valery’s--MotlsiPur
T&y, for example. I loved thinking things, both them
and them. Finally my own imitations
of Stevens had to recognize that his musing,
ironic, elegant, regular, thought-full,
and often somewhat ‘distant”line’
was not to
be mine, no matter what labor. E.g., an early poem I wrote (“Divisions”)
begins:
Order. Order. The bottle contains
more than water. In this case the form
is imposed
I believed entirely that “Among the dogs and dung, I One would continue tocontend
with one’s ideas. .“ but my feelings likewise leapt about, and I had todeal with that
fact formally’-thus
we parted. So-as with “So-And-So
Reclining On Her Couch”
(“Good-bye,
I Mrs. Pappadopoulos,
and thanks.“)-1
never forget I forgot him, and /
or what was the (the) real.
Robert

Creeley
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Wallace Stevens is that rare bird among modern poets-a happy poet. How could a
poet of gloomy Hartford be so sunny? How did he escape the attitudinarianism
of his
contemporaries?
It is a mystery. Yet when I read him at random or teach him with
deliberation
I feel bathed in h.-15 1uminescence.
He is a poet of light; even his
blackbirds glow. What a gifted man he was; what an artist!
Karl
PIECING

THE

WORLD

Shapiro

TOGETHER

During World War II I spent ten months on the island of Palmyra, a coral atoll a
thousand miles southwest of Honolulu and six degrees above the equator. Palmyra
consists of eleven square miles of white coral strands, some only a few feet wide
threaded together around a lagoon. On the widest of these strands, where our Naval
airbase was located, I spent many hours in blacked-out
wooden barracks with the
few books that I had. One of these was Pnr!s ofn World by Wallace Stevens, which had
recently appeared. I had taken a degree in French just before joining the Navy, and
had been attracted to the poetry of Jules Laforgue. I found Wallace Stevens, with his
gusto, his colloquial
directness and his sense of being at home anywhere,
to be,
rather than the more somber Eliot, the real descendant of Laforgue. Lines like these
in “Of Hartford
in a Purple Light” had a special appeal for me:
A long time you have been making the trip
From Havre to Hartford,
Master Soleil,
Bringing
the lights of Norway and all that.
as did, in “Arrival

at the Waldorf,”

Home from Guatemala,

After
There

the splendid

lines:

green and actual Guatemala

was in these poems an admonition
together,

and concluding

back at the Waldorf

that alien, point-blank,

Piece the world

opening

and a challenge:

boys, but not with

your hands

With the example of Stevens before me, 1 began to piece my world together. I had
been attempting
to do so for some time, but I realize now how much my true point of
departure was Pnr/s afn World. When the poems that I began to write on Palmyra were
collected and published soon after the war, I sent a copy to Wallace Stevens, and was
pleased and proud to receive in return almost immediately
a very approving
and
entertaining
letter.
I met the man himself several years later at a gathering
of New England college
English teachers. He had come to deliver one of his discourses on the imagination.
A
big-boned,
well-groomed,
gray-haired
gentleman,
he looked indeed as if he had
arrived “back at the Waldorf.” He seemed somehow a veteran traveler who had j:Jst
put down his valise. I myself had recently returned from two years in Florence, I
asked awkwardly
if he was familiar with that city. I knew perfectly well that he had
never been abroad, but I was so in awe of him that I could think of nothing else to say.
He answered that when he graduated
from college, his father had refused to give
him any money to travel. It was then, although he did not say so, that his real travel,
his imaginary journeys, had begun.
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Some
time after
our meeting
I sent Wallace
Stevens
a little
booklet
that I had
written
called
TYIJPUJY~/U Bit&.
It consisted
of humorous
typewritten
verses
accompanied
by drawings
done on the typewriter.
He sent back a postcard
with a
reproduction
of a painting
of a Modligiani
nude. He wrote
that my typewriter
verses
were
delightful,
but see, he said, what
you can do with a single letter.
He had added
“0” three
times
to the Modligiani
nude-twice
at odd angles
to the almond-shaped
hollow
eyes to give the face a most bizarre
expression,
and a third
time to give her a
navel.
The visual
effect
was hilarious.
When
he read his poems for the last time at the YM-YWHA
Poetry
Center
in New
York,
he sat at a table far too small for his great
bulk.
He was ill, and he seemed
a
giant
subdued,
“a mariner
shrouded
in his sail.” His voice was scarcely
audible,
but
the spirit
of the poems
came through
strongly
with
the humor
and harmony
that
make
them
such a celebration
of life and of a world
truly
the sum of its parts.

William

Jay Smith

It was Conrad
Aiken’s
anthology,
Mor!lsrti
Amt,rlinrr
f’oi+r~,
issued
in 1927,
that
stimulated
my desire
to read more of Stevens’poetry.
My well worn
copy of the first
edition
of Horr,roriir4rtr
in its blue cloth binding
still stands on my shelves.
It was shabby
even in college
days with
frequent
reading
by Dorothy
Emerson
and myself.
Shortly
before
we were
married,
Dorothy,
who for many
years explained
poetry
wrote
one of the earliest
explications
of a
to young
readers
of Sclrolnsfir
magazine,
Stevens’
poem (February
3,1934),
a brief but illuminating
study
unnoticed
by bibliographers.
Our
shared
admiration
for Stevens’poetry
increased
and we bought
his
books
as they appeared.
I remember
our excitement
when
we received
the Cummington
Press edition
of Notfas forclnrrl II SiiI~r~~tri~~ Firlioti.
When
it became
apparent
in the early nineteen-fifties
that financial
circumstances
would
deny
me an academic
career,
I determined
to reach toward
an engagement
with
the world
of letters
through
criticism.
Dorothy
urged
me to concentrate
on
Stevens
rather
than Eliot.
My
first
essay,
“Stevens’
Later
Poetry”
was rejected
again
and again,
once,
however
with a kind note from
Ransom.
Finally
Roy Harvey
Pearce accepted
it for
ELH.
His letter
was a great
event
for an exile from
academia.
Later
essays were published
in more or less scholarly
journals.
Then Sf~i~tr~’ Por+r!~
of Tlrarc~~Ii~ was published
by John Hopkins
University
Press who will bring
out my
new book,
S/PIV~I.S’ Arrlnssirlg
Hnrmoyu
early
in 1980.
In December
of this year
the
Stevens
centennial
volume,
Wallace
Stevens:
A Celebration,
that 1 have been fortunate enough
to edit with
Robert
ButteI,
will make
its appearance
tht-ough
the
Princeton
Press.
After
more
than
fifty
years
of devotion
to Stevens’
poetry,
I
approach
it with
pleasure
and fascination
as always.

Frank Doggett

Every
good poet invents
his own personna,
which
is to say, the mask through
which
he speaks
(from
Italia IPY~, through;
5oririlrr(‘, to sound).
Wallace
Stevens,
more
than
any other
poet in English,
invented
the world
and the reality
he spoke of, as well as
the personna
of the speaker.
He is the esthetic
hero of our poetry,
the maker
of his
own imagination
in forms
normally
available
only to music
and to abstract
art.
Robert
Frost was fond of telling
the story
of an interchange
he had in Florida
with
Stevens.
“Robert,“Stevens
said,“the
trouble
with you is that you write
on subjects.”
“And
the trouble
with you, Wallace,
is that you write
Frost
reported
that he replied,
brie a brat!”
Frost
always
told the story
with
an obvious
sense that
he had scored
all the
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conversational
points. I have no thought of denigrating
Frost’s achievement,
but
though I admired him, as I do yet and will, I was never wholly able to concede the
victory he claimed in this exchange.
It takes at least some knowledge
of New England and its regional speech to
respond to Frost. It takes only Stevens’ own writing
to respond to Stevens.
His
poetry, as he wrote of music, is “a place in which itself gives rise to everything else.”
In the act of summoning
and sounding that place Stevens gives the reader a sense of
being in the presence of something like a total human imagination
in something like
total order. His poetry requires no subjects; it is itself its own act of itself.
John Ciardi

PURELY PERSONAL
I can recall my first discussion of Stevens’
poems with a friend, the poet Armand
Schwerner.
We were driving together in his car homeward after a short celebration,
a Spring Festival in a park situated on the New York harbor downtown.
How we got
into the discussion I can’t recall, but I do remember that Armand at that time, the
early Sixties, was deeply wrapped up in Stevens’ poem, and I had just come across
it again for the third or fourth time, with about the same sense of distance and
aversion, yes, aversion towards his poems. Armand
kept comparing
Stevens to
Whitman. It was so far from my thinking that I nearly became ill of my anger at such
a misrepresentation
of Whitman, to think that he should be associated with a poet
who to my reading had absolutely no interest in the life around him, who cared little
for people, who spoke of life and its events in the abstract generally or attempted
baroque jokes about it.
I should say that at that time Whitman completely occupied my thoughts. I saw
no way to write a poety of this nation without
reference to Whitman
and his
manner, at least to speak openly and concretely of the life we were living in the voice
I was given. I had learned much from Whitman. This was what, to myself, I meant by
his manner. I had gained the freedom to write as I was writing, by basing myself on
the style and freedom with which Whitman
wrote, close to the lange as spoken.
Armand continued in his calm voice to try to show me how Stevens, in his way, too
had gained freedom of style and subject matter - had followed Whitman philosophically. That, to me, was impossible to prove, and we dropped the discussion after
about an hour of it in which I grew overheated. Armand was driving and so had to
remain calm, with his eyes fixed on the road, but it was clear to me, as it was to him,
that not only did we disagree but that I apparently had revealed something of myself
of which I had not been aware of until them. I was fearful of the ideas and manner of
a poet like Stevens. They seemed to.threaten
me directly. They were not of the
speech and subjects with which I was most comfortable.
Stevens, in his position in
life, had the freedom to write of entirely different subjects and in a manner that
virtually removed him from the mainstream
of American poetry, in my opinion and,
furthermore,
here was Armand who was of my kind of life and background
having
allowed himself to become absorbed in the aristocratic,
elitiest sort of writing that
Stevens practiced. I asked myself silently whether
I too was not vulnerable
to
Stevens’ influence, when Armand already had succumbed. It was as if an enemy
of
my life had learned how to undermine
the very allies on whom I had to depend to feel
authentic and strong in my own life.
Obviously,
I was not yet up to the thought
that had gone into the poems of
Stevens, and I was confusing his style of embellishment
with some sort of connection with the luxury of his upper class existence. The discussion left me dissatisfied
with myself. Respecting Armand, despite my strong difference with him, I felt I had
to look further into this issue between us. I did not set about immediately restudying
Stevens’poems,
nor did I venture to look further into critical works on him. I let the
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whole matter simmer at the bottom of my mind, and I knew that something would
be at work there. I knew I had to examine my whole life first to once more, if possible,
reaffirm those values that I had gained from Whitman.
I had to measure them
against what I had, almost against my will, learned to understand
about Stevens
from Armand’s calm disputation
with me. What I had to reluctantly
acknowledge
to
myself was that Stevens was saying in so many words, all of his own colorful
choosing, that this was not a world as we were living in that could satisfy a man’s
whole appetite for living, and that too was my secret grief, as it ran through
my
verse beneath an open, self affirming, sanguine tone that, as with Stevens, was lent
the sadness of my poems, sad despite their close integration
with the life I was living.
Truthfully,
it was very much because of that life that my poems, which had begun
in celebration
of my pleasure in life, had to turn back in sadness. If Stevens had to
say the wame thought in more exuberant style, it was because he felt personally that
he had to defy this greyness that his eyes met everywhere. When I suddenly realized
this I immediately
dived into Stevens’ poems and began to read again from a whole
new perspective. Reading, I began to see, I began to understand,
and I was grateful I
had found him out at last.
David Ignatow
My first exposure to Wallace Stevens was like walking into a dazzling display of
fireworks.
It was the reading of “Sunday Morning,”
and it took me then, and still
does on re-reading,
to a place of delight that is unexplainable,
since that place, for
me, is death. The poem insists upon reading after reading. With its marvelous
phrases it invites the plunge into sensual richness, excites the perceptions of nature:
“Deer walk upon our mountains, and the quail I Whistle about us their spontaneous
cries;” “And shall the earth I Seem all of paradise that we shall know?”
Strangely, he is a poet I avoid reading when I am writing
myself, although his
Collecfed Poems
are always conveniently
at hand-his
brilliant use of words, suggesting bright enamels, is too discouraging.
But when I am not writing, he stimulates me
to write, and so I find him a circle of experience not given by any other writer I know.
Helen

Sorrels

Stevens was one of the few major poets and writers who made it possible for me to
bring out advance guard publications
of the excellence I managed to achieve. But
now there are only a few writers who are still alive who helped create that poetic
ground upon which I stood, and who also created the world in which I lived and still
live. The musical magic of the essence of his poetry in terms of the kind of poetry he
wrote has never been equaled by anyone except him-before,
during, and after his
death. I salute him as one of the indispensable
poets to whom I am obligated, but in
what sense I am unable to define.
Norman

MacLeod

American
modernist
poetry was largely created in London between 1910 and
1920, and it is a fact that a number of our outstanding
poets lived there during part
or all of that period. At the center of this activity was of course Ezra Pound, who
wanted to “make it new” and who often acted as an entrepreneur
for his friends.
And so the early books of many of the best American poets to emerge during this
period were first published abroad: Frost, Pound, Eliot, Williams, H. D., Fletcher,
and Marianne
Moore. After 1922 and the publication
of The W&P Land in both
London and New York, modernism
found its true home in the United States.
Meanwhile
Stevens, who never went to London, was “making it new” in his own
way. He brought back into poetry a quality that was somewhat suspect at the time splendor. In “Sunday Morning, ““The Comedian as the Letter C,” and “The Idea of
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Order at Key West” (to name only three examples) he wrote poetry that can easily
be put beside certain passages in Paradise Lost and TOP Temgesf. But this is splendor of
a modern sort, realized in the English of our century. It prepared the way for the
work of such contemporaries
as James Merrill.
At the same time Stevens was
inventing,
in just a few poems such as “The Death of a Soldier” and “The Snow
Man,” a kind of controlled
free verse that has been carried forward by Elizabeth
Bishop and others. It is a way of writing American poetry that some of our British
friends never quite understand.
Stevens’legacy
is very considerable,
and it seems to
me that we can judge his achievement better now than we could a generation
ago.
Ashley

Brown

I feel a great debt of enjoyment
to Wallace Stevens over many years.
I first heard Sunday Morning from the lips of certain young men early in the winter
of 1919, when I was welcomed into the Poetry Club of the University of Chicago.
Maurice Lesemann and Glenway Wescott had it by heart, and Yvor Winters, who
was no longer at the University that winter, was keeping a notebook of any poems
by Stevens which could be found in periodicals. Harmonium
was still some years in
the future. 1 remember the shock of instant delight in the poem, and I have loved it
ever since, and found it again, not only in the printed page, but lively in the memories
judgment”
by Yvor
of friends. It may not be amiss to quote here a “considered
Winters, much later, that Sunday Morning is”probably
the greatest American poem of
the twentieth
century, and is certainly one of the greatest contemplative
poems in
English.”
It made me happy, also, to learn that my name was mentioned
in a footnote in the
Letters, in regard to a copy of The Eorfh-Bound, designed and produced through the
Wells College Press by Victor Hammer, that master printer, which Hammer had
sent to Stevens as an example of his work.
Janet Lewis
There are so many reasons why Wallace Stevens matters to me that I cannot begin
to list them; it would be hopeless. Let’s say that from the start of my acquaintance
with his work I kept coming back to him with a varying mixture of surprise,
irritation
and delight. At one point he would strike me as totally flippant, anti-lyrical,
nonsensical (“Tales from Liadoff”);
but then what’s wrong with nonsense? I had
never dismissed Dada, Futurism or Surrealism.
Why did Stevens have to make a
“modanna”
“ unsnack” her “snood”? My Columbia U. friends (like David Markson,
Pat Blech Terry, and Carol Zeman Rothkopf) would keep up an endless anti-seminar
with Professor Tindall and myself about this. And just when we had had our fill of
doves in the belly or of mountains
covered with cats, the mercurial
stateliness of
Notes Jownrd a Supreme Fiction would get us; and again and again, through years and
decades (I’m talking of over a quarter of a century ago, alas), lines and images from
that unique poem flash to my inner ear and eye, and I find myself quoting it even
when discussing poets of another language (like mine, Italian) and of another era
(like Foscolo’s Romantic era). That Wallace Stevens could be at the same time so
tersely intellectual,
vividly sensuous, and totally whimsical,
is the main reason for
his continued appeal to me. Like great poets anywhere, he can recapitulate
the past
in his own strange way and be completely new. Need 1 say that he, along with Pound,
helped me to rediscover Dante? Say that to those whom think that literary and
historical culture is a handicap for real poets!
Glauco
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Cambon

VISITATIONS

OF THE ANGEL

My few lines will be devotedly simple. All I hope to do is to remember the occasions
of luck on which I first read two of Wallace Stevens’short
poems. This is not to offer
even a brief study of Stevens. But we are related to poems in other ways than as
students. I should not be amiss to recall that a poet’s works may bediscovered
by his
readers, as they are discovered in the first instance by himself, one by one at sometimes longish intervals. Often it happens - the surprise and elevation - in reading
the periodicals
where so many poems first appear. We may think of this as the
original life of poetry so far as readers share it, the original life attended by the
original excitement.
Just before and after Easter in 1932, I lived for four weeks in Paris at the small
Hotel Felix, in the Rue Moliere,
number 26, just up the street from the Corn&lie
Francaise. Owen Wister and Otis Skinner had been fond of this hotel, which is now
as forgotten
as they are. I had a snug room looking down on the quiet street, for
eight dollars a week including croissants and cafe au lait brought by mademoiselle
to
my bedside each morning. I spent the mornings
reading Flaubert and after lunch
walked along the quais or boulevards or in the gardens. The scents of Paris - the
pissoir scent and that of burnt benzine - were still delicate with winter. Spring was
at hand, however, and along the Quai des Orfevres fishermen meditated all day over
their long drooping poles. One afternoon I walked over to the Rue de I’Odeon and
the Shakespeare and Co. bookstore. There with a shock of pleasure I found a new
number of the Hound andHorn, that gallant quarterly still lightly attached to Harvard.
Back in my room looking through this, I came very soon on a poem called “Autumn
Refrain.”
The skreak and skritter of evening gone
And grackles gone and sorrows of the sun,
The sorrows of sun, too, gone
the moon
and moon,
The yellow moon of words about the nightingale
In measureless measures, not a bird for me
But the name of a bird and the name of a nameless air
I have never - shall never hear. And yet beneath
The stillness of everything
gone, and being still,
Being and sitting still, something
resides,
Some skreaking and skrittering
residuum,
And grates these evasions of the nightingale
Though I have never - shall never hear that bird.
And the stillness is in the key, all of it is,
The stillness is all in the key of that desolate sound.
I didn’t know much Stevens at the time, but this to my ear had a new note affecting
me in a new way. In its peculiar hesitances and repetitions
and trance of melancholy
it differed from the choice amusements
that I knew. I do not mean that there was
any surprise in his doing evasions of the nightingale,
but that these evasions should
be”grated”
with “skreaking and skrittering”
made rather a point; so did the ensuing
stillness “in the key of that desolate sound;” but far more of a point, and one that
gave me to wonder, and has ever since and still does, was his saying twice that he had
never and (correcting himself) would never hear that bird. How did he know in 1931,
when this poem must have been written, that in fact he would never go to Europe?
Well, it seems that he knew, without qualification,
and the only other thing I wish to
say now about the effect of this poem on this reader in April, 1932, is that, wonder as
I might, I utterly believed the repeated statement:
I wouldn’t
have dreamed of
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doubting
it, the authority
of the poet was so great.
Fifteen
years
later,
in the autumn
of 1947,
I found
myself
two days a week
in
Bronxville,
New
York,
trying
to teach a class of a dozen
young
women.
I had first
been employed
there
in this way the year before,
and on one of my two days had had
the company
of Randall
Jarrell,
who was living
in Manhattan
as I was and editing
the
literary
part of The Nation. In fact I regularly
gave Jarrell
a ride to Bronxville
and back
in my old green
Ford. So I got in the habit of reading
TheNation and went on doing so
after Jarrell
finished
his editing
job and went
back to North
Carolina.
The day I have
in mind was in early October,
when
the sky had opened
up a little after
the first fall
rains
began
to strip
the trees.
On my way to work
I walked
through
russet
and
sodden
windrows
in the newly
crisp Westchester
air. My top floor classroom
on a
corner
looked
out on sunlight
and tattering
leafage
on two sides. Being early for the
class, I opened
the new Nation that I had brought
and turned
to the book reviews.
The
first thing
in the section
- the first thing
I saw - was a poem
by Stevens
called
“The
Beginning.”
So summer
comes
in the end to these few stains
And the rust and rot of the door through
which
she went
The house
is empty.
To comb her dewy
Perplexed
This was

by
the

But here is where
she
hair,
a touchless
light,

its darker
iridescences.
glass in which
she used

sat

to look

At the moment’s
being,
without
history,
The self of summer
perfectly
perceived,
And
And

feel its country
gayety
and smile
be surprised
and tremble,
hand and

This
Her

is the chair from
which
she gathered
up
dress,
the carefulest,
commodious
weave

lip.

Inwoven
by a weaver
to twelve
bells
The dress is lying,
cast-off,
on the floor.
Now
Speak

the first
softly,

tutoyers
to begin

of tragedy
with,
in the

eaves.

When
I finished
reading,
I felt as though
the quality
of that day
realized
in the poem
especially
for me, in the magical
equilibrium
summer
still seen at her mirror
and the fresh
empty
desolation
of
teased
me that her dress had been “inwoven
by a weaver
to twelve
twelve?
I thought,
not that it mattered
then nor during
the years that
I learned
that twelve
is right
for the bells in a carillon,
a suitable
gamut
the weaver
of summer.
In my response
to this poem - myanagnorisis,
of it - other
circumstances
entered
uncannily
enough:
for one, the
and smile of certain
demoiselles
in my class; but most of all the fact
just initiated
with these young
women
was a study,
in Greek
examples
ate recent
works
in English,
of tragedy,
no less. In the eaves of
building
those tutoyers
had already
been spoken
softly.

itself
had been
between
the
her absence.
It
bells”
- why
elapsed
before
to accompany
my recognition
country
gayety
that what
I had
and approprithat classroom

Robert
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Fitzgerald

When
I first became
aware
of modern
poetry,
at the university,
at the time when
I
was starting
to try to write
with
some seriousness,
Stevens
was a great
mystery
to
me, the great
mystery,
after
my introduction
to Eliot,
and earliest
enthusiasm
for
Pound.
With
a mystery’s
seduction,
offering
glimpse
after
glimpse
of a landscape
that was at once familiar,
a revelation,
and a composition
of unimaginable
depths
and richnesses.
That sense of him is with
me still, and most fully so in poems
that I
know
best. I’ve not been a catholic
reader
of Stevens,
and there are parts of the canon
that are much
more familiar
and sensible
to me than others.
But I’ve returned
to him
- to particular
poems,
to whole
books,
to re-readings
of selections
and of the whole
- over
the years,
each time with
an awareness
of re-discovery,
of a stature
that
surprised
me and seemed
to have grown,
of a voice that was even more valuable
to
me than I remembered,
that spoke
with an intimacy
that
was not personal,
and an
integrity
that was beyond
question,
like an element.
I have no idea what I “owe”
to
him - how can one describe
or limit
such things?
Those
who help us to live (I have
only
one of his books
with
me, but I remember
his saying
that that was a prime
function
of poetry)
and to say - he is one of those for me, as for many
others
now,
and it is an honor
to be able to acknowledge
the indebtedness.

W. S. Merwin

THOSE DAYS I WAS AND WASN’T

WALLACE

STEVENS

I became
Wallace
Stevens
in 1951. I had no idea how, if I was truly
A Poet, I’d be
able to survive
the Boeing
Company
where
I started
to work
that year.
In those
days I believed
what
a poet did for a living
was important.
After
all, we poets are
sensitive,
aren’t
we? And can’t the wrong
job kill our creative
powers?
But there
was Wallace
Stevens,
his long years in the business
world,
his dedication
to writing
so private
it seemed
he told no one where
he worked
that he wrote
poems.
Could
I be him? Could
I be that tough,
that resolved
to go on alone when
all around
me were
people
who didn’t
know
or care?
Of course
there
were
differences,
and not just in our poems
where,
alas, the
differences
were obvious.
There
were also obvious
differences
in position,
the vice
president
of a large insurance
firm,
me grade
10 storekeeper
in an even larger
boom
and bust industry.
Fortunately,
my fantasies
didn’t
allow
for distinctions.
I had to
survive
so I became
Wallace
Stevens.
Well, an unreasonablejacsimile.
If I published
a poem I would
bring
the magazine
to
work
and show it to others.
I wasn’t
selective.
I showed
it to those I thought
would
be
interested
and I showed
it to those
who
had no interest
but whose
admiration
I
wanted.
For all my failure
to be Wallace
Stevens
in practice,
anywhere
except
inside
in some ridiculous
region
of the mind,
I still benefited
from
my admiration
of him
and of his work.
When
Stevens
wasn’t
being an ideal, he was a poet. One poem, “Owl’s
Clover,”
I
would
read aloud over and over to turn on, or as we used to say, to find inspiration.
That poem worked
for me - the language
excited
me again and again to write.
Later
Stevens
would
reject that poem from his Collected
Poems as being too rhetorical
and
I would
realize
I wasn’t
a very good reader
of Stevens.
I preferred”Two
at Norfolk”
and “Dry
Loaf”
to”The
Emperor
of Ice Cream,
““Sunday
Morning”and”The
Snow
Man.“
Whatever
my shortcomings
at being
or reading
Stevens,
he was there
one
more
time when
I needed
him.
Now
I was 40 and for the first time a teacher
in a university,
the University
of
Montana.
I’d been away
from
school
16 years
and had forgotten
whatever
it was I
thought
I’d learned.
After
high wchool,
I’d never
been a voracious
reader
and for
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some reason I forget much of what I read, just as I remember
much of what I hear
and see. I felt unqualified
to teach anything by writing and I wasn’t sure I could teach
that. The renown
teacher, Leslie Fiedler, was on leave from Montana
that year.
Imagine my confidence when my boss told me I was Fiedler’s replacement.
The first quarter I was given an upper division course in a survey of poetry. I
worked hard at preparation
but with my marriage breaking up and my excessive
drinking,
it was a shaky time, too shaky to make up for 16 years overnight.
Midway through the course a student savagely pointed up my incompetence
in
front of the class. I had already admitted to that hoping, I suppose, to avoid what
was now happening.
I thought
if I said it first they’d show some mercy when I
demonstrated
how true it was. Following
the attack by the student, which was both
telling and humiliating,
I hesitated hours in the next moment. My impulse was to
walk out forever, back to Seattle and the aircraft business where I suspected I
belonged. 1 still don’t know why 1 didn’t obey that impulse.
The next quarter I was given a course, upper division, in modern poetry. I started
with Byron’s “Don Juan,” which I consider a modern poem. I blew it. I couldn’t
think of anything to say about “Don Juan” except how damned funny it is. Then I
remembered
the most brilliant lecture I’d heard, or rather I remembered
hearing it.
Jackson Mathews
had delivered that lecture at the University
of Washington,
on
Valery’s “Graveyard
By the Sea.” I believed the more difficult the poem the better
off I’d be. We could struggle through it together, and I’d be assured the class didn’t
understand
the poem any better than I did. We would be on equal terms. I looked up
Mathews/essay
on the poem that had appeared in Poefuyand had been the foundation
of that brilliant lecture. I took on Valery. I blew that. My intellect wasn’t up to it - I
was just too dulled by the years away from school, by lots of fishing and drinking
and softball and very little reading.
Then I rediscovered
“The Comedian as the Letter C.” Not only that but by very
good luck I discovered a book by a man named Fuchs called TOP Comir Spirit o/ Wnllnre
Stevens. But even without
the Fuchs book I found I understood
what Stevens was
talking about. Years before the poem had both attracted and bewildered
me. But in
those 16 years I’d gone on writing poems. Hadn’t I, like Crispen, like a lot of poets,
tried on this role and that in order to write, believing some choice was involved in
the pose that seemed necessary to get the words down? Hadn’t I written many times
as if “the mask”was
an act instead of a serious psychological manifestation?
Didn’t I
know by now that we don’t will who we’d like to be, that who we’d like to be is tied
irrevocable to who we are? Isn’t posturing
easier in real life than in a poem? Was it
possible we actually take OFF the mask when we write? I was tingling
with
possibilities.
What I couldn’t get Fuchs did. That quarter in one lecture I became a
teacher.
The next quarter or maybe later I tried”The
Man With The Blue Guitar,“anddid
ok, but not as good as an MA student in literature
who did his thesis on the poem.
My boss called me in. He said that only two guys in the department
understood”The
Man With The Blue Guitar,” and that he was too busy. I had to be the student’s
thesis advisor. It was the only academic thesis I ever advised. Since then I’ve settled
in to teaching only creative writing except for one “literature
type” course a year.
But that day in by boss’ office I became an academic, and while others may ridicule
that term, I was proud. I joined a group that includes a lot of people I admire.
So It was Wallace Stevens along with my boss and his faith in me that kept me in
teaching. My boss, Warren Carrier, now chancellor at the Plattville branch of the
University of Wisconsin, even sat in on one of my lectures on the”Comedian
As The
Letter C.“Afterward,
he said with no motive other than being helpful,“You
slipped
up on that one passage. That’s the mask becoming the man.” When Stevens and
Fuchs didn’t turn on the lights, Carrier did.
My enthusiasm for Stevens has diminished over the years though lines and poems
he wrote still haunt me. It isn’t that Stevens is any less these days. He may be more.
It’s just that as I’ve gotten older my naive admiration
and even adulation of other
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poets
has given
way to a genuine
appreciation
of them
as mortals
who went
on
writing.
That’s
no mean
matter.
I suppose
getting
older
is running
out of others
you’d
like to be.
With his life and his poems
Wallace
Stevens
told me to keep writing.
He also told
me to keep teaching.
None
of that was necessary
but I didn’t
know
that. Even the
photo
of him that appears
on the dust jackets
of his books seemed
an inspiration.
He
sits there
still, suit, vest and tie, benevolent,
pompous,
dignified
and, if you look real
close, not taking
any of it seriously.
Something
in his face, in the attitude
of his
bulky
frame,
suggests
the welcome
clown
we know
from
his poems
lived deep inside
him. Just a rundown
of his titles tells us that somewhere
in Wallace
Stevens
was the
entertainer.
Some angels
are very
necessary.
Some angels
don’t even know
they’re
angels.

Richard

Hugo

Stevens
is one of those writers
who make the language
dance.
They
arise only a
few times
in a century.
His present
popularity
depends
as well upon
his natural
indirectness
of expression
- one is suspicious
these days of flat statements-which
aids instead
of preventing
his achieving
reverberant
epigrams.
Ultimately
his
importance
may lie in his solution
to a problem
inherent
in the aesthetic
movement,
how to relate,
in a system
of values
lacking
divine
reference,
art to life, and thereby
to make
art nobly
purposive.

Richard

STEVENS

Ellmann

SLANT

There
was in the 50’s a genuine
enthusiasm
among
young
writers
at the appearance in magazines
of a new
poem
by Wallace
Stevens
or E. E. Cummings
or
Marianne
Moore.
Though
in most cases I had to dismiss
the Stevens
poems as being
so individualistic
as to be inimitable,
the dismissal
in no way altered
my regard
for
the work
or the love I still have for the poems
of Harmonium (1923). I have since been
delighted
with
the ways
A. R. Ammons
and John Ashbery
have
taken
this late
Stevens
and altered
it to suit their
own
voices.
Ammons
simply
refused
to let
Stevens’
discursiveness
force
him into Stevensian
abstraction
and made,
thereby,
“An Ordinary
Evening
in New
Haven”
become
in Sphere (1974)
“ordinary”
days in
central
New York
State.
Ashbery,
in contrast,
took the problems
of succession
that
occupy
poems
1ike”St.
Armorer’s
Church
from
the 0utside”and
made them wholly
his own inSelf-Porfrait
in a Convex Mirror (1977). I have also marvelled
at how poets like
Charles
Paye and Herbert
Morris
were able to take Stevens
on Stevens’own
terms
and turn
out new poems
of exoticism
and gently
mystery.
I may probably
never
know
how
much
the musical
structure
of my “Notes
Toward
an Elegy
for Ben”
(1961)
owes
to Stevens’
“Peter
Quince
at the Clavier.”
My initial
stimulus
was
Aaron
Copland’s
What ta Listen for in Music (1939),
but I can’t help thinking
that the
piano
variations
I intended
the work
to suggest
were
not also a subtle
echoing
of
Stevens.
So slant,
at times,
are one’s true
sources.
“Sunday
Morning,
” “Anecdote
of the Jar,” ” The Emperor
of Ice-Cream,”
“The
Comedian
as the Letter
C,“and”Disillusionment
of Ten O’Clock”
Snow
Man, ““The
have long been among
my favorites,
and it is to the playfulness
of “Disillusionment
of Ten O’Clock”
that I owe my entrance
into Italian
Hermeticism.
I am still not sure
how much poems
1ike”White
Forms”(l962)
and”Sari”(l964)
owe to Stevens
rather
than Salvatore
Quasimodo,
but I am sure that by poems
like “Among
the LotusEaters”
(1971)
and “After
Spring
Storms”
(1971)
the influences
of Quasimodo
and
Eugenio
Montale
are clear. In particular,
what I seemed
to pick up from
Stevens
was
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how lines in English
can be made to group
and move by sound
more than sense. It is
an ability
that W. S. Merwin
and John Hollander
share and that Paul Valery
has in
French
and Vergil
in Latin.
Hollander,
in especial,
has joined
this musical
sense with
an urbanity
and an almost
Audenesque
wit into an indispensible
and enviable
body
of work
that keeps asking
how man is to remain
civilized.
His R&rnons
or Espimngt(1976)
pushes
Stevensian
intrigue
almost
to the point
of vers de societe.
On the
other
hand,
the urgency
of Stevens’questions
never
really
came through,
though
I
admired
in him - as I did in the work
of Gertrude
Stein
- a genius
for making
literature
out
of American
thought:
Peirce,
Mead,
Royce,
James,
Santayana,
Emerson,
and Dewey.
In the early 60's when
I drafted
a verse translation
of Vergil’s
Erlogues, these
musical
aspects
of Stevens’
work
were
paramount.
My own sensibility
in the 50's and 60's was more allied to that of Howard
Moss.
I
had purchased
Moss’s
Toy Fair (1954)
and A Swimmer
in the Air (1957)
with
monies
I
received
as a winner
in a 1957 writing
competition,
and had I been able at the time to
pick up a copy
of The Wound
and the Weather
(1946)
I would
have done
so. I had
encountered
Moss’s
work
in the poetry
collection
of The Detroit
PublicLibrary,
and
I had doubtlessly
gone to the books
because
Moss was the poetry
editor
of Thr Neu)
Yorker.
I thought
young
poets ought
to know
the work
of editors
they submitted
to
and whose
selections
they
respected.
As much
as Moss’s
sense of a lost order
associated
with childhood
and a substitution
of the experience
of art for that of life, I
was impressed
by how
the choice
of subjects,
language,
and sense of proportion
enlarged
my own ability
to turn experience
into poetry.
In time -as
one poet often
does for another
- Moss’s
own subtleties
with
sound
taught
me to appreciate
and
confront
the sounds
of Stevens.
“Santa
Lucia”
(1961)
takes
its modulations
and
sonata
form
patently
from
“Peter
Quince
at the Clavier,”
and the sound
structures
of both “Ghosts”(l966)
and”Diogenes,
the Haunting”(l969)
owe to Stevens.
Later,
in developing
my own blank
verse rhythms
for such poems
as”Entering
Matlacha”
(1977), “Comtemplating
Sesshu”
(1978), and “Jungle
Gardens”
(1978), I found that
Stevens
was the echo my ear worked
against.
So, in that regard,
too, he has been an
influence,
though,
as Harold
Bloom
might
say, one involving
misprision.
In yet another
way, Stevens,
Cummings,
and Moore
influenced
my development.
Their
contributing
to small literary
journals
like Kerker
Quinn’s
Accent worked
as a
living
bridge
to the “little”
magazines
of the 20's and encouraged,
first,
my submission
to such magazines
and, later, my involvements
with
editing
Fresro (1960-61)
and Modern
Poetry Studies (1970-79).
I am persuaded
that American
publishing
and
education
would
have taken
completely
different
directions
had these poets broken
this tie and become
spokesmen
for mass interests.
Their
international
importance
militated
against
literary
journals
becoming
cliquish
or parochial
and encouraged
young
poets to dream
past personal
and local issues to international
audiences.
In
addition,
their active implication
in art, science,
and philosophy
forced
young
writers
to develop
interests
in these areas. In this regard,
they encouraged
Emerson’s
ideal
of the poet as a “comprehensive
soul”
and stood somehow
opposed
to voices
who
would
remove
intelligence
from
art and substitute
unchecked
gushings
of emotion
and, in a connaturality
of man and repeatable
nature,
condemn
man to relive
history
by a sheer
ignorance
of it. Their
lifetime
commitments,
constant
inquisitiveness,
and viable
senses of poetry
as a responsible
craft the mastery
of which
was possible
set finally
a “voice
of reason”
for those of us who afterward
would
go against
our
immediate
circumstances
and need for support
their
surer “voices
of the past and of
the future.”

James Mazzaro
Any
attempt
to indite
ones feelings
Wallace
Stevens
can only
be regarded
insufficiency
of words.
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over

the coming
centennial
as a conspicuous
example

of the birth
of
of the cruel

It was early in my friendship with him that I sensed the immortality
of
and for the twenty-five
years that followed, my regard for the work grew,
continued association with the man himself, developed into a deep sense
and affection.
Today the memories of that friendship are cherished beyond any words
definition.

his poetry
while my
of respect
capable of

Wilson

Taylor

Wallace Stevens was the “noble rider,” the Horseman
that Yeats conceived the
artist to be; it is his nobility which always surrounds like a luminous atmosphere an
exchange of insights on his poetry within a seminar devoted to him. Jesus spoke of
how darkness through the whole body results from a diseased eye (Luke 11: 3536),
meaning thereby (among other things) that state of mind wherein
people are
content with the physical world, denying interiority.
When Stevens says in”Crude
Foyer““.
we know that we use I Only the eye as faculty, that the mind I Is theeye,
and that this landscape of the mind I Is a landscape only of the eye” (CP, p. 305), it
might seem as if he is taking the opposite position; yet positivism, in which sensory
experience is regarded as the only source of knowledge,
can scarcely be predicated of
the author of The Necessary Angel, for whom two realities exist though in the end they
are one.
The letters which from 1949 until his death Stevens was gracious enough to write
me, now at Dartmouth,
represent
a relationship
which both of us realized as
precious. One Holy Thursday
several years ago I stood at his grave, situated on a
terrace in Hartford, sloping eastward towards the Connecticut
River. At the foot of
the monument
bearing his name and life dates, together with his wife’s, grows a
weeping cherry tree. On this occasion of his centennial, no tears are in order: he has
entered that silence which is music; the music he has left us will confort us, as
Thomas Mann says art is meant to do, until we also enter the silence.
Sister

Bernetta

Quinn,

O.S.F.

My only claim to a right to be here is that certain people have said of my book of
poems, that it seems to have been influenced by the work of Wallace Stevens. They
are correct. Of course several of the greatest names of our century -Yeats,
Joyce,
Eliot, Faulkner - have altered the language we all speak. But for right here and right
now, perhaps no one has made changes so important
to poets than has Stevens. The
reason for this might be hinted at in two passages, the first from Michael Gelven’sA
Commentary
an Heidegger’s
“Being and Time,”
the second from Stevens.
First Gelven:
One of the ways in which the everyday self looks at itself is to see itself in a
world. What must be examined is whether to see oneself in a world demands
that we take the world as the primary reality of which we are but a part.
, or
to take the world as a way of our Being, in which our existence is primary and
of which the world is merely a function. (p. 31)
Several of Stevens’ concerns are implied in that passage, but for my particular use,
this is what Stevens offers: an example of the everyday self looking at itself, seeing
itself in a world. That is, it seems to me, everything,
and the best, we are capable of
being through poems.
And this is from Stevens’ “Two or Three Ideas:”
The first is that the style of a poem and the poem istelf are one; the second is
that the style of the gods and the gods themselves are one; the third is that in
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an age of disbelief,
when
the gods have come to an end, when
we think
of them
as the aesthetic
projections
of a time that has passed,
men turn
to a fundamental
glory
of their own and from
that create
a style of bearing
themselves
in
reality.
They
create
a new style
of new bearing
in a new reality.
“A NEW style of a NEW bearing
in a NEW
reality.”
Curiously,
because
of Stevens’
own emphasis
on newness
in that sentence,
I realized
that I would
be false to him if I
tried
to write
an imitation
directly,
in form,
subject,
or diction,
of Stevens’
poems.
There
is in Stevens
himself,
as Northrop
Frye remarked,
a “steadfast
resistance
to
anything
resembling
an echo or an influence
from
other
poets”
which
results
from
Stevens’
emphasis
on “fresh
beginnings.”
And so I can honor
him best here, I think,
simply
by offering
a poem as good as I have been able to make.
Poor as it may be, if it
has good parts,
it is in large measure
because
I went
to school
to Wallace
Stevens.
And
of course,
the epigraph
to my poem
is from
“Two
Figures
in Dense
Violet
Light.”
The poem
following
has several
punning
references
to Stevens’
title.

Evening

Seduction

Scene

with

Telescope

Use dusky
words
and dusky
images.
Darken
your
speech.
-Wallace
Stevens

Like a slow sheet
settling
on a making
bed,
dark pigeons
waft
themselves
to roost;
this end of day there
arises
the passion
to hear secrets
full of false sibillants
in a shadowy
room:
“This
evening
through
the
like a fertile
those
streaks

Once
I
and read
some men
and carry
one arm,
the other.
grope
in
to touch

star, Mars,
telescope
looks
egg - see
like blood?”

was young
novels
and thought:
wear
silk bathrobes
home
women
under
French
bread
under
But I will always
the dark
hoping
something
soft.

(It is probably
not good to recall
the dark self-pity,
better
to remember
football,
bones
broken
in passionate
victory,
even if it never
happened.)
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At night I would wander
window
to window,
the household
asleep, and I’d look at stars,
draw imaginary lines, connect
the dots, Eventually I’d go
to bed.

*
He swings the brass eye-piece
smoothly as terra firma
on its axis toward her.
He delicately holds her waist
as she looks. She asks
“Why isn’t it Venus?”

Beneath a window
in the late
summer darkness, white
violets - contradiction,
and faint
ghost of odor - sprinkle themselves
in the dew like reflections
of stars, or of the last light
in the house, forgotton
on.

Bin Ramke
CAMEO
Ten years ago, I read in Stevens’
his description
of the poet’s role.

ROLES

essay “The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words”

I think that his function is to make his imagination
theirs and that he fulfills
himself only as he sees his imagination
become the light in the minds of
others. His role, in short, is to help people to live their lives.
Writing poems seemed so socially useless and therefore selfish a preoccupation
that
I liked the altruistic lilt of that latter sentence. I was too young and dull to sense how
complicated
a notion it was for Stevens, how his ringing assertion of it rode too
smoothly over the difficulties
the idea gave him, and how lucidly practical an idea it
was: that since we live our lives in great part by imagining
them, we had better do it
well. I was too young and dull for Stevens in general, much less in specific. And some
of the points he made I resisted: we not only want our youths but we want the
delusions of youth and the fun of casting them off. So what he wrote, that”after
all,
the noble style, in whatever
it creates, merely perpetuates
the noble style,” I
contrived to read quickly. I liked the noble style, and thought it might fit me one of
these fine days.
Less dull and less young, I find myself more grateful for Stevens daily. Not only
for the vast and wonderful
body of his poems, but for his confrontation
- the
smartest, strangest and most direct I know - with the question of how to live. Once
I couldn’t imagine that. I thought him a dandy, and fearfully abstract.
The noble style I had in mind was more characteristically
American. Lincoln would
do, or even Adlai Stevenson,
whom I watched
from the waft of my mother’s
admiration
for him: he addressed a few of us from the rear of a train in 1952 in Troy,
Ohio, and then chugged nobly off to Piqua. He was something.
Stevens was
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confusing.
Adlai Stevenson was the first hero I shared with an adult.
wouldn’t
stand still, and I was looking for the wrong effect anyway.

Stevens

But as a wave is a force and not the water of which it is composed, which is
never the same, so nobility is a force and not the manifestations
of which it is
composed, which are never the same.
Here the noble style, I imagine, would indulge itself in a figure: a pair of railroad
tracks. It is not said so - which would be crude - but they represent”imagination”
and “reality,”
and with the help of perspective they perform the easy paradoxical
stunts railroad tracks are famous for. The noble style loves recurrences,
and so
Adlai Stevenson, gracefully and ironically the moral straight man of this figure,
would reappear. Not in my little tribute, in which Stevenson performs a cameo role
and worries off to Piqua forever, a man with the wrong ambitions and smart enough
to know it. That trope about the railroad tracks is tooeasy, he’s thinking. He’s right.
He’s my noble rider, whom each hero-worshipper
dooms never to dismount, and so
I leave him dark-browed
and on memory’s side of Piqua, where I can keep sentimental track of him any time I like.
To Stevens, as I slowly grow less dull and rapidly grow less young, I give something rare, at least for me. Adlai Stevenson I have converted, like a true fan, to an
event in my biography.
But I have tried to make myself an event in Stevens’
biography.
He wanted
to be a light in the mind of others,
he says.
I don’t know how he came to feel about that sentence, first published in 1942. Once
you consider, as I am here, what happens in the minds of others to that ambition,
you see how what is most noble in the urge won’t work. The poet wants not to
express himself, not to make the imaginations
of others his, but “to make his
imagination
theirs.” He wants to accommodate
himself. He is fearful of his own
imaginative
powers, which may be merely fanciful. His powers need resistance and
so seek to clang against the solidity of others, whose perversity is guard against
his own.
This plan would work splendidly except these solid and perverse citizens are busy
replacing the pictures on the walls, and cooking food they hate but imagine he loves.
Like me, they want his light in their minds.
And so the whole notion goes down todoom on extended courtesies? The horrible
ping-pong
of manners? I don’t think so. Such transactions are poetry, if we identify
poetry with questions of how to live. And the reason it’s so hard to say what they are
can be inferred from Stevens’ passage about waves and nobility.
When the Ghost appears in Ham/~+, between lines 38 and 39 of the first scene,
Marcellus
thinks fast. Good executive material: he delegates responsibility
well:
“Thou art a scholar; speak to it, Horatio.“Thirteen
lines later when the Ghost is on
its way offstage, to Ghost-Piqua,
Horatio commands it to stay, and it’s gone.
I might have fluffed it, like Horatio.
I’d rather not have fluffed it the way
Marcellus
(“a Danish officer,” according to the dramafis yprsonnap) did: saving face in
front of a ghost by putting his men on the spot. When Stevens makes one of his
glimmery
appearances in my mind, my best impulse is to say “Thanks.”

William Matthews
A PORTRAIT

OF THE ARTIST

AS AN EPHEBE

Lots of influence. Lots of anxiety. The graduation
photo on my mother’s baby
grand shows a l&year-old
with the features of some handsome youth. Somehow it
does not show the acne. The middle-aged writer sees the pitted scars in the shaving
mirror today. Neither does that portrait reveal the strum und drnng about to erupt in
that self, or suggest that those eyes are to seek beauty, and suffer from the visions of
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beauty. What could show them? Poetry. Only the poetry was not all collected in my
first book.
Well, and where was an idea of beauty to be found in the Bronx in the mid-Forties?
For me, in Wallace Stevens. The somehow moral structure of the esthetic: whatever
was sensuous, sinuously
ineffable, transitory
as the wind, the gaiety of grand
speech, the colloquially
sublime manifested
in undulating
sentences, wave after
wave of freefloating
clauses, all passions detached, buried or evaporated, sublimated
in the intellectual,
the sceptical and ironic: In-hns, In-hns
Such a range of language,
such nuances; such an elaborate and secure sensibility; reality itself marvellously
etherealized
into the beauties of an utterance
so far removed from the grungy
quotidian
of the Bronx, the roaring filths of black and brown Manhattan
stones.
But this ephebe was not fhnt ephebe created by the Master: tliis ephebe was an
uncured vessel, filled and overflowing
with the rioting emotions of a New Yorkborn adolescent,
the child of working-class
immigrants.
So that the Master’s
manner was reborn in him and carried out by the driving of wild despirs, blind and
blinding
S~hrrsurht, strivings
expressed in the fearful and fearsome cyclothymia
erupting
in the second decade of life. And bulimia. Ad the terror of paranoia.
Etcetera. Not those mild tootings of the Sunday soul, the small clashings of cymbals
or the maundering
arpeggios of a viol, skilled fingers, as it were, over the strings of
a classical guitar. This ephebe’s French tradition
came in the images of the Jewish
slums around the Marrlt~ nux Purrs in Paris and murdered great-grandparents,
their
student assassin rotting on Devil’s Island, on the mother’s side. On the father’s, the
hoofbeats of Cossack’s horses, the rattle of machineguns
as the Red and White
armies overran the villages along the Dniester, back and forth, in the days of 1918
and 1919. The results in part were a symphonic
cacaphony, and the medleys of
confused
thunders
of bebop, with its hyperaccelerated
counterpointings,
all
Dizzied and Birded lightnings.
Anxiety niill influences imploding.
To what effect?
Manic exhilaration:
MANIFESTO:

ANARCHY

As we took the bashed-in temples
of the moon in tow through
the cataracts of time and rolled
them seaward out to sink,
years of princess crowded cheering
to the banks of childhood,
jubilleeing
for night’s drowned
dogs
as we farewelled
for dawn
And we brained the catch of ages
in our hold, dredging
history’s nightmare
river
Not that Stevens would have gratulated
such ephebic
depressive corollary,
in six quiet tercets, is a fair imitation
allegorized
landscape, even the hardnosed yet compassionate
with its Pacific Ocean setting, a product of pure imagination:
SOME

ARE CALLED,

SOME

hubris. Although
its
of Stevens’ mode of
titling of this poem,

NOT

His western sun was a flaming firebird
trailing low over the warm gulf of desire,
an aged phoenix flapping down to rest.
The light was going

from him. Bats rose up
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And perhaps Stevens might have approved of a painting poem from that same suite,
a vision of Durer, the poet’s imagine self in the dark wood of a desolating urban
landscape, only now in hendecasyllabics,
and rhymed too, a self-assertive
touch to
disguise their provenance
a little, the 18-year-old
collecting
some non-taxable
interest from his bond:
A DREAM

OF DURER

Sooty hoarse siren, cry from the dark, mauls the night,
Hustles him from sleep. Somewhere
from far, far it calls
He goes. No sounds other than that horn, no light
Other.

An insinuation

of dawn,

blue and chilled.

Not only is the debt clear, but the effort at self-liberation
through rich language,
the psychology estheticized, with at the same time a terrible doubt about the efficacy
of the dreams of words, the iron scepticism of Stevens, his deeply ambivalent
committment
to language, the intensifying
variations on a theme, explorations
in
short, which the very young poet that I was made literal, as in the fantasia of a poem
whose very title is irrecoverable
to me now:
nights he’d traveled, skulking
Downwind
now he heard baying
white beasts

along the reeds by day
hounds course him,

snuffling him, swift as the river, heard the long drums
of those angry blacks behind him thrumming
in the brakes.
His priceless prize, pilfered
temples of the moon

from

their

One doubted
not merely because the Master doubted in his ongoing
selfcommunings,
but for many other reasons, more potent reasons, perhaps, compounded by the times: what youthful imagination
could absorb the explosions at
Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, together with the opening of thedozens of concentration,
that is extermination,
camps? I ws hardly sixteen when those events dumbfounded
me. Theodor
Adorn0
declared at that date that all possibility
of poetry was
extinguished
forever in Auschwitz.
Two years later, taking Stevens in, I found him
the vehicle for my own engine. But that engine was ticking over so very fast then,
that it could never have occurred to me that Stevens, far and long gone into middle
age by then, had himself been unable to take in the years of the great dictators and
the convulsion of the World War, neither in his imagination
nor by means of his
manner. Where was the world? Its powerful
thought - in science, in psychology,
technology,
in whatever?
Yet one does not easily renounce a sight of one of the gates to the heaven of
poetry. Yes, Walt Whitman was there for me, and adored, but dangerous to let into
the driver’s seat: it would come out Sandburg, or Norman Corwin. At that time,
Ginsberg was renouncing
his allegiance to the Elizabethans
and Van Doren, and
setting out with Whitman’s
rhodomontade,
after passing his qualifying exam with
Williams. I couldn’t, because I had always written prose as well, Joyce having been
the exemplary one before my eyes from my fourteenth
year. Oh, I took from
Whitman anyway and from Dylan Thomas too, and alternated my stories between
the mean scrupulosities
of Duhlinrrs and the dithyrambics
of Thomas, as in a story of
my 22nd year, “Fat Aaron and the Night Rider,” published, incidentally,
in the same
number of Acwd as Wallace Stevens”‘The
Planet on the Table,“in
1953, as I recall.
Still, fifty years stretched between
us exactly, an entire hol/-rPnlury, and several
different worlds of experience intervened
as well - his influence was bound to
cause great anxiety. The struggle with and against and through Stevens, if it was a
struggle, is observable not only in the suppressed poems of my late teen years, but as
it was to be repeated in the next decade, with fealty most of all perhaps to”Transport
to Summer,” the book that had hit me so very hard as an Id-year-old,
a sophomore,
your true ephebe. Out of the 35 poems in my first book, published in 1969, I would
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trace one, “Laboratory,“
formally, to Hnrmorlium.~
I would acknowledge
others as
being heavily indebted to Stevens’ succeeding books: such poems as a set of three
savage things made up of tercets, called, “The Technique
of Love,““The
Technique
of Power,““ The Technique
of Laughter.“2
Two others,“Philosophical
Transactions
at Montauk,”
and “Katabolism,
or, The Natural History of Love,” are made from
what I took from the Stevens of “Transport
to Summer,” though, again, he might
not have granted his seal to this epigone.” Not because of what they look and sound
like: loo-syllable
stanzas, more or less, loose pentameters
in lo-line stanzas that I
thought I had found in “Transport.”
Such poems as the two I have just mentioned
speak, it is true, in tones
of lofty and tenderly ironic disinterest. But Stevens
might
have been irked because they are redolent of the flesh, soaked in its fevers, desperate
for extrication,
and helpless to achieve it - well, I was in my early 20’s after all, and
Stevens was a year or two from his end. Perhaps I was conflating “The Comedian as
the Letter C” with parts of “Auroras
of Autumn.”
Still, though not the first attempt
to say goodbye to the engorgements
of sexuality, “Katabolism,
or, The Natural
History of Love” succeeds in its genially heroic accommodation
of the overwhelmingly
sensual and erotic to a view that is also, I think, still Stevensesque in its
remoteness, a somewhat cruelly tender yet achieved distancing of the knower from
what he knows - the result being the kind of tension that I thought then made for
poetry in Stevens.
The giant blooms amidst green damnation,
swollen ecstasies of this timeless realm,
elegant, unblessed. Old hothouse roaches
trot along lianas on their roach affairs.
Hot, hot beneath glass, the dour pineapple
and the sweetish lemon, greengold
and thinskinned,
ripening sans honor: athletes and esthetes.
Fat frogs squat steaming in bowers of blood
and tumorous
copper carp fin idly
at the conduit. There is nothing but life.
There is nothing but life but love. The pyre
Or perhaps it was in the tension that the poetry resided for me? Leaving youth
behind, no longer helplessly subjected to the imperious
blows
of the sensual fist,
one learned how words both mitigated its hammerings
and yet preserved its effects
and affect. By the time another 25 years have passed, one begins to see that Stevens’
way with language was also Stevens’ way with the world and the flesh. But, as an
ephebe of 18, 19, 20, one adored those
devils, world and flesh, as one adores the
inside of the pulpy fruit’s firm, ripened meat; one risked the gaudy, the sensational,
the sentimental and the obscene of passion. And much later too, decade after decade.
Perhaps it is all a matter of temperament
after all. So that if one reached for the
palpable, moving, odoriferous,
bleeding yet resilient breathing
bodies, if one loved
the very life of the things of this world, one had to bid adieu to Stevens.
at least
until it was time to bid adieu to the interfleshing
of the phenomenal
world that were
not merely language, not merely the phantasmal Stevensesque”mind.“Or,
one had
somehow to repress it, although the repressed always returns, as it did for me in my
40’s,
in this elegy, a sort of paean and ode to Afrodite. (Though actually, much of
Stevens’ poetry, even that of the ephebe, was elegiac in nature, something that has
its roots in Classical poetry, as in the “Pervigilium
Veneris.“)
Where else, among
one’s contempories
of the 20th Century, would one have learned the lushness of
metaphor,
and learned to dare to use it, sans embarrassment,
but from Stevens?
Jascha Kessler
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Re: Stevens. He is unique.
second in his bracket.

He is permanent.

He is indispensable.

There

Robert

will be no

Penn Warren

A quarter of a century after his death, I am struck by the way Stevens
continues
to speak to our students. In a course in modern poetry, given a choice among all the
poets read, at least three out of four want to write their papers on him. And it is not
just an intellectual
interest he inspires: his exuberance in disillusion conforts them
in a forbidding
world. One young man told me, “When my friends start putting
everything
down, I just say to myself, ‘Have it your way: The world is ugly and the
people are sad’!” The man who believed poetry should help us live our lives would
have liked that.
Marie

Borroff

I am happy to join in a tribute to Wallace Stevens on the occasion of his centennial.
Certainly,
he is well-recognized
as an American artist of the first order, independent, and brilliant, a singular figure in American poetry. He is of course more than
that. I once wrote that his Harmonium held an analogy to the paintings of Whistler this in terms of wit and sensibility, and I think his work is likely to endure. I suspect
that his poems will remain rare as Whistler’s paintings, and for all their apparent
fraility, will remain secure.
Horace

Gregory

Nineteen fifty: when stock in the immorality
of Wallace Stevens
traded at a lower
figure. Clutching
an unusual fifty dollars received from selling a short story to a
pulp magazine, I went to the Gotham Book Mart to buy all the Stevens books
available. At my request, Frances Steloff, the proprietor,
displayed a pleasure over
and above her pleasure in making a sale. “More people ought to read him!”
she
declared. I agreed. So little in demand did Stevens’ books seem to be that, to fill my
order, she had to rummage her basement - first carefully looking me up and down
before deciding I could be trusted to mind the store. At last 1 got the books. I raced
home
and gorged.
The effect was that for months afterward I wrote the most banal kind of Stevens
imitation:
fraught with onomatopoeia
(hao, ha, /unk-a-no&). One item, I believe, rimed
Byzantium with bubblegum. I flattered myself that Stevens would have approved of
that. Of course, my efforts didn’t include what most makes Stevens Stevens: the
vision, the hardminded
clarity, the deep merriment,
the magnificent
inner music.
Yet I paid a small tribute then, and would pay far more today, to Stevens
- the rare,
the gilt-edged,
the inimitable.
X. J. Kennedy

From Key West, Florida
Though not sharing all of Stevens’ austere postulates, I have always rejoiced in
the versatile energy with which he faced the aesthetic challenge of every mood,
place, and weather. It’s some ten years since I’ve been coming to Key West, and I
have yet to write a line with mangroves or jasmines in it; the great thing about W. S.
is that he could leave Pennsylvania and New England behind him and cope with this
island, and I suppose he could have overshot it and coped with Tierra de1 Fuego. It’s
pleasant that in his centennial year the Casa Marina, the great Flagler hotel at which
I believe he stayed, is being restored to its original sumptuousness.
Richard
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Wilbur

I met Stevens
only once; it was at the end of his life. He was giving
a poetry
reading
at the Y.M.H.A.
and I went
to hear him. I was working
on my book about
him, and
we had exchanged
a number
of letters.
After
the reading,
I waited
on line to meet
him. When
my turn
came, he enthusiastically
held out his big hand and said: “I was
hoping
that you would
be here.”
Those
words
have never
left me. I feel that I have
remained
faithful
to them.

Robert

Pack

I am grateful
that I have had the opportunity
to work
with my father’s
papers
not only because
I believe
he was a great poet, but also because
I have made somany
new good friends
in the process,
as well as being “adopted”
by some of my father’s
friends.
The number
of people
who now know
my father’s
work
is tremendous,
and
I am glad to have had some part in making
that work
more easily available,
as well as
providing
background
material.
When
my father
wrote
to me in 1942,
as I was
I had hoped
that little
by little,
leaving
college
against
his wishes,
he said, I’.
without
now being
able to say how, you would
find the true field for your
intelligence and imagination
in something
that was at least a part of one of the great things
of life.” To me, my father’s
poetry
is one of the great
things
of life, and I came to it
little
by little.

Holly
I hope that in the next hundred
years a new set of canonical
works
from
the poetry
of Wallace
Stevens:
that the early works,
however
“Sunday
Morning,”
will be seen for what
they are, the work
of a poet
yet entirely
known
himself
or perfected
his own
voice - and that
later work,
especially
the short
poems of Stevens’last
decade,
will take
place in the anthologies.
These
are “the
suitable
amours”
that
Stevens
“the
silent
rhapsodist
of earth”;
time will write
them
down.

will be chosen
beautiful,
like
who has not
the beautiful
their rightful
proposed
as

Helen
THE

CASE

FOR

A MINIMAL

ADEQUATE

Stevens

Vendler

INTERPRETATION

There
is much
to be admired
in Harold
Bloom’s
rather
comprehensive
approach
to
Wallace
Stevens’poetry,
but I believe
that too often
Bloom’s
erudition
stands
in the
way of adequate
interpretation.
He is at his best when
he illuminates
a poem
like
“The
Man
on the Dump”
by showing
where
his interpretation
takes into account
and goes beyond
that
of specific
critics,
or where,
as with
“The
Poems
of Our
Climate,”
he presents
a stanza
by stanza
gloss, the”crossing
theory”notwithstanding. Bloom’s
erudition
is an aid to interpretation
of “Esthetique
du Mal”because
the
veiled
polemic
by Stevens
against
Eliot and what
William
Carlos
Williams
has called
the”counter-current”
to the Whitmanian
affirmation
of the present
is not accessible
to the ordinary
reader.
Finally,
Bloom’s
handling
of “The Poem as 1con”and
some of
the later poems
seems particularly
fine.
Lucidity
gives
way
to obfuscation,
however,
in Bloom’s
discussion
of many
important
poems,
presumably
because
the author
gets too caught
up in influences
of Shelley
or Keats or Pater or Nietzsche
upon Stevens
- the Whitmanian
influence
is more
obviously
pervasive
and is less distracting
when
pointed
out - or because
another
instance
of pathos or ethos seems to Bloom
to require
more
comment
than
a
startling
image
or a stunning
shift
within
the poem itself.
Occasionally,
Bloom
will
omit
an entire
poem,
like “The
Emperor
of Ice-Cream,”
when
exploration
of its
theme
might
help the reader’s
understanding
of a longer,
more difficult
production.
Three
poems
which
I felt Bloom
handled
poorly
were”The
Rabbit
as King of the
Ghosts,“”
Sunday
Morning,”
and “Le Monocle
de Mon Oncle.”
A minimal
adequate
interpretation
of any one of these
three
would
help to establish
what
might
be
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called Stevens’
poetry
of self-preservation,
in and through
which
his persome find
bravura
to let imagination
press back against
the reality
of what
would
otherwise
be painful
experience.
In his treatment
of “The
Rabbit
as King of the Ghosts,”
Bloom
gets lost in “the
Sublime
or Transcendental
consciousness-without-being”
and “being-withoutconsciousness.”
He even asks, “what
is it in Stevens
that speaks
to the rabbit
or
the rabbit
is Stevens’gersona
here,
grandly
repressive
consciousness
in him. ?“Clearly,
now that night
has come, the moon shines,
and the cat can be forgotten,
reduced,
in
fact, by the power
of imagination,
toa bug in thegrass.
The rabbit
can now say:“The
grass is full I And full of yourself.
You become
a self that fills the four corners
of
night.”
That cat, with
his active
(“green”)
mind is, for now, “the little green cat,““a
bug in thegrass.“This
basic interpretation
about
what is said by the poet-admittedly what
it means is and will be disputed
- can be all but totally
missed
when
Bloom
insists
on asking
rhetorical
questions
like: “What
is the ‘it’ or ‘It comes of itself’except the afflatus
that Emerson,
following
the Swedenborgians,
called’Influx’or’the
Newness’?”
Bloom
also finds “the language
of hysteria
rising
to an apocalyptic
pitch
of consciousness
and somehow
concludes
that if one mounts
as high up as the
rabbit
does that “your
sense of your own mere being indeed
is shrunk
to a bug in the
grass, but you have gone quite mad.“Obviously,
Harold
Bloom
would
not view the
rabbit’s
imaginative
construction
of reality
as paradigmatic
of Stevens’
pmonn~ in
“Sunday
Morning”
and “Le Monocle”
but a minimally
adequate
methodology
can
find
in the three
poems
similar
celebrations
of momentary
solace,
the sacral
character
of nature,
and the virtually
unsuspected
joy in the facts of one’s fortieth
year of living.
Bloom’s
discussion
of “Sunday
Morning,”
had not the poem
been adequately
expounded
upon elsewhere
and extolled
in numerous
books
and articles,
would
be
shameful.
His interpretation
begins
badly
with
the assertion
that the dreaming
woman
“is the first instance
of Stevens’muse,
his interior
paramour.“He
says she is
there”to
be the voice of instruction
and also the voice of pleasure.“It
is hard for me
to imagine
a more wrong-headed
assumption.
The woman
is, at most, a consciencestricken,
traditionalist,
not unlike
the woman
Stevens’
Pprjorrn twits
in “A HighToned
Old Christian
Woman”a poem, by the way, only alluded
to once in Bloom’s
four-hundred
plus pages.
The primary
focus
in both “Sunday
Morning”
and “A
High-Toned
Old Christian
Woman
” is upon
the alternative
vision
of celebrating
what
is important
in life. It is here that the link between
“A Rabbit
as King of the
Ghosts”and
Stevens’longer,
more complex
poems is helpful.
The I~rsonn in each case
indulges
in a wonderful
fantasy
which
insulates
him from
the pressure
of a system
which
he has rejected,
makes
him feel inadequate,
or, in the case of the rabbit,
dares
not face head-on.
“Sunday
Morning”
is one of the finest
poems
in our language
precisely
because
its
pmona
goes far beyond
his initial
questions
in stanza
II,
Why
should
she give her bounty
to the dead?
What
is divinity
if it can come
Only
in silent
shadows
and in dreams?
Shall
she not find in comforts
of the sun,
In pungent
fruit
and bright,
green
wings,
or else
In any balm or beauty
of the earth,
Things
to be cherished
like the thought
of heaven?
to a full-scale
elaboration
of this-wordly
sacredness
(anticipating
the “intensity
of
love”
/ “verve
of earth”
correlation
in “Le Monocle”).
In the process,
the poet I persorin
opts for “the
heavenly
fellowship
/ of men that perish
and of summer
morn,“and
even
risks gentle
parody
of Christ’s
words
in the New
Testament
in a brilliant
reworking
to fit his alternative
Dionysian
liturgy:
“And
whence
they
come and
whither
they shall go / The dew upon
their
feet will manifest.”
“Le Monocle
de Mon
Oncle”
is more
highly
localized
than “Sunday
Morning,”
insofar
as its pvrsorla is not making
a case for or against
a real or imagined
opponent,
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nor is he attempting
to deal with a philosophy of life or an approach to religion. The
poet presents us with a man of forty who has been hurt into a recapitulation
of his
own diminishing
capabilities, particularly
sexual attractiveness.
He is, as presented,
almost Prufrockian,
but with this difference: he is infinitely more imaginative, and
consequently
able to transcend self-pity through the use of his wonderfully
active
and bawdy imagination.
The measure of his success can be guaged by attention to
somewhat
subtle shifts in the imagery of stanzas VI and XII, with a very clear
progression
toward the final affirmation
at the end of the poem. This poem is my
personal favorite in the Stevens canon, and that may explain why I was so disappointed with Bloom’s fixation upon Lucretian and Paterian parallels instead of a
minimal, adequate interpretation.
“Le Monocle”
is about a denial which precipitates
self-pity in a middle-aged
man
who is all too aware of the theme of mutability.
For him, nothing seems left but the
bare, ruined choirs upon which no birds sing. He fancies himself a Hamlet-like
studier of fallen apples which serve as well as any skull to chart one’s inevitable
decline. He does have memories of the verve of earth and his own fiery youth, but he
feels more like a firefly now. (Note the similarity to the rabbit before he reduced that
cat to a bug in the grass) the sad protagonist
makes his initial mistake when he
assumes that sex is everything,
or almost everything.
“Our bloom is gone.” But
finally, with stanza IX, he elects to”celebrate
the faith of forty,“and
he does so with
great bawdy gusto. That celebration
takes his mind off his problems and allows him
to perceive that “If sex were all, then every trembling hand I Could make us squeak,
like dolls, the wished-for
words.” Mindful
both of his silliness and his increased
understanding
of developmental
maturation,
the prvsonn adverts to the lines in
stanza VI:
If men at forty will be painting lakes
The ephemeral blues must merge for them in one,
The basic slate, the universal hue.
Now, (stanza XII), he is able to accept that though he had studied and still studies the
origin and course of love, “until now I never knew I That fluttering
things have so
distinct a shade.” At forty he need not be painting lakes in colors which merge into
the basic slate of joylessness unto death. The choirs are, in my minimal adequate
interpretation,
neither bare, nor ruined, nor bereft of birds. And Stevens’ poems
flutter still.
Don Foran,

S. J.
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Reviews
Wallace Stevens: A Celebration,
Frank Doggett and Robert Buttell
New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1980

(eds.), Princeton,

Centennial
programs
marking the anniversary
of Wallace Stevens’ birth have
proliferated
across the United States, but none, perhaps, will have a worthier
aftermath than the selection of essays by authorities
on this giant among American poets
which Princeton University
Press has brought out under the intelligent
editorship
of Frank Doggett and Robert Buttell. The table of contents reads like a casting for a
drama entitled “Stellar Critics on the Genius of Wallace Stevens.” The volume is
one which will urge towards still further investigation,
while at the same time it refreshes memories.
“Once you were nowhere,
at least for me” (line from my poem “Friend,”
Tlr~
Gmwshoro
Reui~w). Until I heard the brilliant and enthusiastic lectures of Frederick J.
Hoffman of the University of Wisconsin (Madison), Wallace Stevens was”nowhere”
for me. It was a joy to discover him, first as the poet of “Sunday Morning,”
so many
lines from which have become an inextricable
part of my interior landscape, then
“Peter Quince,” the blackbird sequence, the charming St. Ursula lyric. In October,
1949, as a gracious response to a card I had sent him for October 2 of that year, the
first letter from him arrived. Since then, his noble imagination
(Rio/& being the best
adjective most can think of for his spirit) has enriched friendships, seminars, appreciation of natural and manmade beauty, as well as furnishing
comfort in the trials
of being “on pilgrimage,”
the function,
according to Thomas Mann, of poetry.
More and more, as the shadows lengthened
in Hartford,
this last is what Stevens
wanted his poems to be, as well as directives of how life ought to be lived.
Louis J, Martz, a pioneer in Stevens studies, has never written about the poet
more insightfully
than in the chapter between these covers, ” ‘From the Journal
of Crispin’: An Early Version of ‘The Comedian
as the Letter C’.” He intimates
throughout
the role of Stevens as explorer of inner and outer landscape, drawing
up, aided by the art historian Paul Rosenfeld, an original comparison
between the
sophisticated
modern writer of Hartford
and that strange symbolic landscapist
of the nineteenth
century, Albert Pinkham Ryder. In doing so, Martz is following
the Coleridgean
hint Marshall McLuhan has several times thrown out, among them
this passage in his analysis of Tennyson
in terms of “picturesque”
poetry:
Whereas in external landscape diverse things lie side by side, so in psychological landscape the juxtaposition
of various things and experiences becomes
a precise musical means of orchestrating
that which could never be rendered
by systematic discourse. Landscape is the means of presenting,
without
the
copula of logical enunciation,
experiences which are united in existence but
not in conceptual thought. (Essn!/s in Crifirism,
I, 270-271)
The supremacy of poetry over philosophy to Stevens as explicated in”A Collect of
Philosophy”
by Peter Brazeau in this book, an endeavor made possible by the manuscripts at Yale’s Beinecke, corresponds
to Dante’s practice in Tlrr Purgntnrio, the
section of The Dirlitrr Com~rIy closest to our earthly data, which links through music
and light the landscapes encountered
by the Pilgrim and his guide as they move
upward along the seven-tiered
mountain
to the garden at its crest. It also provides
one key (through
landscapes which can extend to include seascapes) to an understanding of how Stevens determined
the way in which the parts of his world /
worlds were to fit together into a poetic cosmography.
Doggett and Buttdell have sensitively chosen as epigraph the apocalyptic peacock
paragraph from the second draft of “A Collect.“Howdifferent
this magnificent bird
with its diamond crown glittering
above a coxcomb of darting fire (the expected
blues and greens of plumage contrasting
with the gold and silver fans not expected)
from those frightening
birds of “Domination
in Black” of the first period, whose
ominous cries try to warn the listener to the night, as he sat in his luxurious room,
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while at the same time they spoke to him of resurrection.
As emblem of this particular celebrant of the imagination,
no more fit “pictorialized
thought”
can be
projected: those readers who today gather about the “peacock” as “attendant
persons” need to be grateful to the editors for giving this gorgeous fowl the honor of
leading the anniversary
processional.
None today (except for Holly) is better qualified to write about Stevens than
Martz, introduced
to him shortly after the appearance of Hormoniurn by Theodore
Roethke at Lafayette College in Indiana, and a confirmed Stevensian from then on.
His essay on “The Comedian as the Letter C” benefits from the advantage of his
service as Librarian
of the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
collection at Yale
at the time when the Reverend John Curry Gay, neighbor of the Stevenses when
they lived on Farmington
Avenue in New Haven, donated some discards his family
had rescued, among them variants of “Crispin.”
These early drafts follow Martz’s
essay, with the 128 lines excised by the poet marked by brackets: although the final
choices, in parallel columns, would have been illuminating.
Martz, who also knows
William Carlos Wiliams well, sees in the journal here an attraction
to “the local,”
ironically combined with an aversion to divorcing it from “idea.”
Paul Rosenfeld’s marginal deepening
of the poem I painting analogy set up by
Louis Martz is so remarkably good that it sends one back to that mysteriousgenius,
Ryder, often likened to Poe but never before to Stevens. The Romanticism
characteristic of both poet and symbol-maker
in paint cleared from its shadowy genesis
as Stevens’ art matured; still, it is good to have in this essay a preservation
of the
dreams of youth. Marsden Hartley, also introduced,
is so completely himself that the
mention of his paintings offers no more than a background
“music of color and
shape.” More relevant is Crispin considered as discarded mask (p. 19) even as was
Mauberly
to Pound. The change from present in the “throw-aways”
to past in the
Collecfed Poems is evidence that Crispin, satirically
treated, is but one more in the
existing series of portraits
of artists as young men.
Peter Brazeau, who writes from Stevens country (West Hartford),
is represented
by two essays, the second of which, a biographical
sketch, will be more attractive to
the general reader, if there is such a person (the Preface on p. xiii claims that the very
name of Wallace Stevens is unknown
to the majority of the educated public, a judgment one finds hard to accept unless it be predicated of Williams and Roethke and
Pound as well). The first essay deals with “A Collect of Philosophy,”
which Stevens
gave as a lecture at the University
of Chicago in 1951. Herein one notes that after
Henry Church’s death, Stevens continued
a friendship
with the widow, Barbara,
sharing with her his works in progress; it was to Henry that he had dedicated”Notes
towards a Supreme Fiction,” to which he attached as epigraph “The vivid trans- J
parence that you bring is peace,” words which for years I assumed addressed to Mr.
Church himself instead of to an abstraction, and regarded as a perfect expression of
what a friend does. Mrs. Church, a Catholic, very likely understood
Stevens’ telling
her in writing (L, 729) that “we owe the idea of God to poetry”; the poetic power,
for Stevens, has more in common with Beatrice than with Virgil. Brazeau includes
the three manuscript endings which reveal the proof of his thesis: that this treatise,
“A Collect of Philosophy,”
rather than being the finished piece it seems in print,
remained always a subject for vision and revision.
In showing how the blurry became focused as Stevens improved on his”Collect”
praising poetry over philosophy,
Brazeau records for us (the first draft) Stevens’
occasional blessed experience of automatism
known by others as well, when a lyric
seems to write itself. Even more significantly,
he expounds upon the variations
Stevens rang out upon the word rhnt~gr, as for example when to the four seasonsare
added the in-between
times, until only one season exists, and eventually
365
seasons: “Make It New” was Pound’s way of phrasing an almost identical truth.
A. Walton Litz’s handling
of the A&gin is doubly appreciated after the way that
previous commentators
on the posthumously
published maxims have seized upon
pessimistic lines, forgetting
that”a man is like the weather,“and
have erected upon
them their own interpretations
of Stevens theology, negating his concern about
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man as a creature of God. Professor Litz objectively
traces Stevens’ passion for
gnomic sayings, from the period when he kept a commonplace
book entitled Sur
Plusieurs Beaux Sujets through the development of his own exquisitely constructed and
quotable
sentences, the latter kept in a notebook
begun in the 1930’s. These
practices were accompanied
by the poet’s rich amassment of apothogem
volumes
ranging from the eighteenth-century
Grenvilles and before, with special stress on
Goethe, right up to George Braque, books now in Holly’s library. Many are in
French, a language he loved and in which he felt at home. In Adogio I, “Poetry is a
means of redemption”
is only one of the refutations
of gloom in the face of the
universe which has been at times inferred from isolated fragments. Holly Stevens’
title-choice for her welcome Souoorirs nrid Prophecies may owe something to theRenan
saying which Litz uses as headnote for his discussion.
The Taylor I Stevens correspondence,
begun a quarter of a century after the
poet’s 1916 affiliation
with the Hartford
Accident and Insurance Company, shows
that no uncomfortable
dichotomy obtained between the legal profession (which he
enjoyed) and the poetry (for the sharing of which he realized, like many another, he
would need an area different from his immediate environment).
To this congenial
insurance colleague stationed in California, whom he used as an agent in procuring
delicacies (“An eye most apt in gelatines and jupes, I Berries of villages,” from
“Crispin”),
he revealed his excellent sense of humor as well as an earnest following
up of geneology, like music and French painting one of his hobbies.
Much more personal, and of course to be valued over anything that we are now
able to learn about Stevens, since it springs from daily intimacy, is “Holidays in
Reality” by Holly Bright Stevens (she escaped being called Sybil or Sylvia only
because her mother objected to the consonants).
The daughter writes simply, with
an honesty and a vividness which magnetize the reader from the first sentence. The
picture given of Elsie Moll Stevens turns her from “the lady on the dime” to a
beautiful blonde, combing her golden hair like Rapunzel. Stevens wrote many lyrics
to Elsie, so personal that she objected (if ineffectually)
to their publication.
(cf.
Ellmann, p. 1.51). (Joseph Broughton,
a Norfolk State University
student of mine
currently
in a research seminar, is investigating
the relationships
among the trio of
Stevenses, but more especially attempting
the identification
of some of these
poems). One can scarcely be grateful
enough to Holly for the memories
she
presents: her father swinging
her in the back yard “so high that I almost flew”
(p, 106) and reciting Stevenson as he did so; feeding sugar lumps to the horses at the
entrance to Elizabeth Park on her Sunday walks with him; having those strong
paternal arms steady her as she walked along the stone-walled
bridge of the park.
The anecdote of her first”cocktail
party”(a joke played during a Florida vacation, the
joker Robert Frost) is delightful.
These “Holidays in Reality” will be savored by all
who revere Stevens the man and Stevens the poet, giving additional
reason to see
this “virile figure” as a very human person and evoking “More, more!” as after a
favorite musical program.
Brazeau’s second essay reminisces
from a greater distance, as he relates how
Stevens, though content in Hartford, liked toget away for a frolic in New York City,
a pleasure he referred to as his “trip in a balloon.” Margaret
and James Powell,
friends of his through
the insurance company, were often companions
in these
fetes, where expense was no consideration.
One of the most absorbing segments of
Wnllace S/~o~ns A C&brn!ion, all of which is readable and informative,
is Brazeau’s
re-creation
of “A Fish-Scale Sunrise”(the
poem quoted on p. 116) in a”night on the
town” as reflected upon later by the poet who had hosted it.
According to William Hartigan, whose essay born of”oral history”appeared
in The
Wallarp Strv~ns Journal, Anthony
Sigmans of the Hartford
Accident and Indemnity
personnel was the individual closest to Stevens, probably closer than anyone except
the members of his family. (Mr. Hartigan in the early 1970's took me to call on Mr.
and Mrs. Sigmans, daily Mass-goers
who must have had some small part to play in
the conversion
to Catholicism
Hartigan
speaks of in the journnl issue). Brazeau
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includes in his “local memories,”
gained through
conversations,
the screening of
Sigmans before his entrance into the firm and involving a genially applied test for
alcoholism.
Stevens’ passage on the interest
that the poet took in Bernard
Heringman,
who had written
a paper on him at Columbia,
strikes off thankful
echoes in my own heart, since I was the recipient of the same kind of interest,
without the privilege, however, of ever meeting Mr. Stevens. There is no reason to
question Heringman’s
testimony
that the poet was modest, humble, courteous,
open: antithetical
“myths”
are dispelled when we come upon one who has “seen
Shelley plain.”
Wallace Stevens’s reputation
abroad has grown very slowly. David Gascoyne was
one of the first important
literary artists of England to take notice of the American,
writing a lyric in his honor and allowing himself to be influenced by the Stevensian
handling of imagery and the melodious line. George Lensing, traces with patient
accuracy the conflicts among several presses (Fortune,
Poetry London, Faber,
Knopf) over the emergence of Stevens in England, showing the target of the friction
as “walled away”in Connecticut,
trying on one hand to keep peace with his beloved
Knopf publishers and on the other to achieve the same status across the Atlantic
which peers such as Frost, Pound, and Eliot enjoyed. In his narration, he emphasizes
how the poet Nicholas Moore, who transferred
in 1944 from Fortune to Faber,
seems to have been a leading figure in the controversy,
a tissue of misunderstandings deepened by Stevens’ withholding
(probably accidentally)
from Knopf one
letter to his promoters
in England.
As early as 1920, John Gould Fletcher in a letter to the London Mercury had begun to
“boom Stevens around,”
as Pound had Frost; anthologies
continued
to whet
appetites, and finally a Faber volume, the selections made by Stevens himself,
appeared. In this situation
as Lensing describes it, one bristling with problems,
Knopf successfully sued the Fortune Press over an unauthorized
edition, which it
was forced to withdraw,
even though Austin Clarke had reviewed it (copies today
must truly be collectors’ items). Frank Kermode’s
Wnllocu S/PUP~Swas then noteworthy as to criticism on the English scene, but it was not until the 1965 Faber
paperback Stkted Poems that recognition
really arrived. George Lensing concludes his
essay by quoting Faber’s editor Eliot in the 1950’s as saying that he preferred hearing
the poetry of Stevens praised to hearing praise accorded his own.
Among
the contributions,
Richard Ellm ann’s (“How
Wallace Stevens Saw
Himself”)
merits special commendation.
Though he sometimes generalizes
rather
than analyzing
in depth, Ellmann is as always the indefatigable
scholar, though
perhaps as an Oxford don now he tends to underestimate
what has been written in
this country about Stevens the man. “Not much is known about his life in either
period [youth and age], and perhaps not much is to be known”
(p. 151). Essays
elsewhere
in this critical anthology
disprove this assertion, as will the factual and
emotional
knowledge
embedded
in the poetry, eventually
to be discovered, as
readers are beginning
to do in respect to Eliot. Garrett
Stevens, whose wit,
intellectuality,
and paternal affection come through well in Ellmann’s prose, must
have been as exceptional
a father as was Homer Pound.
Helen Vendler’s longtime dedication to Stevens (011 E~knd~tf Wings, many lectures)
makes her a suitable contributor
to this”laurel
wreath.“Her”Stevens
and Keats”To
Autumn”‘
IS pregnant with new interpretations
of familiar lyrics. Listening to MS
Vendler is a stimulating
experience, as is reading her, even if disagreement
rather
than assent be resultant: theories can be much more intricate than the poems which
inspire them. That the close of “Sunday Morning”
offers “doctrinal choice” (p, 173)
is quite true, and acknowledged
in this essay, in contrast to some explications which
deny the “open” nature of the lines concluding
the dialogue. Vendler’s thoughts on
the verse-paragraph
beginning “We live in an old chaos of the sun” seem to rhyme
with its composer’s own.
However, to claim as source for an image what may only be casual resemblance
(for example Keats’ lamb and Stevens’ deer) is always risky. Stevens feared reading
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other poets lest he be influenced: Ellmann quotes from his letters,“1 know of no one
who has been particularly
important
to me” (p. 152). It is not likely that his Muse
built upon “Ode to Autumn”in
the manner developed here, though Helen Vendler’s
concentration
on the earlier poet, as she prepares a book bound tocast light upon the
structures
of Keatsian
odes, renders her seeing similarities
and/or identities
understandable.
Both Wallace Stevens and John Keats were users of Nature as the spring of
imagery; the former, nevertheless,
invariably
speaks in his own voice, which if it
recall any of the early Romantics will (as critics have pointed out) summon back
Wordsworth,
as Robert Pack plans to demonstrate
in a forthcoming
grouping
of
critical essays. “The Woman in Sunshine”
in “threadless gold,” breathtaking
in its
pictures shot through
with lustrous thought, could have existed just as it is had
Keats never lived. “Peter Quince
at the Clavier,”
with its seasonal ending,
surprisingly
escapes being worked into this elaborate case for Keats’s reappearance
in the twentieth
century.
To counteract
the charge of subjectivity,
Vendler
introduces
Keatsian
connections
with “seems
to me” (p. 1i’8), an enriching
qualification
leaving one free to accept or demur.
Why opposites should derive one from the other (The Aurorns a/Aufumn
from Keats’
ode) is hard to see. Nothing
impresses me as less “Stevens”
than the last two
sentences of this essay, including
the words “just to behold, just to be beheld,
what is there here but weather”
(p. 195); significance,
as in “Six Significant
Landscapes,” was originally
a term asserting faith and is even now used to refer to
visible signs of the invisible,
perhaps seen with what Riddel would call “the
“maker”
gave to phenomena
their rightful
clairvoyant
eye.” The Hartford
importance,
yet saw into their depths, beneath the “shaping.”
Stephen E. Whither
implies as much in:
Stevens does not, like some romantics, suggest that the human mind can make
the world it wills. No poetry is possible without
the strictest discipline of
reality. (“The Art of Poetry” in A Time of Hnrvesf: Amuicnn
Litwafurt
7 9 J 0- J 960,
Pd. Robert Spiller, p. 120).
The ripest years brought an achieving of “the poem of earth”Stevensever
longed to
write, a canticle which is as much of a Te Deum in its own way as is that of Francis of
Assisi. But regardless of concurrence
with her views, one applauds Helen Vendler
for her almost incredibly detailed cross-references
and for her gift for provoking
scholars to fresh investigations.
“Out of the grave I come to tell you this”(Robinson’s”Luke
Havergal”) might well
preface Isabel G. Maccaffrey’s analysis of one of Stevens’ least taught or fathomed
1ong poems, with its title borrowed
from Arnaut Daniel, “Le Monocle de Mon
Oncle.“The
realm of letters regrets her loss in 1978. It is a kind of joy to be reminded
of that straightforward,
moving line “I wish that I might be a thinking
stone”;
were Stevens so, and were he to speak, as the Lord prophesied the very stones would
on the first Palm Sunday if men kept silence, what is obscure even to the specialist
would be transparent.
MS McCaffrey’s
words, while leaving the “stone” in its
natural stillness, return to us with authenticity
from the eternity she too now has
entered. A Renaissance
expert, she sees erudite parallels, to cite one example,
between Spenser and Stevens; if her complicated sentences, based upon even more
complicated thought, soar above the Yeatsian (often) diction and syntax of Wallace
Stevens, they even so provide entrances into the sequence of difficult stanzas; she
herself couples Stevens with Yeats (p. 209), and earlier with Wordsworth,
whom his
blank verse lines frequently
come very close to (p. 207). Never disregarding
distinctions
(and the art of education has been said to consist in the art of making
these), Isabel McCaffrey
reminds readers of those roots that creep towards one
another and entwine, beneath the conscious surface of the artistic process.
Irvin Ehrenpreis’s
“Strange
Relation: Stevens’ Nonsense”
and John Hollander’s
brief “The Sound of the Music of Music and Sound” (a chiasmus exemplary of the
fine lyricist he himself is) are united in their concern for the spoken Stevens, though
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the Augustan critic “comes at” the sound values of Stevens in quite a different way
from the approach of Hollander.
Stevens would probably have greatly relished
Hollander’s
piece, itself a kind of poem. Ehrenpreis’
essay does not lend itself to
paraphrase;
its sense must be earned by a careful reading. Its thesis would appear
to be “Music represents, for Stevens, the effect of adequate poetry, while nonsense
I like to think of the
is the verbal equivalent
of music.” (p. 227). Personally,
nonsense-syllables
as part of “the essential gaudiness of poetry,” that quality which
endeared to its creator “The Emperor of Ice-Cream.”
Frank Kermode’s gretting of Stevens in accents of praise at the beginning of the
poet’s career in England has already been acclaimed above in the remarks about
George Lensing’s annotated chronology
of how Stevens became known beyond the
limits of his native land. Much more biographical
than his initial work, “Living
Poetically in Connecticut”
not only grows out of a lifetime of studying Stevens but
brings him to readers in that human way which the editors of this volume
announced
in their preface as being a major intention.
Kermode’s attempt to tie
Holderlin’s
mystical writings
to Stevens, different as were the lives of the German
and the American,
urouses interest,
as do his references to Whittier
and Emerson,
as well as to Emily Dickinson, whose purity of language and original concepts have
about them an aureole at least analogous
to the aureole Stevens
wears in the
memories of those who find his phrases haunting
them. Frank Kermode’s description of the poet’s “desire for ease” (p. 266) is perceptive, less derogatory
than the
dandyism and hedonism once associated with Stevens;
Sigmans noted to Brazeau
that his friend was one to whom
money was important
only in how it might add to
the pleasures of circulating
through “the earthly season”
from which he has now
been removed. All men make choices: though Heidegger
figures in Kermode’s
chapter, this philosophy was not, to any serious degree, one of Stevens’, yet “what
might have been” is somehow included in a life, as the path Frost didn’t take was
included in his.
The last three scholars to appear in this book merit the adjective “monumental”
for all that they have done in university circles to promote Stevens,
J. Hillis Miller,
Roy Harvey Pearce, and Joseph Riddell. Though these need no introduction,
their
latest cogitations “still amaze, ” disclosing unexpected facets of the art and thought
of their subject. They presuppose a background
in the Stevensian substructure
from
Harmonium
through
TOP Rock and 0. P., one which keeps shifting under reflection,
even as do the objects in Eliot’s “ideal order.” Followers of their publications
will
need no encouragement
to read the latest testimonials of belief in a genius second to
none in American
literature,
though
not necessarily
superior
to all. Pearce
dedicates his contribution
to Michael Benamou (d. 1978) so that this scholar, like
Isabel McCaffrey,
can share posthumously
in the acclamation
of a beloved poet.
Miller’s highly technical scrutiny “Theoretical
and Atheoretical
in Stevens” calls
attention to how many of the poems are about poetry (the best lyric, in my opinion,
stressing its passionate nature, so that its savagery is “nothing
to have at heart”:
“Poetry Is a Destructive Force”). He proposes several theories of poetry which might
be predicted
of Stevens,
the first condensed to”imitation,
mimesis, analogy, copy,”
though the third noun is quite unlike the other three, a fact Miller takes intoaccount
as he elaborates his paragraph.
Analogy, as the Stevens
prose volume containing
that word in its title demonstrates,
can often best be understood
in terms of
landscape. The figure of speech synecdoche is often a poet’s strategy in the use he
makes of landscape, that composite imagery which permeates the C. P. Certain
objects (a brook, stones, the moon, apple trees, a church) are chosen to form a
“sample” by which the rest of a world may be inferred. The Greek noun s~mbolon can
mean “a sign by which one infers a thing.” From this inference, lines of emotion
radiate to various strata of existence. Thus mirror versus lornlj is hardly the most
apposite way to describe this first theory of Stevens (p, 276). The term mirror,
however, rests upon a longing to keep beauty just as it is: a powerful
reason for
rendering
landscape in any medium (even the abstraction
of music as in Aaron
Copeland’s
Appalachian
Spring, the symbolic landscapist is driven on by a desire to
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resist the process of decay, to conceive an existence “freed from the crawl of change
like summer in a painted tree” (John Gardner’s
Jason md M&in,
p. 19).
The second Hillis-stated
theory is poetry as revelation,
apt especially in its
determination
to get humanity
to do what Isaiah and the New Testament
also
advise: to really “see” (the poet as seer) and to really “hear” what surround
us.
Elouard’s “the world within” is another way of saying the goal of the poet devoted to
~lefh~in. The third theory, wherein only words divorced from things are involved, is
too unstevensian
to require more than a passing nod. The content of Miller’s
elaborations
on these theories is admirable,
as is the learning he brings to his
challenge.
Roy Harvey Pearce’s essay on decreation as a theoretical approach to Stevens is
ingenious
but scarcely applicable to Wallace Stevens if meant in the Simone Weil
sense of “making pass from the created to the uncreated”(289).
However, in a series
of deeply meditated-on
steps, Mr. Pearce arrives at the transcendence
of the last
years. His study of how a great poet combines poetrOy with perception
(and the
wisdom possible from its right employment)
needs meticulous
working-through
with this “theorist
of theory” in order for justice to be accorded the critic.
Joseph Riddel’s extremely
erudite conclusion
to this volume, “Metaphorical
Staging: Stevens’ Beginning
Again of the ‘End of the Book,“’ moves in circular
fashion through the Stevensian cosmos fashioned over at least a fifty-year span (the
publication
of Hnrmonium
did not initiate the writing)
is an index to how sensitively
the poems were put together by Stevens, even as were Crane’s in W/r& Bui1ditrg.s. It is
a temptation
to linger over each advance towards the proclamation
of that kind of
unity Riddel imaginatively
derives on the foundation
of his “theatrical
metaphor,”
but doing so is unnecessary,
since enthusiasts
will want to savor this amazing
examination
of Stevens in the light of the thought of the French philosopher
Jacques
Derrida and of all the other figures out of intellectual
history which aim at new
evaluations born of hitherto unthought-of
juxtapositions.
Readers of Wnllncr S~r~rns A Crlr~bmtiotr
may well rejoice that for generations,
the
company of those mindful of “supreme fiction” will find in its tributes (brought out
by so distinguished
a press as Princeton’s
under diligent editors who were able to
secure a wealth of first-rate responses to Stevens) a record, as if in a cornerstone,
of
what Americans were finding in this magnificent
poet one hundred years after his
birth. After reading it, I myself want to go back to the poems again, to that
marvelous interior monolog of Penelope (“The World as Meditation”)
or to “Peter
Quince,” to the lady in her blue-shadowed
silk dress who plays upon the spirit as well
as the piano keys; to”The Bouquet of Roses in Sunlight,“so
very much themselves
that they cannot degenerate
into metaphor;
but most of all to Saint Ursula,
gathering
her little bouquet for the Lord with no motive other than affection and
praise. Wn//nr~ Sf~orns A CPlrbrnfior~ can be regarded as a series of new Alleluias, never
before “writ in any book.” Yet, to change a word from Hurtrlrt, “The poetry’s the
thing.” We attendants
bowing near the peacock must keep remembering
this.
Sister Bernetta
Norfolk

State

Quinn,

O.S.F.

University

The Southern Review (Fall 1979)
Centennial

Issue

This issue (Fall 1979) is really the second of two special Stevens collections that
Sotrtlrrrrr Rmirzo has published, the first appearing in the summer issue of 1971.
The present number contains twelve papers dealing with Stevens: eleven essays,
two of which present important
primary material, and one review.1 As might be
expected with a centennial
release, the papers do not organize around any single
Thr
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theme or methodology,
but for this very reason they provide a more or less
representative
sampling of recent Stevens scholarship.
Even though they do not
exactly constitute a cross section, I shall treat them as such except in a few places
where the editorial policy of TheSoufh~rn
RPIGLJ
seems visible. Right here, in fact, I can
commend the journal for its selection: in spite of great unevenness, most of the
papers are quite readable and, as a whole, stand above the general run of work on
the poet.
My review will fall into two parts. In the first I shall strive to hold my own
structuralist
concerns to a minimum (the use of the term inlert~/ in this part can be
regarded as an exception)
and appraise individual
papers according to generally
shared standards of scholarship.
I do, however, want to voice a strong complaint
against a certain assumption
that runs through these papers (and Stevens scholarship generally), but since this question directly involves my own work I think it best
to thrash it out in a separate section, where a different kind of discussion can take
place. By this I am not implying that the first part will be more “objective”;
in this
first section I shall merely try to keep my biases less obtrusive so that I can more
expeditiously
convey pertinent
information
about each paper.
As an aid in discussing the papers, I shall use the term ~~irnnry it~frr/rxt to designate
any part of Stevens’ writing that is placed in some relation to another part: all of the
poetry in its connection
to a particular
lyric, a letter in its bearing upon a lecture, a
section of a long poem in its placement within that poem-any
part whatsoever set
in any relation whatsoever,
as long as that relation holds uli/lii~i the poet’s own
writing.
In its turn, s~ron&r~ inf~r/~x/ will refer to any writing
not belonging
to
Stevens but placed in some relation to his writing.
A secondary intertext
might
encompass a countless number of works conceived in a highly generalized
framework (e.g., the romantic tradition) or it might be just a single author, work, or even
part of a work. In either primary or secondary intertexts,
it is up to the critic to
articulate
the kind of relation to be established.
With secondary intertexts,
for
instance, the range of possible relations could run from a strictly causal connection
(“so-and-so
inflcr~~red Stevens”) to something
deliberately
arbitrary (e.g., if a critic
wished to emphasize the creative character of his own role as a reader, he might
align some unlikely text with a Stevens poem and then between the two play off
certain sound and image equivalencies
in an unconventional
way that would stress
his own originality;
he would strive, in effect, roof to establish an historical or any
other “natural”
relation).2
My reasons for wtipulating
these two admittedly
cumbersome
labels will hopefully become clearer as we move on.
I
Of the two papers providing
new primary material, one is an article by Holly
Stevens entitled”Flux~”
(with a short introduction
by Donald E. Stanford, theeditor
of The Sou/lrrrn RPP~PUI),presenting
a recently discovered letter of the poet to R. I’.
Blackmur. The other, by George S. Lensing, is an annotated transcript (followed by
a full discussion) of FromP~PCPSof Pn)~r, the title of a Stevens notebook, now at the
Huntington,
containing
361 short entries, many of which were used for the titles
of lyrics (with a few slightly re-cast) or for phrasing within the poems and even
the prose.
The letter to Blackmur, dated November
16, 1931, is a response of about 650
words to the critic, who apparently
wrote Stevens about “The Emperor of IceCream.” Blackmur’s
essay, “Examples of Wallace Stevens,” which appeared a few
months later, treats this poem in some detail and in a footnote even mentions the
Stevens letter. The beginning
of the letter contains the most explicit statement to
date of the poet’s use of ambiguity,
which, he stresses, is not the same thing as
obfuscation,
since “the clearest definition
of things essentially ambiguous
leaves
ambiguity.”
He then spends about half the letter glossing this and that feature of
“The Emperor” for Blackmur, and follows this by exclaiming “nothing
has made me
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unhappier
than the fact that I have in the past on one or two occasions explained.”
This is a characteristic
pattern with his explanations:
that of giving something with
one hand and then with the other dolefully gesturing
over his having given it. In
more than a dozen places in the Letters he claims he dislikes giving explanations,
but
then even more often, sometimes
in the same letter, he provides elaborate
extent, its function,
its
commentaries.
The question
of Stevens’ secrecy-its
contradictions,
and so on-has
not yet been squarely addressed. With this letter, the
need for such an inquiry is especially clear.
From Pieres of Paper opens a small but fascinating-and
certainly rare-window
onto
Stevens’ method of composition.
From the evidence that Lensing marshals, most if
not all of the 361 notations seem to have been written in the thirties, even though
there are poems with borrowings
from this list that were not composed until the
forties and fifties. For example, where the 306th entry, “The Master Of The Mind,”
was incorporated
into a 1935 poem (“The Mud Master”),
the 99th notation, “not
ideas about the thing but the thing itself,” appeared as the title of a poem first
published in 1954. In an important
letter cited by Lensing, Stevens says that “titles
with me are, of course, of the highest importance”
and that “very often the title
occurs to me before anything else occurs to me” (L 297). And so it seems that a good
number of the notations functioned
like individually
timed seeds that germinated
sporadically over a period of twenty-five
or so years. In even more interesting
cases,
however, Lensing points out”that
the notebook may have provided a poem’s ~for~r~h.
but in its actual writing
the work assumed its own life beyond the limits of the
proposed title,” with the result that an entry like “The Inadequacy of Landscape”
(#52)
became “On the Adequacy of Landscape” (CP 2431, the actual title of a poem
whose development
apparently
dictated its own terms. The entries that were not
appropriated
still reveal the distinctive shape of the poet’s imagination:
the fondness
for dramatizing
the trivial and the mundane, the inclination
for foreign languages,
especially French, the perky wit, the aphoristic wisdom-it
is still the same Stevens.
Lensing’s thorough
familiarity
with the Stevens canon is evident everywhere.
Particularly
useful is the column of glosses he runs alongside the list of entries; in
this way a reader has at a glance both the original notation and-if there is one-the
corresponding
appropriation.3
Only two papers concentrate
on primary intertexts,
one by Grosvenor E. Powell
(“Wallace Stevens’ Approaches
to the Absolute: From Crispin’s Quest to Central
Poetry”) and the other by Lynette Carpenter
(“The Evolution of the Latest Freed
Man in Three Poems by Stevens”). Both are disappointing.
Part of the argument
that Powell mounts is that Stevens’ true epistemological
view is revealed in “Notes toward a Supreme Fiction, “a view holding that there is no
direct access to the physical world, that we can experience it only through mediating
fictions. If this is not news, the other part of Powell’s argument
surely is. Four
figures of earlier poems, he claims, serve as preparatory characters embodying some
view that is less mature than the one in”Notes’>
either they hold that some form of
pure access is still available or subscribe to a Platonically self-absorbed
belief in one’s
own mental constructions.
The four are Crispin (“The Comedian as the Letter C”),
the anti-master-man
(“Landscape with Boat”), Mrs. Alfred Uruguay and the figure
of capable imagination
(both from “Mrs. Alfred Uruguay”).
With some exceptions
(like a competent
discussion of “the first idea ” in “Notes” and some interesting
remarks at the end about Stevens’ romanticism),
the essay does not exert much
persuasive force. In particular, Powell’s view of the four figures strikes me as wholly
untenable
in light of the textual evidence he summons. Even where, as in his
discussion of the anti-master-man,
Powell accurately defines one aspect of a figure,
his argument does not permit him to see, apparently, that the poem draws the figure
ambiguously.
Even less engaging is the set of intertextual
relations Carpenter draws
between three successive poems from Ports of n World: “The Man on the Dump,““On
the Road Home,“and
“The Latest Freed Man,“which
taken together seem, she says,
“to constitute a single narrative, a story about a central character.“The
paper itself
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amounts
to little
more
than a tedious,
line-by-line,
poem-by-poem
explication
that
either
avoids
the genuinely
difficult
questions
raised
by the poems
or, worse,
banalizes
them
with
existentialist
commonplaces.
In claiming
some
unifying
structure
in the three poems,
Carpenter
does seem to be on to something,
but before
specifying
this structure
she needs to re-think
her entire
approach
to Stevens.
The largest
group
of essays, five altogether,
emphasize
secondaryintertexts:
Roy
Harvey
Pearce
on Henry
James’
The American
Scenp (“The
Cry
and the Occasion:
‘Chocorua
to Its Neighbor”‘),
Milton
J. Bates
on Nietzsche
(“Major
Man
and
Overman:
Wallace
Stevens’
Use of Nietzsche”),
Herbert
J. Stern on-mostly-some
epistemological
writings
of Coleridge
and Owen
Barfield
(“The
Honey
of Earth”),
Price
Caldwell
on the romantic
meditative
lyric
(“‘Sunday
Morning’:
Stevens’
Makeshift
Romantic
Lyric”),
and Betty
Buchsbaum
on various
writings
dealing
with
old age (“Wallace
Stevens:
The Wisdom
of the Body
in Old Age”).
An influence
study
of the traditional
type,
the Pearce
article
offers
some
astonishing
verbal
parallels
between
James’ description
of Mount
Chocorua
in Thp
Americnn
Scene and the portrayal
of the same mountain
in”Chocorua
to Its Neighbor.”
In James, for instance,
we read of”crystal-pointed
change”and
in Stevens
of the”the
crystal-pointed
star of morning.“Pearce,
however,
strategic&y
minimizes
a trump
card like this, claiming
such a verbal
echo is”secondary
to Stevens’development
of
James’argument.”
Which
for Pearce
seems to mean that”Chocorua
to Its Neighbor”
amounts
to little more than a reimagining
of the The Amerirnn
Srene, even to the point
1
of his identifying-without
a whit
of qualification-the
poem’s
“rugged
roy”
hero
with
James himself.
This is extreme
and unnecessary.
There
is abundant
evidence
’
that Stevens
read James and that the two are close in sensibility,
but this affinity
does not justify
the kind of sweeping
mechanism
of influence
Pearce
suggests.
He
makes a more
telling
point in simply
stating
that Stevens’sense
of Mount
Chocorua
a point
which
now seems valid and which
as a consequence
is distinctly
“literary,”
opens
up the entire
question
of the provenance
of the poet’s imagery
(since in the
Le/fers Stevens
stresses
how it derives
directly
from
actual
scenes remembered
from
strolls,
vacations,
walks
to work,
etc.).
As far as the question
of the hero is concerned,
Nietzsche
is closer to the center
of
Stevens’
poetry
than James. In his study
of Stevens
and Nietzsche,
Bates does not
stress
direct
influence
in the manner
of Pearce.
He does sift through
evidence
relating
to Stevens’
possible
points
of contact
with
the philosopher,
but it is clear
throughout
the essay that Bates’
main concern
lies in charting
the concept
of the
hero
as it develops
in each man and then,
in a more
or less disinterested
fashion,
comparing
his results.
Scholarly
disinterest
can be its own
kind
of rhetoric,
of
course,
but Bates
still uses it here
to make
a valuable
addition
to the body
of
information
already
available
on the Nietzchean
intertext
(other
good studies
have
been
conducted
by, among
others,
Frank
Doggett,
Joseph
Riddel,
and Harold
Bloom).
Bates is not convincing,
however,
in arguing
for a detlelopmPnr in Stevens’
concept
of the hero. The concept
does show different
aspects
in different
poems
and
each of these poems
uses its own vocabulary
in referring
to it, but that is not the ,
same thing
as an essential
development
in the concept
itself.
And yet, as in the case
of Pearce,
Bates’
scholarship
is so commanding
and so genuinely
helpful
that one is
almost
disarmed
when
it comes
to an interpretive
objection
like this.
Stern,
like Powell,
also stresses
epistemology
but takes a different
tack: he enlists
Coleridge,
Barfield
and others
as aids in articulating
a connection
he sees-and
presumably
Stevens
sees-between
the actively
constructive
role of consciousness
vis-a-vis
immediate
experience
and the poet’s
linguistic
constructing
of poems.
Lamentably,
Stern’s
loose metaphorical
style and his sometimes
careless
handling
of
sources
do not serve his ideas, which
in their
present
form
founder
in a helplessly
inchoate
state.
Caldwell’s
essay
is an essentially
structural
comparison
of “Sunday
Morning”
with
the typical
romantic
meditative
lyric
(Wordsworth’s
“Immortality”
ode,
Coleridge’s
“Frost
at Midnight,”
etc.). Whereas
the latter,
according
to Caldwell,
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develops toward a calmly unified resolution
between mind and nature, “Sunday
Morning”
breaks apart, in spite of its smooth surface, into a “makeshift”of
several
texts: “first, there is the woman’s poem, about her expectations
and projections
of
paradise; second, there is the male speaker’s poem about the death of God, and the
paradise of mortality implied by it; third there are several efforts to reconcile the two
views, and to derive a ‘proper’ view of the earth as ‘all of paradise that we shall
know.“’ For Caldwell the poem’s artistic success lies precisely in what she calls its
“illusion of continuity”
with the romantic tradition. But I question this term illusion
here. Indeed “Sunday Morning”
does not have the tight “organic“
structure of the
romantic meditative
lyric (although
the lack of rigid logical sequence she sees as
significant in the Stevens work could be imputed to almost any poem, including the
romantic meditative lyric), nor does it have the mind melt into the natural scene in
the wholesale fashion of, say, a Wordsworth
poem. But the kind of split between
sensibility and theory that Caldwell proposes is simply not borne out by the text
itself. On the one hand the woman in the poem is supposed to represent
the
outmoded Pre-Raphaelite
aesthetic of the nineteenth
century; and on theother, the
poet-narrator
is to suggest the modern tough-minded
intellectual
who announces
that all the gods are dead and that, in Caldwell’s
words, “there is no redeeming
universal order.” But to maintain this division Caldwell has to minimize or neglect
three fairly obvious features of the poem: (1.) the structural
way different pairs of
stanzas organize the work, (2.) the unironic dialectic between the narrator and the
woman, and (3.) the poem’s allegorization
of nature (e.g., the changing seasons
stnndfnvan activistic concept of knowledge)
as opposed to the organicist or”symbolic”
mode of romanticism-in
other words, an allegorical
poem would represent
a
radically different mode of ascribing meaning and would as a consequence possess
its own distinctive
terms of organization.
The result is that Caldwell must consistently stretch meanings of words to drastic
lengths. In the second stanza, for instance, we are told that the woman is being
satirized by the questions and the “pretty” imagery of this section. “The ‘Why sl~ould
she .’ form of question suggests,” says Caldwell, “a mildly defensive petulance on
must live within herself,” it is
her part
.” And where the poet says “Divinity
claimed that “the word ‘hers@ suggests
that he is’quoting’her.”
But the patent
facts are that here the poet is the one speaking and that he isdoing so without irony.
Caldwell does not deny this obvious side either, asserting instead that this is merely
evidence of another”tonality,”
which is proof all the more of a complicating
division.
It is not difficult for us in the seventies to dismiss some features of “Sunday
Morning”
as bits of nineteenth-century
indulgence and at the same time view the
existential
predicament
articulated
by the poem’s theory as still being very
meaningful
(although
this too can wear). But in such a case the quarrel between
palate and brain would be our own and not that of this 1915 lyric. It is true that
during this period Pound and others were mounting
a heavy campaign against
romanticism,
but it remains to be proven that “Sunday Morning”
was Stevens’own
peculiar contribution
to this campaign.
Even though “Sunday
Morning”
is a
transition
piece in Stevens’ career, it does not itself arrive at the sensibility of the
later poet. In one sense, my complaint does not do justice to Caldwell’s paper, which
stands among the most tightly reasoned statements I have ever read on Stevens. I
only wish I could also say “most persuasive.”
Buchsbaum’s
secondary intertext constitutes
a kind of “Adagia”about
old age, a
collection of aphoristic
insights selected from a host of different sources: the poet
(Donne, Schiller, Wordsworth,
Keats, Yeats), the musician (Claudio Arrau), the
theologian
(Paul Tillich), the philosopher
(Simone de Beauvoir), the psychologist
(Jung, Erikson), and the critic (Lionel Trilling,
Eric Neumann,
Harold Bloom, and
others). Rhetorically,
this heterogeneity
creates the effect of Wisdom, a knowledge
so fundamental
that it transcends personality or any singular belief, discourse, field
of knowledge,
or historical
belief. The result is quite powerful.
And yet this
important
essay does have real limitations.
When read a second time, for instance,
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the paper betrays a certain thinness, for the spread of insight is so wide and various
that at the end one is left with little in the way of some strong, unitive understanding. In addition,
Buchsbaum’s
approach amounts to a psychologizing
of the
text or of, more specifically, the voice of the text; but the poignant sense of gnosis in
the late poetry is created not just by this voice taken by itself but by the memory of
the early poems, which provide (with their descriptive opulence, their vital bravado,
their insouciance toward the painful side of death, etc.) an intense contrast with the
late verse. Put another way, Buchsbaum could have played off the late poems against
a primary as well as a secondary intertext.
Appearing
also in the Centennial
Issue are two causerie essays, one by Samuel
French Morse (“Wallace Stevens: Instances, Illustrations,
Ideas”), and the other by
William H. Pritchard (“Poet of the Academy”). This type of article, which is more of a
chat than a formal study, is usually written
by a scholar who has earned the
right-or
feels he has-to
sit back and move casually from, say, a biographical
anecdote
to an evaluative
comparison
with another
poet to a remark about
impinging
social forces-whatever.
These two particular essays are each valuable in
their own way, but they are clearly directed toivard the more general reader of the
Soutk~rr~ R~~rlirro. In discussing Stevens’ attitude toward poetry, for instance, Morse
accurately conveys a sense of commitment
that deepened as life advanced, and yet
this portrayal offers little that is new to someone who is familiar with the poet’s
writing and much of the commentary,
including Morse’s own biography. Morse, one
capable of more than introductory
of the great Stevens scholars, is certainly
remarks; but in this particular
essay one finds little else.
Pritchard, who does not reveal a close knowledge
of Stevens, provides a gracious
though somewhat
patronizing
appraisal of the poet and his commentators.
From
Pritchard’s
vantage point, which is that of an outside sensibility,
the recent critical
enthusiasm
for the poet is “all a bit like going to church.” As he makes clear at the
beginning,
however, he does not want to dismiss Stevens but only rescue him from
“his more uncritical
disciples and interpreters.”
Pritchard
then goes on to cite
established poems and established critics, praising those lyrics that are beautiful in a
traditional
sense and that stand relatively free of enigmas. In effect, he raises the
important
question of value in poetry, of why some readers cherish some texts and
others other texts. On the other hand, Pritchard himself seems less concerned with
this kind of question than with promoting
aesthetic norms of common sense,
lucidity, dramatic power, and so forth. His paper is of some importance
to the
Stevens scholar, but it should be kept in mind that Pritchard forms part of a long
tradition
of critics who tend to read Stevens according to standards established in
general world literature
(especially the Anglo-Irish
component)
and on the whole
de-emphasize
the special concerns of the American
romantic tradition
(coming
immediately
to mind are J. V. Cunningham,
G. S. Fraser, A Alvarez, and Hugh
Kenner).
In the strict terms of format, Alvin H. Rosenfeld’s paper, “Bloom on Wallace
Stevens, ” is a book review of Bloom’s POPJ~IS
of 01rr C/ir,lnffa. In fact, however, it is a
general discussion of the Bloom phenomenon.
Bloom’s labyrinthine
theories have
caused many to feel they need a map of some sort, and accordingly, a good number of
summaries like Rosenfeld’s have already appeared. But if the review contains little
that is new, it still stands as a most eloquent, even-handed
treatment of a criticwho
does not always evoke even-handedness.
For Rosenfeld, Bloom’s work constitutes
an important
inquiry into the psychology of rhetoric, an endeavor that manifests an
extraordinary
command of Stevens as well as a number of other authors. But the 74wy
Bloom uses texts is seriously questioned.
After citing a sweeping summation at the
end of Poetns of Ottr Climnk, Rosenfeld points out quite simply that such a passage calls
“more attention
to the power of the interpreter
than the poet being read and while
any serious student of Stevens will profit from Bloom’s book, it is as much a
prologomenon
[sir] to further
theoretical
speculation
as it is a practical work of
criticism.”
This assessment suggests something
in Bloom that has, also, in recent
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years been generally
occurring
on both sides of the Atlantic:
a rise in the prominence
of the reader-critic
and a decline
in emphasis
upon the poet-writer,
a shift in which
the secondary
text,
the “humble”
commentary,
becomes
the subject
of inquirybecomes,
in other
words,
the primary
text. “Bloom,”
remarks
Rosenfeld
at the end,
“may
soon have to become
his own text.“This
recent
prominence
of the reader
is
evident
from
Bloom’s
general
emphasis
on rhetoric,
which
in his hands constitutes
a
kind of psychology
of pffpct, an approach
in which
poems
turn out to be the readingproducts
of other
poems.
That Rosenfeld’s
paper is not so much a book review
as it is
a commentary
on a commentator
is itself
evidence
of the same shift.
(Part

II will

appear

in the

next

issue)

Terrance
Wayne

King
State

University

NOTES
I. This present
review
is not written
from the actual issue but from galleys
or typescript
copy, which
Donald
E. Stanford,
the editor
of The Soufhern RPIG~. kindly
sent me. If there are discrepancies
with the
information
I give, this circumstance
should
help explain
them. It would also be noted that this issue will
also include
material
not relevant
to Stevens.
2. A critic that strives
for some degree
of deliberate
and heuristic
“Stevens’
Rock and Criticism
as Cure,”
Georgia Rr~iru~, 30 (1976).
330-48
3. Of ccurse
any student
of Stevens
glosses. Here are four of my own:

afflicted

#US.A

word

new

manner

is equal

~184. The Artificial
With Reality
#196.

Men

#295.

Ivory

Make
Tower

Man

Out

to a new

Coming

Of Words

of Nature

Into

Contact

with

the pedant’s

itch is gang

to want

15 J. Hillis

Miller

to add a few more

“A new meaning
is the equivalent
of a new
(“Ada@,”
OP 159).
“an artificial
man / At a distance.““TheCreationsof
Sound”
(Cl’ 311).
title

word”

(CP 311).

Cf. discussion
in”Effects
noted by Lensing,
and
CL 403).
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arbitrariness

of Analogy”(NA
121-231,
m a letter to Hi Simons

in

NOTE

1979 MLA

Convention,

A Special Session.

Robert Frost and Wallace Stevens: Resemblances
and Differences
28 December,
8:30-9:45
a.m., California
East, St. Francis.
Discussion Leader: Ronald Bieganowski,
Marquette
Univ.
Panelists: Richard Poirier, Rutgers Univ.; David Bromwich,
Donald Greiner,
Univ. of South Carolina.

Princeton

Univ.;

-

Notes and Comments
before Spring” first appeared in The Little Requiem.
Wallace Stevens’ “ Depression
Volume V, Number 2, in June 1918. It was included in Harmonium
(1923,
1931 and
1947) as well as in Collected Poems (1954), Po~rns (1959) and The Palm nf the Endofthe Mind
(1971). The poem did, however, have a separate publication
which, until now, has
not been recorded.
In 1969, the Vorpal Galleries of San Francisco, California,
initiated a “Series of
Reproductions
of Paintings by San Francisco artist, Muldoon Elder.“Number
one in
this series is a reproduction
of a painting by Muldoon
Elder called “No Queen
Rises/‘-a
title taken from a line in Wallace Stevens’ poem “Depression
before
Spring.” The reproduction
of Mr. Elder’s painting as well as “Depression
before
Spring” in its entirety were issued in the form of a greeting card-one
fold, making a
card of two leaves, [4] pages, measuring 6% inches high and 4% inches wide. The
painting
is reproduced
on p. 111. Pages [2] and [3] are blank. “Depression
before
Spring” is printed on p, [a] together with biographical
information
about Mr. Elder.
In any future revision of my bibliography
of Wallace Stevens, this first separate
appearance of “Depression
before Spring,” to follow accepted procedure, should be
included in the “A” section.
*

*

*

Chips Bookshop,
Inc., Box 639, Cooper Station,
Telephone
212-362-9336
has just issued a new
Kermode’s
Wallare S/evens with a new preface.

New York City, N.Y. 10003,
edition, hard-cover,
of Frank
J. M. Edelstein
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WALLACE
A Birthday

STEVENS

Celebration

in Chapel

Hill

eorge Lensing and his colleagues at the University
of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill sponsored
an exceptionally
successful
and warm
celebration
in honor of Wallace Stevens’ 100th birthday.
The leisurely
paced, two-and-a-half
day conference
offered considerable
variety. The
program began Thursday
evening, September 27, 1979, with welcoming
cocktails and dinner for the Stevens enthusiasts
who came from all parts of
the country. The next morning, a panel discussion on classroom approaches
to Stevens initiated the more formal aspects of the conference.
Observations ranged from paying more attention to sources (Robert Buttel), to
meanings (J. Hillis Miller),
to sounds (Robert Pack), and to connecting
words, like prepositions
(Denis Donoghue). In the afternoon, Holly Stevens
related personal recollections
about family life and vacations that often
became the occasions for poems, while A. Walton Litz, noting two strains in
recent criticism, hoped that the more abstract and theoretical would come
closer to the more concrete and biographical.
Afterwards,
cocktails and
hors d’owures
were served at the Ackland Art Museum. Friday evening, the
department
of music presented a concert, “Songs for Solo Voice to Poems of
Wallace Stevens,” which featured selections from Donald Lybbert’s”From
Harmonium,”
Vincent Persichetti’s
“Harmonium,”
and Ned Rorem’s “Last
Poems
of Wallace Stevens.”
Saturday morning’s sessions
began with a paper by Frank Doggett, which
probed the often subconscious
sources of Stevens’ poems. Then, Peter
Brazeau, focusing on the Judge Powell relationship,
regaled the audience
with biographical tidbits from Stevens/life.
In the afternoon, Marie Borroff
gave a talrr de ~DYCPreading of a linguistic approach to Stevens’
self-reflexive
sounds, while Helen Vendler
explored Stevens’ ability to embrace all
magnitudes as one. That evening, the department
of dramatic art staged a
dramatic reading of Stevens’ Thrrp Tmar&rs Wntrl~ 0 SIdrIrisp.
This was followed
by more genuine southern
hospitality,
a warm,
farewell, social gathering
at the home of George Lensing. Happy birthday,
Wallace!

G

-John
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